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MEM>RANDUM RE MATl'ERS NUMBERED 6 AND 36 

Matters Raised With Counsel Assisting But Where No Decision Had 

Been Made Whether 'lb Draw Al.legations 

Allegation No.6 - Safety deposit boxes and overseas shares 

It was alleged that in 1975 the Judge had had allotted to him a 

parcel of shares in a SWiss bank, the shares being of 

oonsiderable value. It was also alleged that he had in 1975 

becare the holder, with others, of safety deposit boxes in 

SWitzerland. Photocopies of documents were provided in s~rt 
of the allegation. 

At the relevant time it was not W1lawful under the Banking 

(Foreign Exchange) Regulations for a resident of Australia to 

hold a safety deposit box in SWitzerland but it was tu1lawful to 

own, without approval, foreign securities. 

The provenance of the photocopies provided was such that there 

was sane ground, based on a report to the Attorney-General by J 

T Heward in 1 976, for suspecting that they may have been 

forgeries. Nonetheless those assisting the Ccmnission did not 

feel able to disregard entirely the possibility that the 

docurnents were genuine. The documents had not been referred to 

or dealt with in the report by Mr Howard. 
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It was decided to ask the Ccmoonwealth Government to approach 

the SWiss Government with a view to establishing whether or not 

the docunents were authentic, and this step was duly taken on 

17 July 1986. 

Before any approach was made, it became clear that the 

Parliamentary Carmission of Inquiry would not proceed to 

finality and was likely to be tenninated. 'Iherefore no further 

action was taken. 

Al.legation No.36 Extra-curial intervention oonoerning 

sul::rnissions of litigant before the High Court 

It was alleged that the Judge, whilst a Justice of the High 

Court, and during the course of a case upon which he was 

sitting, had ocmnunicated inproperly with the Premier of a 

State, that State being a party or intervener in the case 

before the High Court. 'Ibe purpose of the ccmnunication, it 

was alleged, was to persuade the Premier to direct counsel 

appearing for the State to alter the sul::rnissions being put to 

the Court. 

Upon preliminary investigation, the person who was alleged to 

have been told of this incident by the Judge denied that he had 

been so infonred by the Judge and gave a version of events 

which suggested that a ranark of his own had been 

misintezpreted and ascribed to the Judge. 
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'lhose assisting the catmission proposed to interview the 

Premier of the State and counsel allegedly involved. Before 

those steps were taken it became clear that the Parliamentary 

Carm:ission of Inquiry _would not proceed to finality. Therefore 

no further action was taken. 

D t, • . 

21 August 1986 

--.--·---... ···-··-..···-··-··--.,,,..,_,_,_, ____ , ________ ~ ... ~ ........ --·· .. ---·----····-----..... -.. -........ ----··-·---
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~ RE M.?\'I'l'ERS NUMBERED 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 17, 19, 

21, 22, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 37, 38, 41. 

Matters Raised with Counsel Assisting but not Drawn as Specific 

Allegations in Precise Terms. 

'Ihl.s narorandurn deals with 21 matters which in the opinion of 

those assisting the Camri.ssion CX>uld not or, after 

investigation, did not give rise to a prima facie case of 

misbehaviour within the meaning of Section 72 of the 

Constitution. It is therefore prqiosed that these matters not 

.be drawn as specific allegations in precise tenns and that 

the.re be no further inquiry into than. 

Matter No.4 - Sala 

'Ihl.s matter involves an allegation that the Judge, whilst 

Attorney-General, wrongfully or i.nprcp:rrly ordered the return 

to ooe Ralron Sala of a passport and his release fran custody. 

All the relevant Departmental files have been examined as also 

has been the official report of Mr A.C. Menzies. 
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'!he available evidence supports the oa1clusion of Mr Menzies 

that there was no evidence of any imprqiriety on the Judge's 

part. While it is true to say that there was roan for 

disagreanent about the directions gi ven by the Judge and that 

the Australian Federal Police objected to the course taken, the 

action by the Judge could not constitute misbehaviour within 

the meaning of Section 72 of the Constitution. We recx:mrend 

that the matter be taken no further. 

Matter No.5 - Saffron surveillance 

'lbis matter consisted of an allegatioo that the Judge, whilst 

Attorney-General and Minister for Custans and Excise, directed 

that CUstans surveillance of Mr A.G. Saffron be dCMngraded. 

'!he gravamen of the carplaint was that the Judge had exercised 

his Ministerial pc:Mers for an inprqier purpose. 

'Ibis matter was the subject of a Report of Penna.nent Heads on 

Allegations in the National Tines of 10 August 1984. That 

Report pointed out, as an examinatioo of the files of the 

relevant agencies confirms to be the case, that apart fran one 

docunent entitled "Note for File" prepared by a Sergeant Martin 
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on 30 January 1975 there was no reoord of any Ministerial 

direction or involvement in the matter. '!'hat note for file 

attributed to a Kevin Wilson the statement that the A-G had 

directed that Saffron was not to receive a baggage search. 

When interviewed by the Permanent Heads carm.ittee, Mr Wilson 

said that in all his dealings with the 

matter he believed that the direction came fran the 

Canptroller-General. The conclusions of the Report of 

Pennanent Heads appear at paras 45 and 46. Those conclusions 

were that the decision to reduce the CUstans surveillance of 

Saffron to providing advice and travel details was reasonable 

and ai:prq>riate and that it was m::>re probable than not that the 

decision to vary the surveillance of Saffron was made by the 

then Canptroller-General. 'lru.s, it was concluded, did not rule 

out the possibility that the Minister spoke to the 

c.arpt.roller-General who may have reflected the Minister's views 

when speaking to a Mr O'Connor, the officer in the Department 

wh::> passed on the directions to the police. 

It is recxmnended that the camtl.ssion proceed in aexx>rdance 

with Section 5(1) of the Parliamentary Ccmn.ission of Inquiry 

Act and, having regard to the conclusions of the Pennanent 

Heads Inquiry, take the matter no further. 
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Matter No.7 - Ethiopian Airlines 

'Ibis matter was the subject of questions in the Senate in late 

1974 and 1975. The contention was that the Judge, whilst 

Attorney-{;eneral, behaved improperly by accepting free or 

discounted overseas air travel as a result of his wife's 

att>loyment with Ethiopian Airlines. Investigation revealed 

nothing improper in the aA;>Oinbnent of Mrs. Murphy as a public 

relations consultant nor in the fact that in lieu of salary she 

aCXlUired and exercised entitlements to free or discounted 

travel for herself and her family. 

Whatever view one may take as to the prq>riety of a law officer 

acoepti.ng free or discounted travel in the circumstances set 

out abal/e, the facts disclosed could not, in our view, arrount 

to misbehaviour within the meaning of Section 72 of the 

Constitution and acoordingly we reocmnend the matter be taken 

no further. 

Matters No.8 and 30 Mrs Murphy's dia:rond; Quartennaine - Moll 

tax evasion. 

'lhese matters were the subject, in late 1984, of questims in 
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of misbehaviour within the meaning of Section 72 of the 

Constitution and we recarmend that the matters be taken no 

further. 

Matter No.9 - Soviet espionage 

'lwo individuals jointly made the claim that the Judge was a 

Soviet spy and a member of a Soviet spy ring operating in 

Canberra. This allegation was supported by no evidence 

whatever and rested in mere assertion of a purely speculative 

kind. 

We recx:mnend that the Ccmnission should make no inquiry into 

this matter. 

Matter No.lo - Stephen Bazley 

Infonnation was given to those assisting the cannissian that 

Stephen Bazley had alleged criminal oonduct an the part of the 

Jooge. 'l'tle allegation was made in a taped interview with a 

member of the Australian Federal Police and was that the Jtxlge 

wanted Bazley to "Jmock out" George Freeman. Bazley said that 

the request had been passed on to him by a naiood barrister on 

an occasion when, according to Bazley, he and the barrister 

went to the Judge's hane in Sydney. 
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Matter No.12 - Illegal imni.gration 

It was alleged that the Judge had been involved in an 

organisation for the illegal .imnigration into Australia of 

Filipinos and Koreans. It was not made clear in the allegation 

whether the oonduct was said to have taken place before or 

after the Judge's appointment to the High Court. No evidence 

was provided in SURX)rt of the allegation. 

'lbose assisting the Ccmnissian asked the Departtnent of 

Inrni.gration for all its files relevant to the allegation. 

Examination of the files provided to the c.armissian revealed 

nothing to suwc>rt the allegation; neither did inquiries made 

of the New South Wales Police which had made sane 

investigations into the question of the involvement of Ryan or 

Saffron in such a scheme. 

'lbere being no material which might aroount to prima facie 

evidence of misbehaviour within the · of Section 72 of - - - ~ -·-· ···-· 

the Constituticn we rea:mnend the matter be taken no further. 
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Matter No.17 - Non-disclosure of dinner party 

'Ibis matter involved an assertion that the Judge should have 

cane forward to reveal the fact that he had been present at a 

dinner attended by Messrs Ryan, Farquhar and Wood onoe it was 

alleged that there was a ronspiracy between Ryan, Farquhar and 

Wood. It was not suggested that what occurred at the dinner 

was connected with the alleged ronspiracy; neither was there 

evidenoe of a public denial by any of Messrs Ryan, Farquhar and 

Wood of the fact that they knew each other. 

In the absenoe of such suggestion or denial there would be no 

inprq>riety in the Judge not caning forward to disclose the 

knowledge that he had of such an association. 'Ihe absenoe of 

action by the Judge rould not ronstitute misbehaviour within 

the meaning of Section 72 and we reocmnend that the Ccmnission 

should do no rore than note that the claim was made. 

Matter No.19 - Paris 'lbeatre referenoe, Matter No.21 - Lusher 

referenoe, Matter No.22 - Pinball machines referenoe 

'1hese matters came to the notioe of the camti.ssion by way of 
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Matter No.28 - Statement after trial 

'Ihis matter was referred to in the Bouse of Representatives 

(see pages 3447-8 of House of Representatives Hansard of 8 May 

1986). 

It was suggested that the Judge's ocmnents, made imnediately 

after his acquittal, that the trial was politically rootivated 

constituted misbehaviour. 

We sul:rni t that the conduct alleged oould not on any view 

constitute misbehaviour within the tooaning of section 72 of the 

Constitutioo and that the Comli.ssian should rrerely note that 

the matter was brought to its attentioo. 

Matter No.29 - Stewart letter 

'!his matter was referred to in the House of Representatives 

(see p. 3448 of the House of Representatives Hansard of 8 May 

1986). 

Mr. Justice stewart, in the oourse of the Royal c.cmnissia1 of 

_ .. _.,_.... ................. , .... __ ................... __ .... _ ..... --,~•••-·-·••-.•l•-.. ....,,.. __ N_, __ ,., .. ,_,__ , __ .. _____ .... ,.,.. ___ ••··------.. --.,., .... ~,o,, __ .. ,,_••--··---,.---
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.Inquiry into Alleged Telephone Interceptions, sent a letter to 

the J\.rlge which contained seven questions. 'lbe letter was sent 

to the Judge in March 1986 shortly before the Judge was due to 

be re-tried. It was suggested that the Judge's failure to 

respond to that letter constituted misbehaviour. 

'!he view has been expressed (Shetreet, Judges on Trial, p 371) 

that the invocation by a judge of the right to remain silent 

"was an indication that his conscience was not clear and he had 

sarething to conceal. Such a judge could not prq:>erly continue 

to perfonn his judicial functions without a cloud of 

suspicion." Nevertheless, we sul::mi.t that in the particular 

circ.unstanoes of this case the conduct alleged did not 

constitute misbehaviour within the meaning of Section 72 of the 

Constitution and that the Camli.ssion slx>uld merely note that 

the matter was brought to its attention. 

Matter No.31 - Public Housing for Miss Jok>rosi 

It was alleged that in 197 4 the Judge requested the Minister 

for the Capital Territory to arrange for Miss Morosi to be 

given priority in the provision of public housing. 



) 
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We suhnit that the oonduct alleged oould not on any view 

oonstitute misbehaviour within the meaning of Section 72 of the 

Constitution and that the Cmrnission should merely note that 

the matter was brought to its attention. 

Matter No.32 - Connor view of the Briese matter 

(See attached neoorandun of M. Weinberg and A. Robertson dated 

16 July 1986). 

Matter No.34 - Wood shares 

'!his matter consisted of an allegation that in the late 1960s 

the Jooge, whilst a Senator, was given a large parcel of shares 

by another Senator, Senator Wood. 'Ihe inference the carmission 

was asked to draw was that there was sanething in'proper in the 

transaction. 

'!he allegation was supported by no evidence whatever. As the 

foz:mer Senator who allegedly gave the Jooge the shares is nO\' 

dead and the shares cannot be identified, we reocmnend that the 

Carmission should do no m:>re than note that the claim was made. 
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Matter No.35 - Soliciting a bribe 

It was alleged that in 1972 or 1973 the Judge, whilst Minister 

for CUstans and Excise, solicited a bribe fran Trevor Reginald 

Williams. Williams was at the t.iJre involved in defending a 

custans prosecution and he asserted that the Judge offered to 

"fix up" the charges in return for the payment of $2000.00. 

Williams was interviewed but the facts as related by him did 

not, in the view of those assisting the Ccmnission, provide any 

evidence to suwc>rt the claim. 

'lbere being no material whidl might anomt to prima facie 

evidence of misbehaviour within the meaning of Section 72 of 

the Constitution we reocmrend the matter be taken no further. 

Matter No.37 - Direction mnceming i.nportatian of pornography 

'nlere were two allegations ooooeming the same conduct of the 

Jooge whilst he was Attorney-General and Minister for CUstans 

and Excise. 
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It was noted in the Minutes of the meeting in JWle 1973 that 

the Attomey-<;eneral agreed that it l«>uld be necessary to 

oarpranise in the in"plementation of poli cy in order to meet the 

requirsoonts of the current law. 

'lhe direction was continued until the amerxbnents to the 

legislation were made in February 1984. 

We sutmi.t that there is no conduct disclosed wh.idl oould airount 

to misbehaviour within the meaning of Section 72 of the 

Constitution. We recx:mnend that the matter be taken no further. 

Matter No. 38 - Dissenting judgments 

A citizen alleged that the Judge through •CX)l'}tinued persistenoe 

in dissenting for whatever reasa1, can engender towards him 

sudl disrespect as to rank his perf0Dta11oe to be that of proved 

misbehaviour". 

We sul:Jnit that the conduct alleged oould not on any view 

c:costitute misbehaviour within the meaning of Sectioo 72 of the 

Coostitutioo. and that the carmi.ssion make no inquiry into this 

matter. 
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Matter No.41 - Cannent of Jooge oonoeming Chamberlain cx:mnittal 

In answer to questions put to him in cross-examination during 

the Jooge's secx>nd trial, Mr Briese SM gave evidence that the 

Judge had cxmnented an the Olarnberlain case. 'l'he context of 

the cxmnent was that a seoond coroner had, that day or 

recently, decided to ocmni.t Mr and Mrs Chamberlain for trial on 

charges relating to the death of their daughter. 'lhe Jmge' s 

remark was to the effect that the decisiai by the Coroner was 

astonishing. 

It was suggested that this oonduct by the Judge might amount to 

misbehaviour in that it was a ocmnent upon a matter which 

might, as it did, care before the Judge in his judicial 

capacity: it was therefore, so it was said, inprq>er for the 

J\Xlge to make known to Mr Briese his view of the decisioo to 

cxmnit for trial. 

We sutmit that the Olamberlain case was a matter of general 

notoriety and discussion, that the Jooge's ocmnents were very 

···--···-.. ···-~------------·-.,--·-·-----··----·---------,-------·---·--·--·-·· .. ·-·--·-·--· --
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general in their tenns and that therefore the Judge's cxxrluct 

oould not aioount to misbehaviour within the meaning of 

Sectioo 72. We reocmnend that the matter be taken no further. 

M. Weinberg 

P. Shai:p 

21 August 1986 

__ ...... ~ ... , ...... .,.. ......... _ .. __ ... , ... ~.,.-.... -..... - ... --,-·,_.-,.,.. .. ,.., ... .,,1--~-·-·-...... - ..... ,--··-··,,-- .. -··-----.. ,,,.--.. ·-··--·~ .. ,.--.. - -··--·----~····----·--.. -



We have been invited to draft an allegation based upon the 

views of Mr xavier Connor in his report to the second Senate 

Camiittee in 1984. In that reix>rt, Mr Connor suggested that 

even if it oould not be shown that the Judge intended that 

Briese approach Jones with a view to inducing Jones to act 

otherwise than in accordance with his duty, the mere act of 

inviting Briese to make enquiry of Jones as to ~ the case 

against Morgan Ryan was progressing might anount to misbehavour 

within the meaning of Section 72 of the Constitution. The 

difficulty which we have in drafting an allegation along those 

lines arises fran Section 5 (4) of the Parliamentary carmission 

of Inquiry Act 1986. That sub section provides the carmission 

shall not oonsider -

a) the issues dealt with in the trials leading to the 

acquittal of the Honourable Lionel Keith Murphy of 

certain criminal charges on 5 July 1985 and 28 April 

1986 and, in particular, the issue of the Honourable 

Lionel Keith Murphy's guilt or innocence of those 

charges: or 
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to oonsider "whether the oonduct to which those charges 

related" was misbehaviour. We oonsider that the Cannission is 

not errp:,wered to oonsider the Connor view of the Briese matter 

except to the extent that it oonsiders it necessary to do so 

for the proper examination of other issues arising in the 

oourse of the inquiry. We recxmnend that Allegation No 32 not 

proceed. 

16 July 1986 

.... -.... ..... _ .. _ .. _. ___ .. _______ .,.,._ .... _,..,., __ ..... ______ ,,...._ .... -._··· .. ····--··1·---· .. ·-·-·->f<·"'''-·· _,_ .. __ _.. ______ , 



ALLEGATION NO. 1~ 

Particulars of Allegat~on 

The Honourable Lionel Keith Murphy, on or about 20 April 1985., 

and whilst a Justice of the High Court of Australia, supplieid 

to Pamela Whitty, 

diaries belonging 
secretary lo Rodney 

to Clarence Briese, 
Groux, photocopies of 
in order that further 

copies might be made and retained by Groux. 1 he Judge knew 
that the copies which he had in his possession had been made at 

a time when the diaries had been subpoenaed by his legal 
advisers in or about June 1985, during the course of his trial 

before Cantor J. and a jury in the Supreme Court of New South 

Wales. The Judge also knew that Cantor J. had during the 

trial, ordered that the Judge's legal advisers could have 

access to the diaries, but had made no order authorising the 

diaries to be photocopied, or distributed to any person other 

than the Judge or his legal advisers. 

It will be contended that this conduct by the Judge amounted to 
misbehaviour within the meaning of Section 72 of the 

Constitution in the following respect -

Contempt of Court 

As such it constituted conduct contrary to accepted standards 
of judicial behaviour. 

2902A 



ALLEG ATI Oh l\ C 40 ~,'~1\~ 
Particulars of Allegation 

The Honourable Lionel Keith Murphy, between the nineteenth day 
of June, 1985 and the twenty-fourth day of June 1985, at Sydney, 
and whilst a Justice of the High Court of Australia, being a 

witness upon his trial before Cantor J. and a jury in the 
Supreme Court of New South Wales on an indictment charging him 
with two counts of breaching Section 43 of the Crimes Act 1914 
(Cth), knowingly falsely swore that the full extent of his past 
association with Morgan Ryan was as detailed at pages 421, 422, 
423, 426, 427, 429, 439, 507, 527, 529, 557, 593, 594, and 595 
of the trial transcript and was, in substance: 
(a) That Ryan's firm of Solicitors had briefed the Judge in the 

early 19SO's on a regular basis. At that time the Judge 
and Ryan were on friendly terms - (page 421). 

(b) That the frequency of briefs delivered to the Judge by that 
firm had diminished by the end of the 1950's - (page 421). 

(c) That during the 1960 's the association between the Judge 

and Ryan was limited to a few meals - (page 422), and other 
social occasions - (page 429). 

(d) That for up to three years prior to December, 1972 there 
had been no social contact at all between the Judge and 
Ryan - (page 422.) 

(e) That between December 1972 and February 1975 the Judge had 
no association with Ryan. - (pages 423, 426, and 557). 

(f) That there was contact between the Judge and Ryan in 1976 

arising out of and relating to the private prosecution 
brought by Danny Sankey against the Judge and others. -
(page 427.) 
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(g) That there was thereafter little contact between the Judge 
and Ryan until 1979 when evidence was led for the first 
time in the Sankey prosecution - (page 427.) 

(h) That in 1979 the Judge and Ryan had approximately ten 
conversations all of which related to the institution of 
proceedings for malicious prosecution, or the recovery of 
costs incurred in the Sankey prosecution - (pages 527 and 
593). There was also a dinner party at Ryan's home on 10 

May 1979 which the Judge attended. 

(i) That during the first six months of 1980 the Judge and Ryan 

had approximately five conversations all of which related 
to the institution of proceedings for malicious prosecution 
arising out of the Sankey prosecution - (pages 527, 529 and 
595). 

(j) That during the last six months of 1980 there were no 
communications between tne Judge and Ryan - (page 529.) 

(k) That during the first six months of 1981 there were no 
communications between the Judge and Ryan - (page 529.) 

(1) That the first communication in 1981 between the Judge and 
Ryan was in or about September of that year when 
the Judge to discuss the fact that he. Ryan, 
charged - (page 439.) 

Ryan rang 
had been 

(m) That the next contact between the Judge and Ryan was a 
chance meeting in Martin Place, Sydney in April, 1982. 

The evidence given by the Judge regarding the extent of his 
past association with Morgan Ryan was false, and false to 
his knowledge because: 

(i) The Judge and Ryan had been in regular social 
contact with each other up to 1975, and in 
particular between 1967 and 1975. 
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(ii) The Judge and Ryan had been business associates 
during the period 1967-1975 and in particular had 
been partners in a number of restaurants and clubs, 
including the Venus Room. 

(iii) The Judge and Ryan had acted together on 17 January, 
1975 to assist Charles John Bristow and Richard 
Wigglesworth, who had on that day, participated in 
carrying out a break-in at the premises of Junie 
Morosi. 

(iv) The Judge had lunch with Morgan Ryan in the latter 
part of 1979, together with Donald Thomas, and John 
Davies. Further, the Judge regularly had lunch with 
Ryan when in Sydney. 

(v) The Judge spoke to Ryan on several occasions between 
the eighteenth day of March 1979 and the ninth day 
of April 1979. These conversations did not relate 
to the institution of proceedings for malicious 
prosecution against Sankey and others, or the 
recovery of costs arising out of the private 
prosecution brought by Sankey against the Judge and 
others. The conversations in fact related to the 
appointment of Wadim Jegarow to the position of 
Deputy Chairman of the Ethnic Affairs Commission, 
arranging for harm to be caused to David Rofe QC, 
and some Police interference in the operation of an 
illegal casino run by Robert Yuen. 

(vi) The Judge spoke to Ryan on several occasions between 
the seventh day of February 1980 and the sixth day 
of May 1980. These conversations did not relate to 
the institution of proceedings for malicious 
prosecution against Sankey and others, or the 
recovery of costs arising out of the private 
prosecution brought by Sankey against the Judge and 



       

      

        

      

       

      

  

         

         

           

           

        

        

   

 

  

   

  

  

  

  

  

         

 



ALLEGATION NO 16 

Particulars of Allegation 

The Honourable Lionel Keith Murphy, between the nineteenth day 

of June 1985, and the twenty-fourth day of June, 1985, at 

Sydney, and whilst a Justice of the High Court of Australia, 

being a witness upon his trial before Cantor J. and a jury in 

the Supreme Court of New South Wales, on an indictment charging 

him with two counts of breaching Section 43 of the Crimes Act 
1914 (Cth), knowingly falsely swore that the only effort that he 

had made on behalf of Morgan Ryan so far as the cri.minal 

proceedings against Ryan were concerned was to approach Chief 

Judge Staunton in Apr i 1 1982 in order to see whether somEithing 

could be done to arrange an earlier trial for Ryan. The Judge 

also swore that he had only spoken to Mr Justice McClE~lland 

regarding this matter after he, the Judge, had spoken to Chief 

Judge Staunton. 

The true position was, as the Judge then knew, that the Judge 

had spoken to Mr Justice McClelland in order to persuade him to 

approach Chief Judge Staunton on behalf of Ryan, and that he had 

done so before either Mr Justice Mcclelland or the Judgia had 

approached Chief Judge Staunton. Accordingly, the testimony 

given by the Judge was false, and knowingly false in these 

respects. 

The specific questions and answers which give rise to this 

allegation are set out at pages 508 to 509, 526, 531, and 532 of 

the transcript of the first trial. In particular, at pagi!:! 508 
the following passage appears; 

q. Did you speak at some stage to Mr Justice Mcclelland as be 

then was, now Mr Mcclelland? 

a. Yes. 
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Particulars of Allegation 

During June and July of 1985, the Honourable Lionel Keith 

Murphy, a Justice of the High Court of Australia, was tried 

before cantor J. and a jury in the Suprene Court of New South 

Wales on an indictment oontaining two oounts. Both oounts 

dlarged the Judge with breaches of Section 43 of the Crimes Act 

1914 (cth). 'Ihe Judge's trial began on the fifth day of June, 

and ended on the fifth day of July. 'Ihe Jmge gave evidence an 

oath in his own defence. 01 the fifth day of July the jury 

returned verdicts of guilty an the first CO\Ult and not guilty 

on the seoond count. 

Thereafter, the Judge a~ed to the New South Wales Court of 

Criminal Appeal, and certain questions of law were reserved for 

consideration by the New South Wales Court of ~ arising 

out of his conviction. 01 the eighteenth day of November 1985, 

their Honours delivered joogrent, and ordered that the Judge be 

retried on the count upon which he had been oonvicted 

previously. 

en the fourteenth day of April 1986, the retrial of the Judge 

upon that count a:mnenoed before Bunt J. and a jury in the 



          

          

           

         

           

           

           

       

           

            

          

            

         

 

          

          

           

          

           

           

            

            



             

        

    

  

          

            

             

            

       

        

           

         

         

         

    

        

        

        

         

        

       



       

            

  

       

   

          

        

      

          

         

   

       

       

      

        

  

         

        

    



          

       

        

        

        

      



ALLEGATION NO 24 

Particulars of Allegation 

The Honourable Lionel Keith Murphy, on or about the second day 

of April 1980, at Sydney or elsewhere, and whilst a Justice of 

the High Court of Australia , engaged in a telephone 

conversation with Dorothy Ryan, the wife of Morgan Ryan . 

During the course of that conversation, the Judge said to Mrs 

Ryan that her husband should arrange to have a Government 

member of the New South Wales Parliament assert that that 

member had made enquiries about Ryan, and that he, Ryan, ha.d 

"come up smelling like a rose". By that statement, the Judge 

intended that the Member should convey that enquiries had been 

conducted, and that Ryan had been exonerated of any 

wrongdoing . The Judge knew that no such enquiries had been 

conducted at the time he made this suggestion. Further, the 

Judge intended that the statement by the member be made 

irrespective of whether any such inquiries be conducted. The 

Judge also knew that Ryan had not been exonerated of any 

wrongdoing . 

At the relevant time, Morgan Ryan was under investigation by 

the Australian Federal Police for the part, if any, he had 



ALLEGATION NO 24 

Particulars of Allegation 

The Honourable Lionel Keith Murphy, on or about the second day 

of April 1980, at Sydney or elsewhere, and whilst a Justice of 

the High Court of Australia, engaged in a telephone 

conversation with Dorothy Ryan, the wife of Morgan Ryan . 

During the course of that conversation, the Judge said to Mrs 

Ryan that her husband should arrange to have a Government 

~ember of the New South Wales Parliament assert that that 

member had made enquiries about Ryan, and that he, Ryan, had 

"come up smelling like a rose". By that statement, the Judge 

intended that the Member should convey that enquiries had been 

conducted, 

wrongdoing . 

and that Ryan had been exonerated of any 

The Judge knew that no such enquiries had been 

conducted at the time he made this suggestion. Further, the 

Judge intended that the 

irrespective of whether any 

statement by the member be 
A such i nquiries 6e conducted. 

made 

The 

Judge also knew that Ryan had not been exonerated of any 

wrongdoing. 

At the relevant time, Morgan Ryan was under investigation by 

the Australian Federal Police for the part, if any. he had 



        

       

          

          

         

   

           

        

     

         

        

      

  

        

  



ALLEl:iA.TIOO ID 39 

Particulars of Allegation 

'lhe Honourable Lionel Reith Murphy, on or about the sixth day 

of January 1982, at Sydney, and whilst a Justice of the High 

Court of Australia, engaged in a conversation with Clarence 

Briese, the Ori.ef Stipendiary Magistrate for New South Wales, 

during the oourse of which the Judge spoke about a case that 

was then being heard before Bruce Brarm, a Stipendiary 

Magistrate in New South Wales. '!bat case was known 

oolloquially as the "Greek Conspiracy" case. During the oourse 

of the oonversation, the Judge described it as having been one 

of the greatest scandals in legal history. Further, the Judge 

said that it was "q,pressive that 180 peq>le oould be charged 

with a single conspiracy". 'Ihe Judge went oo to say that the 

Magistrate would be a hero in the _oamrunity if he dismissed the 

case, and, for E!Tq)hasis, in one paragraph. 

It will be contended that this conduct by the Judge anounted to 

misbehaviour within the meaning of Section 72 of the 

Constitution in the following respect -



         

          

        

    

          

       

       

         

           

        

       

  

        

  



MEETING WI TH SUPIY J r<TENDENT K El\ DREW , CHIEF OF STAFF 

TO 'iHE NEt-.1 SOL'TH WALES POLICE COMMISSIONER 

At 2.30 on 16th of July, 1986 I met with Superintendent Drew at 

the 20th Floor of the Police Headquarters Building in College 

Street, Sydney. Also present were Patricia Sharp, Sergeant R 
Clarke of the Licensing Squad and Detective Sergeant R Lynch of 

c.. 
the Br~king Squad. 

I briefly out lined our function and said that we were seeking 

the co-operation of the NSW Pol ice in relation to a number of 
allegations that had been made in relation to His Honour Mr 

Justice Murphy. We discussed briefly various provisions of our 

act. 

As an opening gambit I suggest that the NSW Police Force must 
have collected a considerable body of intel l i gence on Abraham 

Saffron over the years. I asked whether any link between 
Saffron and His Honour had been uncovered at any time by the NSW 
Police. Superintendent Drew said that apart from what Jatmes 
McCartney Anderson had told Sergeant Warren Molloy (as to which 

see later) no 1 ink between Saffron and His Honour had come to 

light. That was confirmed by De tective Sergeant Clarke who from 
the early 1980's has been the Officer in Charge of the general 

licensing in the Kings Cross region; and by Detective Sergeant 

Lynch, who has been responsible for investigating the activities 
of Todor ('the Torch') Maximovich over the last few years. 
Sergeant Clarke said that Warren Molloy had a far more detailed 
knowledge of Saffron's operations because of his posit ion as 
Special Licensing Sergeant in the Kings Cross region up until 
the time of the Bill Allen affair. Both Clarke and Molloy had 
at various time s closed down The Venus Room, and Molloy is 

alleged to have a very detailed knowledge of the ins and outs so 

to speak of that establishment. Moreover, Molloy has been 

entertaining James McCartney Anderson in recent times. 
Apparently Anderson thinks that Molloy is a "good bloke" and is 

supposed to be singing like a canary to him. Molloy is overseas 
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~pe2 king to outsiders had been drummed into them. I also asked 
Superintendent Drew to obtain, or at least locate, all of the 

diaries and notebooks of all of the people mentioned in that 
list for the relevant periods. He felt that those diaries may 

be with the Nat iona 1 Crime Authority, but under took to make 

enquiries. I specifically asked for the present location of 
and Drew mentioned that he understood that 

boat has recently been destroyed in a mysterious fire and he was 
not sure where he was presently hanging out. 

I then said 
gathered by 

that with all of 
the TSU/BC! there 

the information 
must have been 

that was being 
some form of 

intelligence record created for each piece of information thus 
received. That is I felt it was an available inference that 

files would of been created within the BC! on His Honour if His 

Honour had been mentioned in any informa tion gathered by the 
BCI/TSU. I asked Superintendent Drew to make inquiries to 
a seer ta in whether any such records exist and if so to obtain 
same. He felt that if any records had existed that they would 

have been destroyed. However he under took to make the 
inquiries. 

I then mentioned the 

Commission concerning 

particular I mentioned 

evidence of Egge before the Stewart 
the Milton Morris al legation. In 

Egge's statement that following the 
interception of a telephone conversation between His Honour and 
Morgan Ryan, wherein it was suggested that His Honour had set up 
a meeting between Morgan Ryan and Milton Morris on the steps of 

Parliament House, the BCI/TSU had staked out the steps to 
observe said meeting. I asked for all of the records of the 

BCI/TSU relevant to any such inquiry. I asked whether any 
stakeout might have been done by the Observation Squad, the BC! 

itself, or some other organisation and asked that all relevant 

records be checked. Superintendent Drew undertook to make those 
inquiries. 

I also asked for all of the running sheets of the BCI/TSU for 
the period 1978 to 82 at least. Superintendent Drew believed 
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history". I asked Superintendent Drew to make inquiries to find 

out whether the break-in was ever reported to the NSW Police and 

if so, I asked him to obtain any of the files and papers that 

may still exist within the Police Archives relevant to that 

matter. 

Superintendent Drew is to get back to me in the next couple of 

weeks in relation to all of these matters and in particular, to 

set up the meeting with Molloy and the other people previously 

mentioned. 

Signe : 

Andrew Phelan 

16.7.86 

0110M 
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Steve Maaaeloa, C.o 
Solid.ton 
1st Floor 
44 Martin Plaoe 
6mm lllf 2000 

Dear Sin 

Nl .1tJl1'.ICB L K IOt1IU 

I ref er to your letter of 14 July 1986 and to a::nversaticma 
beb:1een rupecti ve Senior Cluulel in rel.Aticm thereto. 

In aoooroanoe with the statement of Senior CounNl Aaaiat.ing 
the camdssion I enclose herewith nine allegatiaw. '!hey will 
be ooo.idered at the Ccmnissicm' a hearing on 'lhu.J:Bday next 
together with any other allegaticoa, detail.a of which are able 
to be pr:ovidad before that data. 

Ywra faithfully 

DN~ 
. Inatruct:ing Solicit.or 

15 July 198' 
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ALLEXiATION NO 1 

Particulars of Allegation 

'!he Honourable Ll.onel Keith Murphy, in or about the month of 

Decanber 1979 , at Sydney, and whilst a Justice of the High 

Court of Australia, engaged in a conversation with Donald 

William Thanas, then a Detective Chief Inspector of the 

Crntoonwealth Police in charge of the Cr.i.minal Investigation 

Branch for the New South Wales Region. The Judge spoke to 

'Ihcrnas regarding a social security conspiracy prosecution in 

the conduct of which Thanas had played a principal role. He 

extended an invitation to 'Ihanas to meet Senator Donald Grimes , 

who in Parliament had strongly criticised the conduct of that 

case. 

'lbe Judge then spoke to 'Ihanas about the impending formation of 

the Australian Federal Police. In the course of this 

conversation, the Judge said, "we need sanebody inside to tell 

us what is going on" , thereby conveying to Thanas that the 

Judge sought fran him the provision of covert inf onnation 

relating to or acquired by the Australian Federal Police to 

unauthorised persons within the Australian Labor Party. The 

Judge said that in return for Thanas fulfilling the role which 

he had suggested , the Judge would arrange for ThCJPas to be 
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Particulars of i\llegatioo 

'!be Honourable Liooel JCeith tot.l.rply, between the twenty-first 

day of April, 1980, and about the twenty-third day of July, 

1981, at Sydney and elSE!'Nhere, and whilst a Justice of the High 

Court of Australia, did agree with Morgan Ryan and other 

persoos unknCJwn to Dake inquiries with a view to detennining 

whether two officers of the Australian Federal Polioe, David 

James I.arlngtm and Robert Allan Janes, could be bribed or 

otherwise influenced to act oontrary to their duty as polioe 

officers. 

:F\lrther, in a telephooe oonversatioo between the Judge and 

Ryan, which cxanversatioo occurred after the said agreerent, 

Ryan asked, in substanoe: 

"Have you been able to find out about those two fellows ~ are 

doing the investigation: are they cq::proachable?" 

'!he Judge replied, in substanoe, that he had made inquiries, 

and that the ~ was definitely no, they were both very 

straight. 
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Particulars of Allegatioo 

~ the twentieth day of November, 1975, infonnatioos were laid 

by a private citizen, Danny Sankey against the Honourable 

Li.ooel ~th Murphy and other persoo.s alleging an offenc:e 

against Sectioo 86 of the Crimes Act 1914 (Ct.h) and a 

ocnspiracy at a:amon law. Between the first day of June, 1976, 

and the thirty-first day of October, 1976, at Sydney aI1trl 

elsewhere, and whilst a Justice of the High Court of Australia,, 

the J\rlge agreed with M:>rgan Ryan and .Abraham Gilbert Saffrc,n 

that Saffroo ~uld arrange for an ai::proach to be made to Danr.,y 

Sankey in order to persuade him to withdraw these pri vat:.e 

prosecutioos. 

At the relevant time, as the Jooge knew, Saffroo was a perscm 

of ill-repute, and the Jooge entered into this agreement in t.be 

expectatioo and with the intentioo that Saffroo would caus;e 

Sankey to be inprcperly and unlawfully intimidated int:o 

witlmawi.ng these private prosecutioos. 

It will be contended that this oonduct by the Jooge aroounted t:o 

misbehaviour within the meaning of Secti.oo 72 of tllae 

Coostitutioo in the following respects -



         

          

   

 
  

    

        

        

  

        

  



Particulars of Allegatioo 

'lbe Hooourable Liooel Jteith Murphy, in or about )'arch 1979, ar~ 

whilst a Justioe of the Bigh Court of Australia, agreed with 

Morgan Ryan that he, the Judge, would speak to the then Prani.ur 

of New South wal.es, the Halourable Neville Wran, for the 

purpose of procuring the awointment of Wadim Jegar<M to tl:le 

position of Deputy Oainnan of the Ethnic Affairs c.amdssion c,f 

New South Wales. Further, the J\dge subsequently spoke to the 

Pranier for that purpose, and later infcmned Ryan that tlle 

Pranier had told him that Jegarow would be awointed to the 

positioo. 

It will be oootended that this Oa1duct by the J\dge mrounted tio 

misbehaviour within the meaning of Sectim 72 of the 

Coo.stitutioo in the following respect -

entering into an agreement to influenoe the making of a 

Public Servioe awoinbnent, and actually intervening to 

achieve that purpose. 

As such it OCl'lSti tuted oooduct CX'lltrai:y to aooepted standardi; 

of jooicial behaviour. 



ALLFXiATIOO N:> 20 

Particulars of Allegatioo 

'lhe Honourable Liooel Jtei th Mlrphy, oo or about the 

thirty-£ irst day of March 1979, and whilst a Justice of the 

High Court of Australia, did urge or enoourage Morgan Ryan to 

cause ha.Im to David Rofe, Me of Ber Majesty's Co\msel. 

Further, the Jooge, oo or about the seventh day of Februa.ry 

1980, and whilst a Justice of the High Court of Australia, 

again urged or enoouraged Ryan to cause hann to Rofe. 

Fran 1975 to 1979 Rofe had acted and cq:peared as Counsel for 

the infonnant in private prosecutioos brought by tenny Sanll:ey 

against the Judge and others upon a charge of oanspiracy to 

ef feet a purpose that was unlawful under a law of t:he 

camonwealth, and a charge of conspiracy at CX1111on law. 

'!he Jtrlge' s purpose in urging or enoouraging Ryan to cause hcu::m 

to Rofe was to take revenge upcn Rof e for what he had dooe in 

the conduct of these prosecutioos. 
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Al'..UG.TIOO N:> 23 

Particulars of Al.legatioo 

'1he Balourable Liooel. Keith Murphy, in or about March 1980, did 

agree to assist >Drgan Ryan by arranging a meeting between 

Ryan and Miltoo fot:>rris, a Me!nbeI" of the New South wal,es 

Parliament, believing that the purpose of the meeting was ·to 

enable Ryan to threaten >Drris with exposure of his alleged 

involvenent in a tax evasion sdlE!ne in order to induce fot:>rris 

to persuade the then ~der of the ~si tioo in the State ,of 

New Sooth Wales, the Ha1ourable John Mason, to desist fran 

making speeches in Parliarrent attacking Ryan for his role in 

relatioo to stmna.ry prooeedings in ldtlch Roy Cessna and 'l'iloothy 

Milner were the defendants. FUrther, the Judge did assist Ryan 

by taking steps to arrange such a meeting. 

It will be ocnteriied that this oooduct by the Judge amounted to 

misbehaviour within the meaning of Sectioo 72 of the 

C.OOStitutioo in the folloong respects -

a) agreement to assist another in making an unwarranted 

demand with menaces, aoo without reasaiable cause; 



    

      

       

  
        

   

        

  



Particulars of Allegation 

'!he Honourable Lionel Keith Murphy, in or al::x:>ut January 1980, 

and whilst a Justice of the High Court of Australia, agreed 

with ?wt>rgan Ryan that he, the Judge, would make, or cause to be 

made, representations on behalf of interests associated wi. th 

one Abraham Gilbert Saffron to persons in a position to 

influence the award of a contract to raoodel the Central 

Railway Station in sydney for the purpose of assisting those 

interests to obtain the contract. Further, the Judge 

subsequently made such representations, and informed Ryan that 

he had done so, and that the representations were likely to be 

successful. 

At the relevant time, Saffron was, and was kncMn by the Judge 

to be, a person of ill-repute. 

It will be contended that this conduct by the Judge amomted to 

misbehaviour wi. thi.n the rreaning of Section 72 of the 

Constitution in the following respect -
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a) entering into an agreenent to intervene to influence the 

award of a public oontract to a particular tenderer, and 

actually intervening to achieve that purpose; 

further, or in the alternative 

_Jtl_ entering into an agreement to intervene to influence the 

award of a public cx,ntract to a tenderer associated with 

a person of ill-repute, and aC"t:ually intezvening to 

achieve that purpose. 

As such it constituted oonduct contrary to accepted standards 

of judicial behaviour. 
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AI..J.EXiATION NO 27 

Particulars of 1:3-1egation 

'Ihe Honourable Lionel Reith Murphy, in or about the early 

months of 1980, and whilst a Justice of the High Court of 

Australia, agreed with Morgan Ryan that he, the Judge, would 

make representations on behalf of a cx::npany associated with 

Abraham Gilbert Saffron to the Honourable Neville Wran, then 

the Pranier of New South Wales, in order to obtain a lease over 

pranises in Sydney knCMn as Luna Park. FUrther, the Judge 

subsequently made such representations, and infoillled Ryan that 

he had done so and that the representations had been 

successful. 

At the relevant time Saffron was, and was knCMn by the Judge to 

be, a person of ill-repute. 

It will be oontended that this conduct by the Judge a:root.mted to 

misbehaviour within the meaning of Section 72 of the 

Constitution in the folloong respect -
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a} entering into an agreement to intervene to influence the 

grant of a lease of public land to a particular 

tenderer, and actual~ intervening to achieve that 

purpose; 

further or in the alternative 

lb) entering into an agreement to influence the grant of a 

lease of public land to a tenderer associated with a 

person of ill-repute, and actually intervening to 

achieve that purpose. 

As such it constituted oonduct contrary to accepted standards 

of judicial behaviour. 



ALLffiATION NO 33 

Particulars of Allegation 

'lhe Honourable Lionel Keith Murphy, in or about April 1982, at 

Sydney and whilst a Justioe of the High Court of Australia, 

held a private cxmversation with the Chief Judge of the 

District Court of New South Wales, James Henry Staunton. In 

that conversation, the Judge asked the Chief Judge to arrange 

for M'.:>rgan Ryan to receive an early trial on certain charges 

which were then pending ll1 the District C.ourt of New South 

Wales. Further, in this oonversation, the Judge sought to 

persuade the Chief Judge that Ryan was a public figure, and as 

such was entitled to and should be granted an early trial. 

lt will be oontended that this oonduct by the Judge amounted to 

misbehaviour within the meaning of Section 72 of the 

Constitution in the follcwi.ng respects -

a) abusmg his off ice as a Justice of the High Court of 

Australia; 



    

       

    

        

  



M_E_M O_R A_N_D ~M 

TO: A ndretJJ Phelan 

/ /J /:? 
A r1Ye 11 s lfa-/ 
/ 

DATE: Ll-th July, 1986 

I provide the following observations in response to your request 

today to peruse your document entitled Brief Analysis of Certain 

Documents received from the office of the DPP on 19.6.86. As a 

reference I will refer to your paragraphs in item fashion. 

par a g r a l?Jl .. l!. 

- when you speak to him, presents as a rather 

extr aordinary individual. Although there are no signs of any 

remarkable degree of intelligence, he does seem to possess a 

remarkably good memory and is able to talk of quite complex 

matters for hours on end which I found defies the following f or 

any length of time. He has referred from time to time to 

diad.E:1s and on one or t.l.uo occasions, he has produced his current 

and recent diaries which from what I I ve seen of them do appear 

to contain some detail although I would expect they will be 

rather sketchy . To my recollection, he has never alluded 

directly to diary entries specifically in relation to this 

matter although he is given to rather expansive statements along 

the lines "I've got it. all recorded, I'll show you, you'll 

see. 11 I've also seen at his home items best described as 

scrapbooks containing paper clippings etc. relative to his many 

adventures and misadventures. Also in talking to Detective 

Inspector Frank Mellis stationed at Dee Why, he has described 

as a good and credible witness after giving evidence 

rE?cently. 
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You observe that it is the most remarkable feature of Davies' 

report t:hat it contains no evidence whatsoever to the role of 

- and no reference to his being sighted at the scene . 

Again, this is not a particularly unusual situation. Whilst 

today the use of codes to describe informants has been 

formalised in the past for good reasons it was a generally 

accepted police practice to avoid wherever possible reference to 

an informant or the fact of an informant in writing. Th:i.s 1A1as 

generally accepted to be on the grounds of secrecy and security 

designed to protect confidential sources. However, I note that 

in Davies' report to the Attorney- General (was it in fact Murphy 

at that time or could it have been Kipp Enderby?), Davies 

relates to the information regarding the attempted break in as 

coming directly from the Attorney --General at a meeting which 

took p 1 ace at 9 . 00 a . m . on the 1 7 t h January , 197 5 . Further in 

the same first paragraph of Davies report, it is stated that one 

of the people involved in the planning of the break in had been 

introduced to a private enquiry agent llname ___ sup.e_lied" who had 

turned informant and was, through an intermediary, reporting 

intended action to the A.G. 

There is little doubt that - was the private enquiry agent 

nominated and that he, through an intermediary was reporting to 

the Attorney-General of the day. This of course dovetails with 

statement when he says that he was dealing with Bill 

Waterhouse or that he told Bill Waterhouse of t he matt.er and 

that he blamed Waterhouse for having doublecrossed him. Of 

course, it is not inconceivable that two intermediaries existed, 

e . g. - .... Waterhouse - Ryan -- Murphy. On these baslis, I 

disagree with your comments in Paragraph 9. Accordingly and by 

extrapolation, it is not surprising that - was not caught 

at the scene of the crime or later sought . It is obvious he was 

the source of the information and therefore considered to have 

been acting as an agent. 
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Further in Paragraph 9, you observe that the police concerned 

took no action to follow up the matter of the suggt~stion by 

Ditchburn that two girls were in mortal fear of attack or 

retribution by - If -had been acting as an agent 

as it appears, then the matter is explained particularly as the 

females concerned were interviewed and disclaimed any fear of 

- nd in fact by their disclaimers suggested Ditchburn had 
been lying. 

Par ~!'a..e h __ ,1.0 

In the observation of DaviE~s whert~ he says "the charges were 

signed by Sergeant Lamb, and as they were laid under State Laws 

they would normally be presented to the Court by NSW 

Prosecutors. You might care to cons icier whether this course 

would be satisfactory in the present circumstances . 11 

The above from my experi ence is a fa i rly common sense matter to 

raise. Predictably the Commonwealth Police used the resources 

of the Deputy Crown Solicitor in relation to J.egal matters. 

However then as now, from U.me to time, the resources of the 

State Police in the lower courts were utilised instead for 

matters 

would 

of convenience and economy . 

assume because he was acting 
Lamb was the inf orrnant I 

on the basis of being a 

citizen having witnessed a crime and was employing his powers as 

an ordinary citizen to bring a charge against an offender. It 

seems that Davies is simply asking the Attorney--·General as to 

whether the matter should proceed by way of utilising the New 

South Wales Pol:i.ce Prosecutors in a State Court because they 

were state charges or whether the Attorney-General felt some 

other form of representation should be considered. It is 

obvious the Attorney- General felt the matter should apply as Mr 

Foord of Co unsel eventually represented the Commonwealth in the 

matter. It is also probable the posing of the question belies 

previous discussion between the two on the subject. 
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It should not be overlooked that although State Laws applied in 

this matter, there was a strong Federal interest. Morosi at the 

time appears to have been a ComrnonweaJ.th employee in a 

particularly sensitive area. Whilst State Police are empowered 

by Statute to act under Federal laws notably the Commonwealth 

Crimes Act, unfortunately the reverse does not apply, although 

in practice that would be a great boon to Federal Police. 

Generally Federal Police rely on the common law powers of arrest 

as citizens to effect arrests on state matters comtng to their 

not:i.ce at times it is inappropriate or inconveniE.rnt to involve 

the State Police. Whilst there is some sErnsiti.vity between the 

State and Federal Pol:i.ce authorities as to one utilis:ing t:he 

laws of the other, it is quite readily accepted that 
circumstances occur whereby common sense must apply. 

Par~rae.h_ l 1 

Please see comments above. 

Par~J'apjl ... 1.2 

The statement of Wigglesworth that he was unable to explain how 

Bruce Miles came to represent him at the Po1ice Station on the 

night of the breakin. Had events progressed as suggested by 

- and he did comp1ain to Waterhouse who in turn spoke to 

Morgan Ryan and Murphy (as d:i.d - , then it: takes no 

quantum leap in imagination to deduce why Bruce Miles, Morgan 

Ryan I s partner, appeared to act for Wigglesworth (who -

knew well and who he probably recruited for the job) . 

As to the suggestion by Wigglesworth that he was raided shortly 

thereafter, I made no enquiries in relation to this ho1>.1ever, 

have no reason to suspE:~ct. the fact of a raid actually taking 

place. I make no comment as to why it took place except to say 

that suggestion that Morgan Ryan was the source of the 

information would need to be explained more fully to be, in my 
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opinion credible. That is not to say that 
is unbelievable. It is not unconceivable to 
flexing his muscle a little . Of interest 

Ditchburn's complaint to Lamb re. 

a1legation 

imagine Ryan 1JJas 
is the fact of 

threats to t11,.10 
females. On inquiry the a1legation 1.1Jas found baseless. The 

making of t:he allegations against - could have a paral1e1 
in ill feeling to1JJards Wigglesworth. 

Pa_raqrap_h_,,13 ____ -·_. Interview . of _Al lan_F el to_n_ 

Hav:ing spoken to both Felton and - on the matter , I'm at a 

complete loss t o deduce why - wou1d sug~Jest there werE:1 two 

breakins and Felton only one. One reason maybe that Felton 

having been charged and convicted of one breakin would be charry 

in admitting that a second had taken place. Were Felton right 

and only one had taken pJ.ace, I just cannot see the.~ rationale of 

- making such an allegation. It seems pointless and 
serves no use whatsoever. 

I have not taken the matter as far as interviewing or 
approaching Marks or Reynolds who may be in a position to throw 

some J.ight upon the sudden appearance of Mr Farqhuar on the 
bench after Mr Lewer. 

i:ara..9...ra_ph __ _l 4 - _Sank.QY ___ Pro s ecution __ Al J.e_ga tj_o_n. 

As I mentioned the other day, I am not particularly privy to 

this area of investigation. I knew that Sankey had been spoken 
to by Rowe and Rushton but primarily that was all. I note that 

it is intended to speak to one James McCartney Anderson. 
Al though I only met him once many many years ago, I feel great 

care should be taken in accepting what he has to say as I'm sure 
you already aware however, an area such as this and with people 

such as this, they cannot be summarily dismissed even when they 
recount the strangest of things. Anderson in recent years 

appears to have a relationship with John Dowd. Nothing untoward 
is suspected of Dowd. 
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Para..9..raph 18 _ .. -...... P.er..9.ery_A l l~a tion 

Frand.sco 
policeman 
Whilst I 

or the name Francisco I assume to be that of a 
who gave evidence before the Stewart Commission. 

have met Francisco, I cannot throw any light on this 
particular aspect. 

However, the folder described Bird McMahon was a matter I dealt 

with. I notice you use the term bizarre treatise when referring 

to the written material apparently produced by Fletcher . I 
suggest strongly we treat this matter as completely bizarre. I 

visited a (class) house in Newtown in an attempt to J.ocat.e Mr 
Fletcher, however he and Anna McMahon were birds that had flown 

leaving a lot of debts behind Whilst living at. Newtown they 
had gone to considerab1e efforts to upgrade the premises but 

unfortunately their efforts had gone unappreciated by the 
managing agent. Apparently he had no taste for walls painted in 

gold paint and the branchE.~s of trE:1es strewn throughout. Indeed 
the then current occupants of the premises who resembled 

something out of the Young Ones had been bemused by the fact 

that agents of a TV rental firm had repossessed their TV 

mistaking it for the TV of Mr Fletcher which from documentation 

FlE~tcher had left in the premises, he had sold at a hock shop. 

It was also of note that in some mail that had been delivered to 
the premises Mr Fletcher had made a bid for immediate media fame 

by offering to commit a public suicide for Mike Willesee. 

Unfortunately his offer had been turned down, with thanks, 

obviously in fear of arguments over residuals. 

As to the name Minter, a former Assistant Private Secretary to 

Murphy, this may r~1fer to June Wa1ters who had beE:Hl Murphy's 
Private Secretary about that time and a person who declined to 
most firmly to make any comments. 

I understand Journalist, David Halpin did provide an unsigned 
statement. I had no contact with him personally. 
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I interviewed Francis Lesley William Gannell in Canberra. 
Gannell is a serving Federal Police Officer who was assigned in 

the early 70' s to be Murphy's bodyguard, pursuant to certain 
allegations made against him over stands in relation to an issue 

effecting YugosJ.av immigrants . Ganne11 does not enjoy a very 

high credibility rating, although I do feel that from taking his 

statement from him, he was telling the truth about this matter. 
He does not seem to be possessed of a strong recollection and in 
my opinion, at the time of taking the statement from him, it was 
unfair to expect him to recount as best ht~ could h:is 

recol.lect.ions having been given no notice or tinw to prepare. 
Having taken the statement from him, I cautioned the DPP staff 

that he should be fully debriefed by them before they considered 

using him so as to ensure he had resurrected his recollections 

properly and would not be placed tn the tnvidious position of 

being forct~d to maim a statement. 1.1.ri thout due care and 

consideraU.on. I do feeJ. that GannelJ. is probably possessed of 
a considerable amount of information relative to his association 

with Murphy probably extra to that contained in hi.s statemErnt. 
He would be a person fearful of retribution , even if the spectre 

if same was only in his mind. 

Par~r~h 19 ·- __ the _Stor..Y of Rodn~ __ Groux 

As I said the other day, Groux in my opinion is a person without 

credibility who we have proven acted out out malice towards 

Minister John Brown. I have on your behalf requested the papers 
be raised and forwarded however, I understand they are somewhere 

between the AFP and DPP at this present stage and do not expect 
to receive a reply to my enquiries before Monday or Tuesday. 

At our meeting the other day somebody raised the point that even 
though Groux may of had no credibility it did still appear to be 

a fact that he had received copies of the Briese diaries from 
Murphy. Personally I don't think that there is any doubt about 

this at. all. He is corroborated independently by his 

ex-secretary, Pamela Whi ttey, a person I found quite credible 
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Davies to the effect that the Attorney--General had told Davies 

simply that he had made a mistake in being mis1ed by Ryan. 

There seems to be a marvellous simplicity about this s tatement . 

I notice in paragraph 35, 3rd l:i.ne page 16 ·-· Cannell quoting: 
11 Ganne11 1 s recollec t ion is that. Customs wanted Sala deported 

because of the cost of keeping him in jail" goes against 

common sense in that I can I t imagine Customs ha ving any regard 

for the cost of keeping anybody in jail. It simply does not 

affect Customs. 

As a gE!neral observation, I trdnk it should bE:1 sai d that when 

reviewing matters some 10 to 20 years old, one must take into 

account the philosophies and attitudes the n existing. In this 

regard I note of recent years Government has felt it necessary 

to create the office of The Director of Public Prosecutions and 

I expect tha t part of the driving force behind this moue, was a 

perceived need for independence and sophistication in the areas 

of criminal prosecution. I don't think it would be argued that 

today, we I re alot more s ophisticated than t.d<-?. WE.~re even 5 or 6 

years ago in relation to these matters. 

One matter that may bear inves tiga tion is rny recollecti.on that 

in The Age tapes, there was a record of a very brief 

conversation of a female in Sydney I thin k, · ringing Morgan 

Ryan I s business in Canberra, a Child Care Centre called 

Kiddycare or something similar to that, and asking for a Mrs 

Menz ies. It is one of those niggling ,things who one does not 

know who Mrs MenziE:1s is or morE:~ particularly, whether there is 

any connection bet1.1Jeen that Mrs Menzies and a wife or reJ.ative 

of Andrew Menzies. 

_Para9._r~h __ 3 7 . - PrQ_perty __ Transactions 

The DPP analysis of the various property transactions by persons 

close to this matter has revealed nothing of significance . This 

is not surprising. It would be surprising if the public record 
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carried wi.th it proof of wrongdoings by sophisticated 
individuals. 

Paragraph 42 rela te s to conference notes apparently between 

Thomas and defence counsel over the evidencE~ he was to give at 

thE:1 Murphy trial. 

can make no comment. 

Pa r a 9.r:IAf? h .• 5 _]. 

I'm not privy to tht:.~se notes and therefore 

As to the motives of the Murphy Thomas luncheon, I think we can 

safely assume it did take place and if that is the cc:~se, are 

left with the simple question why was it held at all especially 

at a time that Davies was soon to retire? Even though Thomas 

did eventually retire on the grounds of ilJ. health, my 

recollection is that it took place some two years later and I 

would be surprised if at that stage it was generally considered 

by anybody that Thomas had no future in the Australian Federal 

Police. 

I agree with the observation that the two lunches were on the 

face of it completely separate. However one is left with the 

question that assuming Ryan approached Thomas with a view to 

offering him a bribe of which there is no doubt in my mind, it 

is obvious that. Thomas was not considered a paragon of virtue at 

the time of the firs t luncheon. Had that been the case, 

something must have happened between the two luncheons to 

encourage Morgan Ryan to confidently put his own future at stake 

in offering a bribe to a senior police officer . 

Par1!9_ra.eh 52. - The Claril.Y_of Thomas' s __ Recollection 

Are t.,Je dealing 1,1.dth his actual recollections of words actual1y 

said or his recollections to the best of his ability? Thomas 

with his background would be quite used to the legal m~ce s s i ty 

of consolidating conversations heard in the past into the first 

person format as against the more usual civilian habit of not 

using direct quotations. 



         

          

             

          

         

       

           

         

          

           

         

           

               

         

         

         

 

         

         

 

         

          

            

         

         

          

          

          

           

          

         

     

        



       

       

  

  

   

            

         

           

         

          

         

            

  

 

         

          

          

        

          

      

        

     

        

          

  



~C-/7 
MINUTE TO~ 

_FROM ANDY ___ WELLS 

OBS_ERVATION _____ COMMENTS ____ ON MATERI.AL __ RECEIVED BY __ THE. PARLIAMENTAR_Y 

COMMITTEE ___ OF ___ INg__UIR_Y ___ FROM_ THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTION~ 

SYDNEY OFFICE 

.Intro du c t i o_n 

This document is prepared simply as an outline of my knowledge 
in par t icular areas covered within the OPP material. The 

reference numbers co-relate to the numbers given to the items on 
the receipt supplied by David Durack to the DPP . 

1 (a) Jill Nelson 

Comrnentar_y 

No knowledge however preparing summary of file as 
requested. 

I (b) Ramon Sala 

Subject of separate commentary. Only other comment to be 

made at this stage is that I believe that Sala and 

Senannes were suspected by t he narcotics bureau of bei ng 
part of a large drug ring centred in Israel. If this was 

the case, and there should be records to assist, then the 
spectre of an Israeli/Saffron link is raised. This 

probably would lead nowhere even if it were the case . 



 

       

        

         

 

      

        

       

        

   

       

        

        

        

        

           

         

       

       

         

        

    



 

        

         

       

       

          

         

         

          

         

          

       

          

         

         

           

         

           

          

   

         

      

         

      

            



2. 15 

2.24 

2.25 

4 

Milton Morris 

Commentar~. 

This refers to an E:1x - Minister or Shadow Mintser in the 

New South Wales Parliament . From recollection The Age 

tapes extracts refer to I think, Ryan suggesting that he 

could bring pressure to bear on Morris over some 

suggested tax fiddle regarding a dairy in which he had an 

interest in order for Morris to induce the Li.beral Party 

to refrain from pursuing criticism I think of Ryan. 

Morris was not interviewed . I think he is now out of 

Parliamentary life and possibly living in the country. 

Taylor W 

Commentar_y 

This refers to Bill Taylor, an ex-Federa1 Police Officer 

who was very highly regarded in the intelligence area 

before his retirement to work for a consortium of motion 

picture producers in relation to the pirating of films 

and vi deos etc. Taylor was spoken to regarding any 

knowledge he had of Murphy or Saffron as he had prior to 

retirement that involved in gathering information on Abe 

Saffron. 

Travel Movements 

Comprises the travel movements of relevant individuals 

nothing of immediate relevance was apparent, except there 

may have been something of a pattern between Morgan 

Ryan's travel and that of Saffron. Suggest checking 

movements of Hagensfeld, Doreen Saffron and other 

associates. 



2.29 

5 

Robert Yt.1en 

C_ommentar~. 

Yuen became of interest as it was suggested I think in 

The Age tapes that he was a person inuolued in the 
illegal gambling in the Chinatown area and one 

conuersation suggesh~d t.hat I t hi nk, he had approached 

Ryan for assistancf:~ to get the police off his back and 

apparently independently of Ryan, made contact with 

someone of influence in the same block of flats in which 

he lived. The folder will show that Yuen liued in the 

same block of flats as Murphy. 

3.2 Ian Alcorn 

Commentary_ 

Alcorn was another ex-Federal Policeman who prior to 

resignation, was inuolved in intelligence area and it was 

thought he may have had some informaU.on. He is now a 
Priuate Enquiry Agent based on the Gold Coast of 

Queensland . The telephone conuersation wit.h him, nothing 
of interest was raised. 

3.8 Boyds 

Refers to Garry Boyd and his brother, Brian. Garry Boyd 

was a Chief of the Special Report Branch of the 

Immigration Department for a number of years and was 

strongly suspected ouer a number of years as being a 

person inuolued in dishonest actiuities . There is a note 

that - suggests Boyd was fairly close to Morgan 

Ryan and that they were both inuolued in immigration 

rorts together with Murphy. It should be noted that when 
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pressed on the subject, -was unable to produce any 

hard or suggest that he had any hard evidence. It 

appeared to be a matter of suspicions, no more. 

nudge, wink, wink stuff. 

3.9 Boyle 

C_ommen.ta..J:.Y 

Nudge, 

This relates to Terry Boy1e, another ex-m~rn1ber of the 

Federal Police who was the Arresting Officer in both the 

Sa1a affair and the Ian Green matter. Boyle is now a 

Private Enquiry Agent based in the Western Suburbs. He 

was quite a forceful person when in the Federal Police. 

Subsequent to his resignation, an article did appear in 

the Nattona1 Times newspaper quoting him rt~garding his 

dissatisfaction with enquiries into the Sa1a matter. One 

point of interest, possibly no more, is that Boy1e did 

say that when the Sa1a matter was at its peak that 

shortly before Sa1a actua11y lt1ft the country he, kno1>.iing 

Gannell was then bodyguard to Murphy, spoke to Gannell on 

a couple of occasions to warn Murphy of the Sala matter 

and the dangers involved. He claims that Gannell came 

back to htm suggesting he had spoken to Murphy on the 

subject. However, when this was put to Cannell, he 

claimed that he could not remember if this was the case, 

also stated that there may have been a situation of Boyle 

believing he had greater access to Murphy than he in fact 

did. I recollect that Gannell seemed quite affected by 

thts li.ne of questioning, however was unable to work out 

whether that was from embarassment of the fact he had not 

spoken to Murphy whilst claiming he had to Boyle, or 

whether the fact :is he had spoken to Murphy and was 

frightened of the implications of recounting of what had 

taken place. 



3. 12 

3.19 

7 

The Cessna-Milner matter 

The Cessna-Milner matter is one that has also received a 
deal of publicity, and a deal of suspicion as to 

motives. To my knowledge there is no direct Murphy 
connection but certainly there seems to be a Bruce Myles 

cum Morgan Ryan cum Murray Farqhuar connection. You rnay 
recollect this is a matter where the then Commissioner of 

Police, Merv Wood aJ.so became involved and the police 

prosecutors took a remarkable stance in relation to the · 

matter. 

Erica Enwright 

Comrne.ntary 

I think doesn't relate to this Inquiry at all. From 
recollection, it was a 111111111 suggestion that she had an 

association with Dr Edelstein. 

3.53 Weinstock 

3. 54. 

Comrnentar.:£. 

Dealt with separately. 

Jack Whelan 

Commentar_:L 

I have not read The Age tape extracts on Jack Whelan but 
some relevance may exist in that I think, and I repeat 

think, that Whelan and Thomas were friends when they were 
both in the NSW Police. It may be that Whelan knew Ryan 

and it may al so be possible to read that Jae k mentioned 
in The Age tapes conversations between Ryan and Davies as 

a reference to Jack WhE.~1an as against Jack Davies, the 
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' 
RECElVED - ~ JUL l98t 

National 
Crime Authority 

CESTRAL OFFICF 

GPO Bo, 5260. Sydne) . ~ SW ~(, 
Telephone 10 21 265 • i I l 

3 July 1986 

The Secretary 
Parliamentary Conmission of lnq..liry 
8th Floor ADC House 
99 Elizabeth Street 
SYDNEY NSW 2000 

Dear Sir, 

I refer to the meeting of 17 June 1986 between Sir George Lush and 
Mr Justice Stewart, which was also attended by representatives of your 
Commission and the Authority, regarding infonnation held by the Authority 
touching upon Mr Justice L.K. Murphy. 

The following information is furnished pursuant to the notice dated 
30 June 1986 issued under section 13(l)(a) of the Parliamenta Commission of 
Inq.tiry Act 1986 and the Commission's requests made pursuant to section 13 3. 

1. Relationship between Murphy J. and A. Saffron 

lhe only material on hand which was not supplied to the DPP, apart 
from that emanat ing from Mrs Opitz (see 2 and 4), is that contained 
in an interview by Authority investigators with James West, a former 
part-owner of the Raffles group. 1he relevant pages of the record of 
interview are enclosed as Attachment A. West lives at 1 Cunningham 
Street, Applecross in Western Australia. 

2. Mrs Rosemary Opitz 

3. 

Mrs Rosemary Opitz has told Authority investigators that she is 
prepared to talk to the Parliamentary Commission provided she is 
introduced to it by Authority Investigators Baker and Reid. She also 
requested that she not be interviewed at her home and that Baker and 
Reid be present at any interview. No undertakings as to those 
conditions were given to her. Opitz has told the investigators that 
she was introduced to Murphy J. at Saffron's premises at Lenthall 
Street, Kensington 10 or 12 years ago. 

James McCartney .Anderson 

The Authority understands that you have made arrangements to 
interview this person in New Zealand. 



.., 
- L. -

4. Anna Paul 

s. 

All that is presently known of Anna Paul is information provided by 
Opitz that Paul was a girlfriend of Murphy J "in the period between 
his first and second marriages". According to Opitz, Paul is now a 
resident of England but was recently and may still be in Australia. 
Again according to Opitz, Paul would be able to confirm the fact that 
Murphy dined on a number of occasions with Saffron. 1he Authority is 
not in a position to arrange an introduction to Paul. It is a matter 
that the Commission might take up directly with Opitz . 

Steven Leslie Bazley 

1he Authority is not in a position to introduce the Connnission to 
Bazley nor is it aware of any information from or relating to him 
which touches upon Murphy J . 

6. 'Age Tape' Witnesses 

7. 

Enclosed as Attachment Bis a list of persons who were attached to 
the New South Wales Police Bureau of Crime Intelligence and Technical 
Survey Unit during the periods when Morgan Ryan's telephone 
conversations were subjected to illegal interception. Some of those 
persons gave evidence to the Royal Connnission regarding conversations 
involving Murphy J and those are identified in the Attachment. 
Others who were not (1.lestioned regarding the matter may be able to 
give evidence of such conversations. 

Specific allegations 

Enclosed as Attachment C is a document referring to information 
obtained by the Authority from the Royal Commission which relates to 
the 7 items referred to in the schedule to the letter of 25 March 
1986 from Mr Justice D.G. Stewart to Mr Justice L.K. Murphy. 

Please contact me if you require any further assistance in relation 
to these matters. 

Yours faithfully, 

D.M. Lenihan 
Chief Executive Officer 



 

              

           

     

        

       

  

             
 

        

 

    

            

             
   

            
   

        

       

            
    

     

  

          

  

   

          

    

       

    

   

          



             

      

   

      

         

             

          

          

     

 

     

             

  

           

            	

    

     

            

   

          

            
         

         
      

           

          

           

    

           

 

           

   

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



- 1 - Attachment B 

The follo~~ng is a list of witnesses before the Royal Commission who were 
attached to the BCI and TSU during the periods that Ryan's telephone 
conversations were intercepted: 

BCI 

Anderson Robert Olarles 

Aust Bernard Frederick 

Beaunont Gary William 

Brett Mark Christopher 

Cahill John F.clward 

Calladine Anthony Mervyn 

Carrabs Vincenzo Gino 

Olambers Warren Thomas 

Champion Alan Maurice 

Choat Jennifer Anne 

Crawford Ross Maxwell 

Donaldson Leonard Stuart 

Dunn Barry Wentworth 

Durham John Bruce Robert 

Egge Paul Leonard 

Finch Ian Charles 

Foster James Frederick 

Francisco John 

Gilligan Dennis Martin 

Harvey Rodney Graham 

Jones Albert John 

Lauer Anthony Raymond 
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TSU 

Brown Kevin Robert 

- -Huber Kerri Lynne 

Johnson Richard Anthony 

Kilburn Roger 

Lewis John Darcy 

Lo\\1e Paul Thomas 

McKinnon Warren James 

Slucher Regby Francis 

Smith Grahame Phillip 

Stanton Warren Sydney 



- 1 - Attachment C 

Information available from the Royal Commission material 
supporting the seven items referred to in the Schedule to the letter of 

25 March 1986 from Mr Justice D.G. Stewart to Mr Justice L.K. Murphy 

Item 1, Robert Yuen: Casino 

'Ibis matter is dealt with in detail in VollDile Two of the Royal Commission 

Report at paragraphs 2.31 to 2.51. 'Ibe references to the source material are 
in endnotes 40 to 60 on pages 88 to 89. Most of the material has been 

provided to the Parliamentary Commission. 'Ibe balance of the material is 

available for inspection. 

Item 2, Luna Park Lease 

'Ibis matter arises from the supplementary statement and evidence of 

P.L. Egge which have been furnished to the Parliamentary Commission. Some 
background infonnation was obtained by the Royal Commission. Til.e facts appear 

to be as set out below. 

On 27 May 1981 the New South Wales Government granted a lease of Luna Park for 
a tenn of 30 years to Harbourside Amusement Park Pty Ltd. Luna Park had been 
occupied for some years by Luna Park (NSW) Pty Ltd, initially pursuant to a 

lease and later on a tenancy from week to week, until 9 June 1979 when a fire 
occurred at Luna Park resulting in several deaths. Til.ere had been discussions 
between the Premier's Department and Luna Park (NSW) Pty Ltd concerning a new 

lease for the area, but no decision had been reached by the time of the fire. 
After the fire, tenders were invited for the future lease of the area. 

Originally the tenders closed on 23 November 1979 but on 17 January 1980 the 

NSW Govenunent announced that all six tenders received had been unsatisfactory 
but that negotiations were continuing with the Grundy Organisation, which had 

come closest to meeting the Government's requirements. (TI/384) 

On 12 March 1980 an advertisement appeared in newspapers calling for further 

tenders, the closing date for which was 17 June 1980. An interdepartmental 

committee was established to assess the tenders. 'Ibe committee eventually 
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Item 3, Central Station 

This allegation also arises from the supplementary statement and evidence 
of P.L. Egge, copies of which have been furnished to the Parliamentary 

CoDID1ission. The Royal Connnission conducted some preliminary inquiries 

into the matter. The facts appear to be as outlined below. 

In 1977 the Public Transport Connnission of NSW invited proposals for the 
redevelopment and modernisation of Central Railway Station. The closing 

date for submission of proposals was 7 September 1977. On the following 
day the general manager of the Property Branch of the Commission, 

AT Clutton, submitted a report on the proposals for consideration by the 
Commission. He advised that the proposal submitted by Commuter Terminals 
Pty Ltd was the preferred of only two proposals which in any way 

approached the requirements of the Commission. On 12 September 1977 the 

Conunission decided to deal exclusively with Commuter Terminals for a 

period of 12 months with a view to negotiating a firm lease, subject to 
satisfactory evidence being produced that funds were available for its 
proposal. (TI/0372) 

On 25 October 1977, the Premier of NSW, the Hon. N.K. Wran, Q.C., M.P., 

wrote to the Minister for Transport, Mr Peter Cox, stating that he was in 
agreement with the desirability of proceeding with plans to modernise and 

redevelop Central Station. In the letter he suggested that any public 

announcement not refer to the identity of the potential developer. Mr 
Wran agreed also with the proposal by Mr Cox that the project be 
considered by a committee of officers representing the Public Transport 

Commission, the Ministry of Transport, the Premier's Department and the 
Treasury. He also said that he preferred to wait until the committee had 
the opportunity of making recommendations before negotiat ions with 
Commuter Terminals commenced. (TI/0372 Folio 7) 
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Documents obtained by the Royal Commission from the State Rail Authority 

are available for inspection. 

Item 4, Milton Morris 

This matter is referred to in Volume Two of the Royal Commission Report 

at paragraphs 2.78 to 2.94. The source material is referred to in 

endnotes 89 to 108. Material which has not previously been provided to 

the Parliamentary Commission is available for inspection. 

Item S, Wadim Jegerow 

This matter is referred to in Volwne Two of the Royal Commission Report 

at paragraphs 2.72 to 2.77. The source material referred to in endnotes 
81 to 88 has been furnished to the Parliamentary Commission. 

Item 6, Lewington/Jones 

This matter is referred to in Volume Two of the Royal Commission Report 

at paragraphs 2.296 to 2.303. The source material is referred to in 

endnotes 342 to 34S. Material which has not been furnished to the 

Parliamentary Commission is available for inspection. 

Item 7, D.W. Thomas 

Tiiis matter arises from the statement and evidence of D.W. 'Ihomas. It 

was not further investigated by the Royal Commission as it had little to 

do with the subject of the Royal Commission's inquiry and because of the 

considerations mentioned in the Commission's report at paragraph 2.43 of 

Volume Two. A copy of the statement and evidence of Tiiomas has been 
provided to the Parliamentary Commission. 



FROM: 

DATE: 

M E M O R A N D U M 

S . Charles 
A. Robertson 
D. burack 
P. Sharp 
F. Thomson 

M. Weinberg 
A. Phelan 

3rd July, 1986 

We are circulating the rough product of a day's meanderings 
through the allegations as they seem to us to stand at present . 
We ha ve followed the same numbering pattern as was used in the 
original memorandum headed St.!rnmar_L of Allegations (dated 15th 
June, 1986) . This is for convenience only. We suggest that i .n 
future any work dealing with any allegation, adopt the same 
numbering scheme. 

This memorandum merely attempts to focus with a little more 
precision upon the allegations originally outlined on lS t:h 
June. It is no sense a draft of specific allegations in precise 
terms. It omits reference to allegations 4 and 5 (Sala and 
Saffron - Customs). · Alan Robertson has taken those on board. 

In the next day or so, a flow of third draft allegations u.ti 11 
commence. These will be in the form of spec ific allegations in 
precise terms. Please let us have your comments (oral or 
written) if anything seems to warrant immediate attention. 

0048M 



ALLEGATION NO. 1 

Statement of Offence 

In or about December 1979, the Judge attempted to bribe a 
Commonwealth Officer contrary to the provisions of Section 73t 

sub-section (2) of the Crimes Act 1914. 

Particulars of Offence 

In or about December 1979, Donald William Thomas, a Detective 

Chief Inspector of the then Commonwealth P-olice in charge of 

the Criminal Investigation Branch for the New South Wales 

region, attended a luncheon at the Arirang Restaurant in Kings 

Cross Sydney at the invitation of His Honour Mr Justicei 
Murphy . Also present at that lunch were John Donnelly Davies,. 

the Assistant Commissioner, Crime of the Commonwealth Police in 
Canberra, and Mr Morgan Ryan, So 1 i c i tor. During the course of 

the luncheon, the Judge spoke to Thomas regarding a Social 

Security conspiracy case in which he had been involved. 

Particulars of that conversation are set out in the attached 

statement of Thomas dated 3rd of December 1985. Further 

particulars of this conversation are set out in the 
confidential transcript of the Testimony given by Thomas before 

the Stewart Royal Commission on 3rd of December 1985 pages 3279 

to 3296 inclusive copies of which are attached. There was also 

discussion between the Judge and Thomas about the pos s ibil i t !/ 
of Thomas fulfilling a particular role within the soon to be 

created Australian Federal Police. The Judge said to Thomas 

"We need somebody inside to tell us what is going on". HE~ 

followed that with the suggestion that in return for fulfilling 

this role, the Judge wo~ld arrange for Thomas to be promoted to 

the rank of Assistant Commissioner . Details of that 

conversation are also set out in the statement and transcript 

referred to earlier. 
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Manner in which the case is put 

Section 73 (3) provides: "In this Section; "bribe" includes 
the giv ing, conferring or procuring of any property or benefit 

of any kind in respect of any act done or to be done , or any 

forebearance observed or to be observed, or any favour or 

disfavour shown or to be shown in relation to a matter ari sing 
under a Law of Commonwealth or of a Territory or otherwise 

arising in r elation to the affairs 

Commonwealt h or of a Territory; 
or business of the 

"Commonwealth Officer" includes a person who performs services 
for or on behalf of the Commonwealth, a Territory or Public 

Authority under the Commonwea1 th. 11 

It is alleged that the Judge offered Thomas at least two 

benefits within the meaning of Section 73 sub-section 3: 

a. 

b. 

an invitation to meet his parliamentary critic in order 
to al.lay his concern about the constant attacks to whi ch 
he was being subjected in relation to the Greek 
cons piracy; and 

the position of Assistant Commissioner in the soon to be 
formed Australian Federal Police. In return, it is 

suggested, the Judge made it clear to Thomas that he 
would be expected to keep the Judge's associates 

(presumably the Labor Party) informed of what was going 
on in the Australian Federal Police in a way which could 

not be done through proper avenues of communication. 
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Evidence to be obtained 

The following witnesses will be called: 

1. Thomas 

2. Davies 

3. Morgan Ryan 

It will also be necessary to consider whether any evidence is 

to be led of the subsequent meeting between Thomas and Morgan 

Ryan in February 1980. If that evidence is thought relevant to 

the allegation against the Judge, a transcript of the tape 

recording between Ryan and Thomas should be supplied to the 
Judge. In addition, a statement should be obtained from 

Inspector Lamb. Any summons which is issued to these witnesses 
should include in its terms the requirement that they produce 

any diaries, notebooks, or memoranda which might contain 
matters relevant to these i ncidents. A separate summons should 

be directed to the Australian Federal Police in respect of any 

such documents which might have been handed to them by any of 

these police officers (in particular Davies) at the end of his 
period of office. 

It appears that the Australian Federal Police are currently 
investigating the possibility of chargi ng Morgan Ryan in 

relation to the events of February 1980. It would be desirable 
to obtain any file notes or other working docume nts which the 

Australian Federal Police have raised in relation to that 

inves tigation . A statement should also be obtained from Hi s 

Honour's associate at the relevant time to see whether the 

account given by Thoma s can be corroborated, at least as to the 

invitation . In addition one should examine the evidence given 
by Thomas during the course of the second Murphy trial, and the 

unsworn statement of His Honour dealing with that point. We 
should also put into this file the statement that has been 



          

          

        

        

            

        

          

    



ALL E.C(11ION NO._ 2 

The Lewington Allegation Statement of Offence 

It appears to us that even if everything set out in Lewington's 

record of interview (answer 28 page 9 of that document) could 

be authenticated, it could not be said to amount to a criminal 

offence. Taken at its highest, it appears that on a previous 

occasion, Ryan had asked the Judge to make inquiries about the 

police officers who were conducting the investigation into 

Ryan's possible criminal conduct. Lewington recalls c~ 

conversation whereby Ryan said something to the effect of "havB 

you been able to find out about those two fellows who are doing 

the investigation; are they approachable?". The Judge 

indicates that he has made some enquiries and that the answer 

was definitely no, the two police officers were both very 

straight. It seems to us that a request that another person 

make enquiries as to whether someone is corruptible falls short 

of a conspiracy to corrupt, and certainly falls short of an 

at tempted bribe. Rather, it seems to be a preparatory act: 

leading up to the commission of an offence whi ch is too distant 

from the actual commission of the offence to be criminal when 

considered in isolation. It follows therefore that the~ 

Lewi ngton allegation will have to be considered upon the 

footing that it demonstrates "misbehaviour" in a broader sensP 

than that which was accepted as lying at the heart of that 

concept by the Solicitor General in his memorandum of 1984 . 

It would be argued that for a Justice of the High Court to 

provide assistance to a person who was interested in findin~1 

out whether two police officers could be bribed (whatever that 

assistance might be either answering the question in the~ 

affirmative, thereby facilitating the offer of a bribe, or 

answering the question i.n the negative, thereby enabling the 

would be offerer to avoid putting himself at risk) constitutes 

very serious and improper behaviour . It may amount to 

misfeasance in a public office this will depend upon our· 

analysis of the law relating to that tort-misdemeanour. 



Material to be examined 

Two records of interview 
Superintendent A. Brown and 

Lewington dated 22nd February 

2 

conducted between Detective 
Station Sergeant David James 

1984 and 23 rd February 19 84. In 

addition, one should examine the findings of the First Senate 

Enquiry into the Lewington allegation - paragraph 61 of the 

First Senate Report August 1984. 

Witnesses to be spoken to 

1. Lewington 

2. Jones 

3. Lamb, Detective Sergeant Carter, Detectives Harten, 

Harrison and Craig 

4. -

5. Deputy Commissioner Farmer 

6. Charles Kilduff 

In addition to speaking to these witnesses, we should examine 
carefully: 

a . The Senat e proceedings (first enquiry) and the Stewart 

Royal Commission investigation into this matter. It may 

be that if - :is prepared to speak to us, he would 
be in a position to tell us who carried out the actual 
taping of the conversation. 

It must be recalled that shortly after this incident, Lewington 

and Lamb were approached by two other officers of the New South 

Wales Police Force who attempted to bribe them . Apparently the 

two officers who made those bribe offers were Detective 



        

          

    



ALLEGATION NO. 3 - ASSOCIR1ION WITH ABE SAFFRON 

It is alleged 

association 

repute. It 

wtth 

is 

that the Judge has had a long-standing 

Abe Saffron, 

asserted that 

a person 

the Judge 

of notoriously 

has been seen 

low, 

ini 

Saffron's company on a number of occasions, and in a variety of 

different establishments. These include Lodge 44 (Saffron's 

headquarters) and the Venus Room . 

A second allegation is made that the Judge was a silent partner 

in the ownershtp of the Venus Room to the extent of owning 5%. 

of the shares in the managing company . 

It is further alleged that there is a long histo ry of the Judge 

receiving sexual favours from woman supplied by Safrron, or a 

known associate of Saffron' ,s one Eric Jury. 

As to the suggestion of long association, it may be necessary 

to consider the status of the law of consorting in NSW. It 

seems inherently unlikely that the Judge's conduct, even if 

proved, would amount to consorting. It may be that one of the 

elements of this offence is that the person with whom one 

consorts must be a reputed thief. If this is a requirement, 

then plainly the offence of consorting could not be made out. 

As regards the second allegation (joint ownership of the Venus 

Room) it is likely that NSW law makes it an offence to be a 

part owner of a brothel knowing that the premises are being 

used for the purposes of prostetution. We should also examine 

the possibility of there being an offence of controlling a 

disorderly house (common law offence). 

A final matter is the provision of women for sexual favours for 

the Judge. It is debatable whether this would amount to 

misbehaviour within the meaning of section 72. For wha t it is 

worth, our view is that it would fall short of such 



        

         

           

          

          

          

          

           

  

           

         

          

        

    

        

        

          

          

 



ALL EGATION 6 SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES AND SHARES 

If no money left the country, and no money or assets werE?. 

smuggled into the country, there would appear to be no offencE?. 

committed under the Banking (Foreign Exchange) Regulations. We 

are unaware of any statute which requires a declaration oF 

assets acquired overseas except pursuant to the provisions of 

the Income Tax Assessment Act. Even that may be limited to 

certain specific purposes such as income derived from 

overseas. There does not appear to have been any register of 

pecuniary interests in existence at the time that these alleged 

documents came into existence. 

A number of questions have to be asked. What if anything was 

put into these safe deposit boxes? What was intended to be put 

into these safe deposit boxes? Is there something sinister 

about the fact that the Judge was to have such a box at around 

the time of the loans affair? What is in the boxes today? 

Perhaps more serious is the document which suggests that the 

Judge had alloted to him a parcel of shares of very 

considerable value . How did he acquire the money to pay for 

these shares? Did he pay for them? Did someone make a gift of 

the shares to him? Who was that? If such a gift was made, why 

was it made? Has the Judge expected to perform some service in 

exchange for the gift? Was the Judge aware that a parcel of 

shares had been made over to him? This allegation could lead 

anywhere. The question arises what should be done at this 

stage? 

It is plain that there is not sufficient basis at the moment to 

formulate a specific allegation in precise terms arising out 

the existence of these documents. The first thing to be done~ 

is to asertain whether they are genuine. 

can it 

If they are genuine. 



  

           

           

          

          

          

      

         

          

          

         

        

            

        

 



ALLE GATION NO . 7 - FREE OR DISCOUNTED AIR TRAVEL 

One inference which could be drawn from the fact that the 

Judge's wife worked for Ethiopian Airlines for a nominal fee of 

$1 per year (that Airline being run by David Oitchburn in 

Australia) is that the Judge received a secret commission 
contrary to the provisions of the New South Wales or 

Commonwealth Legislation governing secret commissions , There 
might also be an offence of fraud on the Commonwealth in the 

non- economic sense (conspiracy to defraud in 

aspect). The likelihood is that Mrs Murphy 
its broader 

performed n,o 

services of any value to Ethiopian Airlines, but received this 

nominal fee and the right to travel overseas as a favour 

supplied to herself and the Attorney General in the expectation 

or hope that award would follow to Ditchburn and Morosi. It is 

plain that some reward dtd follow . Ditchburn was appointed t,o 
certain government positions, as was Morosi. It may be a lon,g 

bow at this stage, but a permissible inference would be that the 
Judge thereby received a secret commission in exchange for 

rewards to Ditchburn and Morosi. 

Persons to be interviewed 

1. Ditchburn 

2. Morosi 

We should also examine the lengthy Hansard debate which occurred 
in relation to this matter. In addition, the Judge was 

cross-examined about it in his action against Mirror Newspapers 
in 1976. We would also need to know what ultimately happened to 

Ethiopian Airlines business in Australia. The Department of 

Aviation might be able to help. We should indicate that we d10 

not regard this allegation as being one which should take higlh 
priority. 

0038M 



ALLEGATION NO. 8 - THE DIAMOND PURCHASES 

Questions were raised in Parliament regarding certain diamond 

purchases worth $7,800 allegedly made on Ingrid Murphy's behalf 

by a company associated with Perth tax fugitive Christo Moll. 

In 1984, The Age reported that notes on a cheque butt drawn on a 

company owned by Christo Moll indicated that money had been used 

for diamond purchases worth $7,800 for Ingrid Murphy. A 

statement was read in the Senate on behalf of the Judge denying 

this . 

There is a proof article obtained from The Age which discusses 

this matter and which also contains some photocopy documents. 

At this stage it is unclear precisely when this occurred. The 

newspaper article should identify that point. If it occurred 

while the Judge was Attorney-General, it might give rise to .a 

suspicion that he had received a secret commission. Such a 

commission might relate to prosecution for tax fraud. We als,o 

have in our possession a valuation certificate prepared by a 

jeweller in Perth for a diamond apparently in the name of Ingrid 

Murphy . The authenticity of that certificate ·should be 

checked. One would have to find the original documents if 

possible, and of course speak to Christo Moll. Once again we 

be 1 ieve that this matter should take low priority in terms of 

any allegations that are made. It is our belief that unless 

investigations throw up supporting material, it should be a 

matter that is simply drawn to the attention of the 

Commissioners but not proceeded with as an allegation. 

0040M 



ALLEGATION NO. 9 - SOVIET ESPIONAGE 

This matter has not come to us as an a 1 legation from the two 

reporters who are said to be responsib1e for originating it . Wt? 

propose to speak to those reporters. If they are unprepared to 

make the allegation to u s without prompting, it seems to us that 

its present status is such that it should not be proceeded 

with. Once again the Commissioners must be told that the 

allegation has been made . However, we do not believe that tht? 

resources of the Commission should be stretched to investigate a 

matter which i s so inherently improbable in the absence of ,~ 

complaint from those who are said to have first brought it to 

light. 

0041M 



BLLEGATION NO. 10 - THE STEPHEN BAZLEY APPROACH 

We have been told that if asked, a gentlemen named 

Stephen Bazley will say that he was approached by 
Mr Justice Murphy in June 19 8 3 with a view to enquiring whether 

he would be prepared to kill somebody for the Judge. It is 
thought that this Bazley was mistaken by the Judge for 

James Frederick Bazley, recently convicted of conspiracy to 
murder in Victoria. If this allegation is supported by Bazley, 

it would certainly amount to 11 misbehaviour 11 in our view though 

it might not amount to a criminal offence. It seems to fall 

short of any offence of conspiracy. It may be that Bazley would 

be in a position to add some specificity to it. For example, he 

might indicate who the alleged victim was to be . In that event, 

there might be a charge of incitement brought. We firmly 

believe that the odds against there being any substance to this 
allegation are enormous. Nonetheless, it seems to us that 

Bazley must be invited to speak to us. If he declines to do so, 
or does not make the allegation along these lines, then he 

should not be prompted . The matter should simply be referred to 

the Commissioners and again not proceed as an allegation. We 

understand that Bazley has a number of convictions which 

demonstrate that he would be a person of no credibility whatever. 

0042M 



ALLEGATION NO. 11 - STATEMENT Of OFFENCE ATTEMPTING 
TO PERVERT THE COURSE OF JUSTICE CONTRARY TO SECTION 43 

OF THE CRIMES ACT 1914 (COMMONWEALTH) 

Particulars of Offence 

In or about 1976, the Judge asked Abe Saffron to intercede on 

his behalf with Danny Sankey who had brought a private 

prosecution against the Judge and others for an allege,d 

conspiracy contrary to Section 86 of the Crimes Act 1914. It 

must be contended that the Judge well knew that Saffron coul,d 

apply considerable pressure of an impermissible kind to Sankey 

with a veiw to persuading him to withdraw the prosecution. It 

certainly . appears that Saffron had no connection whatever with 

the matters that gave rise to the private prosecution brought by 

Sankey against the Judge. One would need to ask why a Justice 

of the High Court would ask a reputed criminal to make 

representations on his behalf to a person who had launched a 

private prosecution against him . It would be open to a court to 

conclude that this was an attempt by the Judge to place an 

implied threat at the head of Sankey. Such conduct might well 

amount to an attempt to pervert the course of justice. It might 

aJ.so amount to a conspiracy to pervert the course of justice. 

Wherever possible, it has been thought appropriate to charge a 

substantive offence rather than a conspiracy. 



ALLEGATION N0 . 11 - SANKEY MATTER 

His Honour Mr Justice Murphy in about 1976 alleged by asking Abe 

Saffron to intercede on his behalf with Danny Sankey (presumably 

to persuade him to withdraw the prosecution) . 

Material Enclosed 

1) Brief details of allegations 

2) Minutes of meeting between B. Rawe, S . Rushton and D. Sankey 

(Meeting 2.3 . 86) 

3) Informatton from Anderson re the abovementioned matter in 

question, answer form. 

Witnesses to be interviewed 

1. James McCartney Anderson 

2. Danny Sankey 

3. Abe Saffron 

4. Morgan Ryan 

5 . Rofe Q.C . 

6 . Christi e 

7 . McHugh (currently Justice of the Court of Appeal) 

8. Leo S.M . 

9. Murray Farquhar 

Doc. 0105M 



ALLEGATION NO. 12 - ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION RACKE1S 

We've been told that the Judge was involved in an illegal 

immigration racket regarding Philipino immtgrants (particularly 
women). Irrespective of whether this occurred while he was 

Attorney General, or a Judge of the High Court, such conduct 

would constitute a criminal offence, and would amount to 

misbehaviour. It would amount to a conspiracy contrary to 

Section 86 (1) of the Commonwealth Crimes Act (conspiracy to 

defeat the execution of a law of the Commonwealth). 

Matters to be investigated 

The following witnesses should be interviewed: 

1 . Morgan Ryan 

2 . 

We do not at this stage recommend any further, or other 

investigations apart from speaking to - and raising the 

matter with Morgan Ryan if he is prepared to speak with us 
(which seems highly unlikely). 

0043M 



ALLEGATION NO. 13 - THE MOROS! BREAK-IN 

(Break-in of Morosi's premises at 

17 January 1975). 

Attached Material: 

(a) Statement and particulars of Offence. 

(b) A statement given by - on 4 April 1986. 

on 

(c) A report to the Attorney-General from the then Assistant 

Commissiooner (Crime) J.D. Davies dated 17 January 1975. 

(d) A supplementary modus operandi report from Detective 
Inspector Tolmie then of the Commonwealth Police. 

(e) A note to the Officer in Charge of the Commonwealth Police 

Force dated 30 January 1975 from an officer within thei 

office of the Deputy Crown Solicitor, Sydney . 

(f) A note dated 4 March 1975 from Seargeant Lamb to thE! 

Officer in Charge New South Wal es District of the 
Commonwealth Police concerning an approach to him from Mr 

David Ditchburn. 

(g) A note dated 7 March 1975 from Detective Inspector Tolmie 

to the Officer in Charg e New South Wales District, 

concerning certain enquiries of neighbours of the 
Morosi's. 

(h) A note dated 28 February 1975 to the Officer in Charge New 
South Wales District, from Constable First Class Jacobsen, 

concerning allega tions re antecedents of Juni Morosi. 

(i) A statement by William Alexander Tolmie undated and 

un signed concerning the arrest of Felton and Wigglesworth 
at the Morosi premises, and 

(j) A statement signed this time but undated by Sergeant Lamb 
in the same matter. 

(k) A note of an interview by A.C. Wel ls , dated 22 April 1986 

with Richard Wiggle sworth . 
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(1) A file note in relation to contact of Wigglesworth. 

(m) File note dated 13 April 1986 by A.C. Wells concerning the 
interview of Alan Felton. 

Witnesses to be Interviewed 

1 . 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6 . 

7. 

8. 

9 . 

10. 

11 . 

12. 

13. 

14. 

Wrigglesworth 

Felton 

Morgan Ryan 

Bill Waterhouse 

Assistant Commissioner Davies 
Lamb 

Farmer 

Another Investigating Officer (name to be supplied) 

Don Marshall at A.S.I.O. 

Lewer S.M. 

Farquhar 

Judge Foor·d 

Harkins (Deputy Crown Solicitor for NSW) at the relevant 
time. 

Statement of Offence 

Conspiracy to pervert the course of justice. 

Misprision of felony . 

Particulars of Offence 

It is suggested that the Judge behaved in an improper fash'iont 
in arranging for Commonwealth police to be located at the 

premises belonging to Ms. Moresi when he learned that those· 
premises were to be burgled. This conduct does not constitute! 

any criminal offence. It might however constitute an overt act 
in re lation to the conspiracy charged. 



  

          

          

         

       

          

         

         

         

      

          

        

        

         

          

        

          

        

       

   

       

          

           

          

            

             

       

          

       



ALLEGATION NO. 14 - THE UNSWOR N STATEMENT 

There is no investigation required of th is allegation. It seems 

to us that it cannot prope rly be regarded as a basis for ;a 

finding of proved misbehaviour. Accord ingly we would recommend 

that the attention of the Commissioners be drawn to the fact 

that some have argued that the fact that the Judge made ain 

unsworn statement warrants his removal but that Counse1 

assisting do not regard this as being an appropriate matter for 

further consideration. 
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ALLEGATION lS - THE DIARY INCIDENT 

Statement of Offence 

Contempt of Court 

Particulars of Offence 

During the course of the committal hearing, certain diaries 
belonging to Mr Briese SM which had been supoenaed for 

production were released into the custody of the firm of 
Freehill, Holl ingdale and Page (Solicitors) who were acting for 

the Judge at his committal. The diaries were released to the 

Judge's legal ad visors for the purpose of enabling them to be 

perused. We are not at this stage aware of the precise terms 

of any order that might have accompanied the release of the 

diaries. It seems to be an implied term of the release of any 

documents obtained purs uant to any form of court discovery that 

the documents will not be used for any purposes other than the 
specific purpose of the conduct of the proceedings then before 

the court. It would be implicit in any such release of 
documents that they were not to be photocopied, bearing in mind 

that they were released for a specific period of time only. 

Somehow, copies of relevant diary extracts came into existence, 

and found their way into the possession of Mr Rodney Groux. Mr 

Groux says that he was provided with these copies by the 

Judge . The firm of Freehill, Hollingdale and Page asserts that 

it was not responsible for any copies being produced of the 

diaries, through Clarrie Harders may concede that. he caused 
this to be done . 

Witnesse s to be interviewed 

1. Relevant persons at Freehill Holingdale and Page 

2. The J udge 's Counsel at his Committal 

3. Rodney Groux 



           

  

          

    

   

    

 

 

           

        

        

         

         

        

         

         

          

           

           

       

        

         

         

         

         

   

          

        

          

           

            

         

            

           

   



ALLEGATION 16 PERJURY -----

Statement of _9ff enc_e-Perj ury contrary _ to the provisions of the 
Commonwealth Crimes Act Section 35 

We have carefully examined the evidence which the Judge gaue on 

oath during the course of his first trial, and compared it with; 

a) the accounts he gave to the Attorney General in February 
1984 when first called upon to explain certain passages in 

the Age Tapes; 

b) the 28 page letter which the Judge sent to the first Senate 
Inquiry in answer to its request for an explanation from him; 

c) his unsworn statement at his second trial. 

We have been particularly mindful of the suggestion that the 

Judge may have committed perjury by attempting to understate the 

level of contact which he had with Morgan Ryan. We have 

concluded, however, that it is impossible to spell out any 

al legation of perjury in res pee t of this matter. The Judge was 

always extremely cautious in the manner in which he answered 
questions. He generally indicated that he was answering only to 

the best of his recollection. 

It has been suggested to us, however, that the Judge may have 

committed perjury in a different respect . The Judge gave a 

detailed explanation of his approach to Judge Staunton with a 

view to getting an early trial for Morgan Ryan. The Judge said 

that this approach had taken place in about April of 1982. His 

evidence was that when he saw Judge Staunton (in person) Judge 
Staunton told him that he had already received a similar 

approach from Mr Justice Mclelland. The Judge said at page 507 

of the trial transcript that he had met Morgan Ryan at 
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Martin Place. Ryan had told him how upset he was about having 
being committed for trial. Ryan had also told him that he would 

not be able to get a trial for some 18 months. The Judge 

test t fied that he had approached Chief Judge Staunton in his 

chambers at an effort to get an early trial for Morgan Ryan. 

Judge Staunton told the Judge that Jim Mcclelland had already 
spoken to him about it. The Judge said that this conversation 
between himself and Staunton had been a person to person 

conversation . At page 508, the Judge denied . having had any 

other conversation with Judge Staunton about that topic. It 

will be recalled that Judge Staunton was of the view that this 

conversation had been conducted over t he telephone . The Judge 
testified that he spoke to Mr. Justice Mcclelland a day or so 

after his conversation with Judge Staunton in the Judge 's 

chambers. 

It appears that Mr. Justice Mcc lelland has be en expressing to a 
number of persons his remorse at having perjured himself during 

the course of the first (and second?) Murphy trials. It appears 

that Mr. Justice Mcclelland is saying that he himself committed 

perjury in two respects. The first is that it wa s quite common 

for Mr . Justice Murphy to refer to friends of his as mates. The 

second is that there was a conversation between Mr. Justice 

Murphy and Mr. Justice Mcclelland before the Judge ever 

approached Judge Staunton. During the course of that 

conversation, Mr. Justice Murphy attempted to persuade Mr . 

Justice Mcclelland to intervene on Ryan's behalf with Judge 
Staunton. The question arises whether the · account given by Mr. 

Justice Murphy dur i ng his first trial in any way conflicts with 

this additional statement of events. It is certainly clear that 

Mr Justice Murp hy has not told the 11 whole II truth, but it may be 

difficult to spell out a charge of perjury against him (even if 

Mr. Justice Mcclelland has perjured himself) . 



It should be noted that if Mr. Justice McC1el1and 1 s "confession" 

is true, that may be used in a different way against Mr. Justice 

Murphy. This would b e 1 inked to Al 1 egation No. 3 3 the 

approach to Judge Staunton (see the original summary of 

allegations). If it was improper for Mr. Justice Murphy to 

approach Judge Staunton in an effort to get an early trial for 

Morgan Ryan, that impropriety can only be magnified by his 

having approached a Judge of the New South Wales Supreme Court 

with a view to getting him also to make such an approach. On 

one reading of the alleged conversation between Mcclelland and 

Murphy, it might be thought that the Judge was asking Mcclelland 

to do more than simply get an early trial for Morgan Ryan. 

WitneJses to be interviewed 

I . Mr . Justice Mcclelland 

2. Judge Staunton of the District Court 

3. Judge Foord 

4. Morgan Ryan 

If Mr. Just ice Murphy went beyond simply attempting to gain an 

early trial for Morgan Ryan, plainly his conduct would amount 

to an attempt to pervert the cours e of justice. 

DOC . 0012M 



  

            

         

         

         

          

         

         

      

          

         

          

         

          

          

          

          

    

 



AL LEGATION 18 THE JEGOROW APPROACH 

Statement of Offence 

Miscondu ct by an officer of Justice -· Common Law Misdemeanor. 

Particulars of offence. The Judge, at the request of Morga1n 

Ryan, approached the Premier of New South Wales on behalf of a 

Mr. Jegorow who had sought appointment as Deputy Chairman of the 

Ethnic Affairs Commission of New South Wales . In so doing, the 

Judge misused his position of office, and acted without prope!r 

motives. 

Wi t.Jles ses to be interviewed 

1 . Morgan Ryan 

2. Bill Jegorow 

3 . Rele vant police officers who would be in a position t.o 

authenticate the accuracy of the transcript containing the 

alleged Jegorow conversation. Note this occurred in March 

1979 - it is to be found in transcript 1 a . at pages 22', 

and 47 to 49. 

4 . Neville Wran 

5. Garry Boyd 

Material to be examined 

Public Service Board files pertaining to appointment and the 

creation of the position (New South Wales Publ ic Service 

Board) . Also Premier's Department files relevant to the 



  

       

         

       

        

          

         

 



ALLEGATION NO. 19 - THE PARIS THEATRE 

It appears to us at this stage that it is impossible to spell 

any allegation of criminal behaviour or other misconduct which 

would be capable of amounting to misbehaviour out of the alleged 

conversation between the Judge and Morgan Ryan pertaining to the 
application by the Paris Theatre to the Sydney City Council and 

the reference to what is obviously Gandali Holdings Pty. 

Limited . We need to examine the Sydney Morning Herald of the 

20th March 1979 page 2 (referred to in the conversation) and an 

issue of the National Times dated 20th September 1985 in which 

Brian Toohey discussed this matter. 

Action Required 

It would be appropriate to find out all that we can about 
Gandali Holdings Pty. Limited. Certai nly a company search 

should be undertaken. It would be worth co ns i dering whether the 

company itself appears in any of The Age material pertaining to 

Saffron. Enquiries may be made from the Corporate Affairs 

Commission as well . Even if this does not emerge as a specific 

allegation, it may be that it would provide useful material for 

cross-examination. 

As regards th e application by The Paris Theatre to the Sydney 
Ci ty Council, an approach should be made to the Sydney City 

Council for information pertaining to that application. 

DOC. 0010M 



ALLEGATION NO. 20 - THE ROFE MATTER 

Statement of Offence 

Contempt of Court 

Particulars of Offence 

On or about the 31st March 1979, the Judge attempted to take or 

t hreaten revenge upon David Rofe QC, a person who had conducted 

a private prosecution against the Judge on behalf of one Danny 

Sankey, for what Rofe had done in the discharge of his duty, in 

the administration of justice, with intent to punish Rofe QC for 
his conduct. It is further alleged that on the 7th Februari~ 

1980 the Judge again attempted to arrange for Rof e QC to b1? 
punished for his conduct of the prosecution against the Judge . 

Witnesses to be Interviewed 

1. David Rof e QC 

2 . Morgan Ryan 

3. Mr. Bilinsky - Solicitor 

4 . the police officers who can authenticate the passages iin 

The Age tapes dealing with these two conversations. Se,e 

also the one tape record i ng of th(:~ Judge's voice that w,e 

actually have in our pos session to de termine whether there 

is a relevant referen ce to Rofe in that conversation. See 

also the Judge's explanation of his comments on the Rofe 
matter in answer to questions put by The Attorney General 

in February 1984 - see the aide memoire dealing with this. 

DOC. 0013M 



ALLEGATION NO. 21 - THE LUSHER - BRIESE CONVERSATION 

We are both convinc ed that if the Judge did have this 

conversation there is something quite sinister about it. At the 

same time, it is very diffi cult to pin down any allegation that 

can be made from a conversation of this type . Why was the Judge 

involving himself in the Lusher Board of Enquiry I s activities 

into the legalisation of casinos in New South Wales? Why was he 
doing so at Morgan Ryan's request? What was the Judge supposed 

to do? What does it all mean? We do not, at present, see an~, 

way in which this conversation can be turned into an 

allegation. It may, however, form the basis of useful 

cross-examination. To that end, we need to obtain background 

information pertaining to the Lusher inquiry . It must be bornE~ 

in mind, of course that Morgan Ryan was plainly involved in 

illegal casinos in New South Wales. And this whole topic cross 
references to the alleged involvement of the Judge on behalf of 

Robert Yuen in relation to a casino in Dixon Street. 

DOC. 0015M 



ALLEGATION NO. 22 - PINBALL MACHINES 

It seems to us that this conuersation falls into the same 

category as the conversation discussed under allegation 21. Why 

was the Judge inuoluing himself in representations to be made 

regarding the importation of illegal p i nball machines which were 

not being subjected to lawful tax. To whom was the Judge to 

address his complaints? To whom was Morgan Ryan to give his 

information? If the conversation is accurately recorded, one,~ 

again it bears a sinister connotation . This is accentuated by 

the fact that it is known that Abe Saffron ( through his son 

Allan) was at this time actively seeking to obtain the exclusive 

rights to import a particular type of 11 pinball II machine. Wai, 

the Judge acting on behalf of Saffron or his interests? ThH 

only inuestigative step which should be taken is to raise th!~ 

matter with Morgan Ryan. We are not opt imi s tic that this wi 11 

produce any worthwhile result. 

DOC. 0016M 



ALLEGATION NO. 23 - THE MILTON MORRIS BLACKMAIL MAlTER 

We have considered this matter, and we take the view that even 

if the conversation set out in the transcript accurately records 

what the Judge says, his conduct cannot amount to any criminal 

offence . It is plain that the Judge has not aided and abettec:I 

counselled or procured the commission of the offence of 

blackmail. Nor has he entered into any conspiracy with Morgan 

Ryan in relation to it. 

The question then arises whether the Judge's conduct in 

(apparently) taking no action once he has been informed by 

Morgan Ryan of his intent to blackmail Milton Morris is capable 

of amounting to "misbehaviour" . 

It appears however that Mr . Egge has been given an account o1F 

matters pertaining to Milton Morris and Morgan Ryan which , if 

accepted, would implicate the Judg e in some form of conspiracy 

to commit blackmail, or at the least put him in the position of 

betng an aider and abetter . See the transcript of the Stewarit 

Royal Commission at page 850. It should be borne in mind thait 

Commissioner Stewart determined that there was nothing whatever 

to blackmail Mi 1 ton Morris about. It appears that he a 1 so dreLIJ 

an adverse inference against the veracity of Egge in regard to 

this matter. 

Matters to be investigated 

We should speak to the following witnesses: 

1 . Egge 

2. -

3. Lamb 



  

 

 

 

         

           

        

          

          

        

          

      

        

         

          

 



ALLEGATION NO. 24 - "SMELLING LIKE A ROSE" 

There is a summary of this conversation which, even if it 

accurately records the substance of what occurred between the 
Judge and Mrs. Ryan does not seem to us to be capable of 

amounting to misbehaviour tn the relevant sense. It is 

possible, for example, that the conversation amounted to no more 

than a joke. It could conceivably be the subject of 

cross-examination. The only person who might be spoken to 

regarding this matter is Mrs. Ryan. 
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ALLEGATION NO. 25 - CENT RA L _RAI~WAY COMPLEX 

We should examine carefully the document headed "The Central 

Railwa_y_ Complex" which was prepared by Th e Age. Thi s assemble~s 

from The Age tapes all conversations which relate to tha t 

matter. The s e start wi th a conversation between Morgan Ryan and 

Eric Jury on Mar c h 31st 1980. In that conversation Ryan a nd 

Jury discuss the complex, and a soltc i tor doi ng the submiss i on. 

The sol i citor's name is Colbron. It is said that Morgan wi11 

help get it through for a fee. There is also discussion about 

Sir Peter Abeles trying to get in on the act. On April 3rd 

1980, Lionel Murphy rings Morgan. They discuss the new 

complex . It is said the Judge is very guarded with his talk, 

and during the talk Commuter Terminals Pty . Limited is mentioned 

together with the word "champagne" . The summary notes "worth 

reading in full". 

The signi f icance of the solicJ.tor being Colbron is that he was 

formerly an Articled Clerk with the firm Morgan Ryan and Brock. 

He was also the solicitor to whom - turned a f ter the 
Moresi breakin. 

Investigative Steps Required 

Persons to be spoken to: 

1 . Egge 

2. McUicar 

3. -
4-. Eric Jury 

5 . Morgan Ryan 



 

    

   

      

     

          

        

        

          

      

       

           

           

          

      



ALLEGATION NO. 26 - TH E ILL EGAL CASINOS IN DlXON STREET 

It is plain that if the Judge has assisted Robert Yuen in the 

manner suggested in The Age tapes, he has joined in a conspiracy 

of one sort or another. It is plain that there is a significant 

discrepancy in the records of the taped conversations. There is 

no record at a11 of an incoming call from the Judge to Morgan 

Ryan which Ryan refers to in his conversation with Saffron. It 

may be that Ryan was doing nothing more than big noting. It 

seems to us that there is no way that we wil1 ever get any 

admissable evidence against the Judge regarding this matter 

unless Robert Yuen is prepared to come forward and substantiate 

the matters in the summary. Alternatively, Morgan Ryan could 

conceivably do so. Saffron might be spoken in this regard as 

well. It is really a question of what resources, if any. one 

would be justified in allocating to this matter bearing in mind 

that the reference in The Age tapes is not to a direct 

conversation between the Judge and Ryan at all . It may be a 

matter that would arise in cross examination. It may be that 

Andrew Wells, or the NCA have done some investigations into this 

matter. One would need to confirm that Robert Yuen was indeed 

living at the same address as the Judge . 

judgement on this matter for the moment . 

0021M 
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ALLEGATION NO . ___ ?7 - LUNA PARK - LEAS[ FOR SA FF RON 

This matt e r arises in the course of the S t ewart Royal Commis s ion 

pages 854 t o 855 . Mr. Egge is g i ving e vi dence regarding the 

contents of a telephone conversati on which he says was reduced 

t o transcrip t , and wh i ch he claims to have read . We have not 

been abl e to find any reference to any su ch conversaton in the 

actual Ag e tape transcripts themselve s. The re is further 

reference to this matter in Egge's supplementa ry statement dated 

7th of August, 1985 . Egge basically a s serts that Morgan Ryan 

arranged for the Judge to intervene on beha 1 f of Saffron in 

order to gain the lease for Luna Park in place of the Reg Grundy 

organisation which had been awarded that lease . It is said that 

a Saffron related entity ultimately acquired the lease . 

Matters to be Investigated 

The Corporate Affair s Commis s ion should be approached regarding 

any invest i gations which have been conducted into this affair. 

In addition, it appears that the NCA may have information a bout 

the matter. It is clear that Egge must be interviewed, and 

obviou s ly Morgan Ryan and Saffron would also be candidates for 

interview regarding this matter. It may be that the State Rai l 

Authority i s involved i n this as well (Mr . Hill) and it is 

possible that Colbron mig ht have some information also. If the 

owner of the l and was the State Ra i l Authority, there should be 

file s available. It is plain tha t th e Reg Grundy organisation 

should be contacted as well . If Egg e ' s evidence is true , it 

would appe ar that he would had seen a transcript which suggested 

that a conversation of this type had occurred. That transcript 

is not presently available to us . Where has it gone? Who 

prepared it? Who would be able to g i ve evidence (direct 

evidence) of having heard the telephone conversation involving 

the Judge and Ryan? 
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ALLEGATION NO . 28 - THE MURPHY ALLtGAlIONS RE . . PO LITICA L 
NATURE OF HIS TRIAL 

It appears that the Judge engaged in an emotional outburst at 
the conclusion of his trial alleging that the proceedings 

brought against him had been politically motivated. It was 

suggested in Parliament that this condu ct on the part of th,e 

Judge might amount to misbehaviour . We have considered the 
matter, but we do not believe that th i s matter can give rise to 

an allegation against the Judge of conduct which could amount to 

misbehaviour in the relevant sense. The Judge has not attacked 

anything done by the Judge who presided over his trial. Nor has 
he attacked the Jury. He has merely suggested that the Director 

of Public Prosecutions brought these proceedings for politica1 
purposes. There would be many in the community who would agree, 

at least in the 1 ight of the DPP I s own guidelines as regard ·s 
prosecuting publ ic figures. There seems to be nothing whatever 

improper (in the necessary sense) about the Judge 1 s outburst. 

0023M 



ALLEGATION NO. 29 - FAILURE TO RESPOND 
TO MR JUSTICE STEWART'S LETTER 

It has been suggested that the Judge's failure to respond to Mr 

Justice Stewart's letter could amount to proued misbehauiour . 

This suggestion emerges in Hansard . We do not see any basis at 

all for the suggestion that the Judge's decision not to respond 

to the 7 matters raised in Mr Justice Stewart I s letter cou1d 

amount to misbehauiour in the relevant sense. We recommend that 

this not proceed as an allegation, other than to note the fact 

that it was made. 

0024M 



ALLEGATION NO. 3Q. ___ - THE WI LSON TUCK EY AL LEGATIONS 

Wilson Tuckey alleged in Parliament that the Judge was involved 

in a tax scandal. Both The Sydney Mor ning Herald and The Age 

reported these allegations. Tuckey suggested that the Judge had 

assisted a Doctor Tiller and a Murray Quartermaine to auoid 
difficulties arising out of their tax evasion activities. The 

allegation apparently emanated from a le tter which was said to 
have been written by Tiller. That l etter came into the 

possession of The Ag e via Christo Moll. Tiller immediately 
denounced the letter as a forgery. 

Action to be taken 

1. Obtain copy of letter (or original if possible) 

2. Interview Tiller 

3. Interview Quartermaine (if possible) 

4. Speak to Wilson Tu c key 

S. Speak to Christo Mol l? 

6. Speak to Bob Bottom and David Wilson at Age. 

We should initially obtain the Hansard reference so a s to get a 
prec i se account of what Mr Tuckey said about this matter i 1n 

Parli.ament. If the original of the letter can be obtained, it 

may be possible to determine whether Tiller is telling the truth 

when he claims it to be a forgery. There is no other ac tioin 
that is warranted at this stage. 

0025M 



ALLEGATION NO. 31 - lHE JUDGE'S CONDUCT IN RELATION 
TO JUNIE MOROS! 

It has been asserted that the Judge's conduct in seeking to have 
preferential public housing made available for Miss Junie Morosi 

in 1974- was an impropriety of such magnitude as to justify 

removing the Judge for misbehaviour. We take the view that this 

is a matter which is (a) stale and (b) not of sufficient gravity 
to warrant investigation at this stage. We do not believe that, 

even if proved, it is capable of amounting to misbehaviour i n 

the relevant sense. It seems to us to be markedly different 

from the Sala matter, parttcularly if a connection can be shown 
between the Judge and Saffron in that affair . 

0026M 



ALLEGATION_NO. 32 - THE CONNOR VIEW OF MURPHY'S CONDUCT 

Mr Connor took the view that even an enquiry by the Judge as to 

what was likely to happen to Morgan Ryan made to Briese with 

knowledge tha t Briese might seek that information (and no more) 

from the Magis trate conducting the committal, could amount to 
misbehaviour. This takes us into the realm of some of th1c! 

matters that were the subject of determina tion during the course 
of the first and second Murphy trials. We believe that we ought 

to tread cautiously here, and it does not seem to us that this 

version of events would be sufficiently serious to amount to 

misbehaviour in the relevant sense. It must be common for 

Judges to a sk question s of other judicial officers as to how a 

case is proceeding. If no more than that occurs, and no more is 

intended than that, it seems imposs ible to describe such conduct 

as amounting to misbehav iou r sufficient to justify removal. W1c! 
recommend that this allegation be not proceeded with other than 

to draw the attention of the Commissioners to the fa ct that it 
was made and suggested for a basis for removal . 
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ALLEGATION NO. 33 - THE APPROACH TO JUDGE STAUNTON 

It seems to be common ground that the Judge approached JudgP 

Staunton of the New South Wales District Court in an effort to 

get an early trial for Morgan Ryan. The Judge has given his 

version of that event in his evidence at the first trial . The 

Judge asserts that when he saw Staunton (on a face to facE~ 

basis) Staunton told him that Mr Justice Mcclelland had already 

spoken to Staunton about the same matter. The Judge went on to 

say in his testimony at the first trial that he spoke to Justice 

Mcclelland a day or two after his conversation with Judge 

Staunton. 

We have already examined the possibility of a charge of perjury 

being bought against Mr Justice Murphy in the light of the fact 

that Mr Justice Mcclelland may now be prepared to come forward 

and say that he, McCle l land, had been telephoned by Murphy anci 

asked to approach Judge Staunton on behalf of Morgan Ryan . It 

may be difficult to demonstrate a precise conflict between the 

account given by Mr Justice Murphy and this version of events if 

Mr Justice Mcclelland swears up to it. Rather, it would seem. 

Mr Justice Murphy's 

either through lack 

si.gni ficant way. 

account of the matter is seriously flawed 

of recollection, or is misleading in a 

Even if no allegation of perjury or other untruthfulness can be 

made against Mr Justice Murphy in respect of his evidence, it 

may be said that j , t was improper conduct on the part of a High 

Court Justice to approach a District Court Judge in an effort to 

get a speedy trial for a friend. There are many who would think 

that this was sufficiently grave conduct to amount to 

misbehaviour . It does not appear that Judge Staunton was 

offered any benefit in exchange for organising an early triaJl 

for Morgan Ryan. Nor was any pressure placed upon him to do 

so. It would follow that no criminal offence of any kind was 

committed, though one might give consideration to the question 



2 

whether there was an at tempt to pervert the course of Justice, . 

The argument against such a charge would be that it canno,t 

amount to an attempt to pervert the course of Justice to bring 

on a trial sooner that might otherwise have taken place. Orne 

wo uld need to examine carefully the judgement of t he Court o,f 

Appeal (and of the High Court} in the Murphy matters and the law 

pertaining to attempting to pervert the course of Justice in 

order to see whether such conduct is capable of meeting tha1t 

definition. 

Persons to be interviewed 

Judge Staunto n and Mr Justice Mcclelland. In addition Morgan 

Ryan should be spoken to, and it appears, Judge Foord. 
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~L~EGATION NO. 34 - THE WOOD SHARES 

This matter has been drawn to our attention . We believe it 

would be impossible to investigate it at this time. We 

understand that there would be nothing on any public register 

that could confirm the allegat i on. Companies would no longer be 

required to retain records of any shareholding of this nature. 

We recommend that the Commissioners have it drawn to their 

attention, but that we indicate that we are unable to adduce any 

evidence in support of it. We should add that no company was 

identified in the allegation, and Senator Wood is now dead. 

0029M 



ALLEGATION NO. 35 - THE WILLIAMS BRIBERY ALLEGATIONS 

Statement of Offence 

Soliciting a bribe whether at Common Law or pursuant to 

Legislation. 

Particulars of Allegation 

We have been told that a Trevor Williams may be prepared to come 

forward and give evidence of a demand made to him by the Judge 

of a bribe of $1,000 in exchange for assistance in relation to 

difficulties that Williams was having with customs matters 

during the time that the Judge was Minister for Customs. 

Matters to be investigated 

1. Trevor Williams should be interviewe d. 

2. There may be departmental records of some problem that 

Williams was having with the Customs Department at th,e 

relevant time which may go part of the way towards 

confirming his allegation. If Williams is not prepared tio 

assist us, or indicates that he would not support thi·s 

story, we would recommend that the matter simply be drawn 

to the attention of the Commissioners and that they b1e 

told that there is no evidence which we would be in ;a 

position to call to support the allegation and it should 

not be proceeded with. 
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ALLEGATION NO. 36 - THE DAMS CASE ALLEGATIONS 

This may not refer to the Dams case at all. If the Judg1e 

personally intervened with the Premier of New South Wales itn 

order to have instructions given to the So)icitor-General to 

conduct the case for New South Wal es in a different fashion, the 
Judge would have committed the Common Law misdemeanor of 

misconduct by an officer of Justice - see paragraph 24/29 of 
Archbold. Even if his conduct did not amount to this common la1AJ 

misdemeanor, it would almost certainly be regarded as 
misbehaviour within the meaning of Section 72 arising out of 

conduct pertaining to his office. 

Matters to be investigated 

1. Judge Staples to be interviewed 

2. Brian Toohey to be spoken to 

3. David Williamson to be spoken to 

4. The Solicitor General for New South Wales to be spoken to 

5. Neville Wra n 

When the name of the case has been discovered (if it can b1e 

discovered) the transcript of argument addressed by the N~AJ 

South Wal es Solicitor General to the High Court should be 
obtained. It should be ascertained whether that argument 

changed tack between the first day, and the next day of argument. 
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ALLEGATION NO. 37 - INSTRUCTIONS TO CUSTOMS OFFICERS 
RE . PORNOGRAPHY 

We have been told that a decision was taken by the Judge whein 
Attorney- General to instruct customs officers to decline to 

enforce the law pertaining to the importation of pornographj_,c 

material. If the Judge did do this whilst Attorney General, h,2 

might be guilty of the rnisdemeanor of misconduct by an executive 

or administrative official of the Crown. This Common Law 

offence is set out at paragraph 21 - 205 of Archbold. There it 

is suggested that wilful neglect to perform a duty which a1n 

executive official of the Crown is bound to perform constitutes 
a Common Law Misdemeanor. We should obtain Customs files which 

might support the suggestion that such a direction was given by 
the Attorney General. There may also be documentation in th,e 

Attorney- General ' s Department relating to this matter. The 

Customs Officers Association might also have some record of any 

such directive if it had been issued. It appears that th,a 

Family Team have obtained certain documents by FOI. These 

should be examined, and the members of that Team spoken to. 

0032M 



Memorandum to: 

From : 

Mr Charles 
Mr Robertson 
Mr Durack 
Mrs Sharp 
Mr Phelan 

Mr Weinberg 

SUMMARY OF STATEMENTS MADE BY MURPHY J . 

(a) The Aide-Memoirs. 

1. The first occasion that the Judge was asked for any 
comment regarding the 11 Age 11 tapes was 15 February 1984. There 
is an aide-memoire in existence which relates to the 
discussions between the Judge and the Attorney-General on each 
of those dates. If one goes to the document relating to 15th 
February, it is noted that there had been an interim report 
prepared by the Australian Federal Police for the Special 
Minister of State on 13th February which had concluded that the 
material.s did not disclose any evidence of criminal i ty and did 
not indicate any further lines of investigation to b,~ 
undertaken. This conclusion was apparently reached by the OPP 
designate (Mr Temby). We should obtain a copy of Mr. Temby's 
report to the Attorney handed over on 15th February 1984 . I1t 
appears that Mr Tenby had also considered whether the material 
showed "misbehaviour" within the meaning of section 72 of thf:! 
constitution. It is said that the conclusion was negative on 
this aspect also. Mr Temby did however apparently indicatE:! 
that the tapes disclosed "injudicious" behaviour. 

2 . The immediate response made by the Judge was to query 
the status and authenticity of the material. He suggested they 
might be forgeries. The Judge indicated that there was no way 
of knowing from the documents whether or not they were a 
complete and accurate re cord of the conversations they 
purported to cover . The Attorney-General noted these points 
and took the disc ussion to three main issues . These were: 
(1) The Rofe/Ellicott references 
(2) The reference to Jegorow's appointment 
(3) The references to obtaining girls for sex. 

3. The Attorney-General 
arose out of this was the 
Ryan, the solicitor. 

said that a further 
Judge's relationship 

issue that 
with Morgan 

4 . As to the Rofe/Ellicott materials, the Judge noted that 
these conversations had to be related to his concern with thE~ 
criminal proceedings brought by Sankey against himself and 
others. It should be remembered that the defendents in the 
criminal proceedings were di scharged by the magistrate on 16th 
February 1979. The Judge indicated that he believed the 
proceedings had been conducted malid.ously. He also indicated 
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the Judge concerning his ass oc ia t ion with Morgan Ryan. The 
Attorney-General asked the Judge whether he was aware of Morgan 
Ryan's association with Abe Saffron. The Judge said he was 
unaware of any such connection. 

(b) The First Senate Inquiry 

10. By letter dated 12 June 1984, the Judge was invited to 
appear before the Committee. The three matters which the 
committee desired to raise with the Judge were as follows : -

(a) Alleged conversations 
participant in the 
summaries. 

in which he was a 
11 Age II transcripts and 

(b) A statement by the Chief Stipendary Magistrate 
of New South Wales concerning conversations he 
claimed to have had with the Judge. 

(c) The Lewington allegation. 

11. By letter dated 2nd July 1984, the Judge wrote to 
Senator Tate, and enclosed a 28 page response. He commenced by 
dealing with the alleged conversations in the purported 
transcripts and summary. The Judge commenced with the one 
conversation in which his voice appeared on an actual tape. He 
noted that there was a vast difference between what was on the 
committee's transcript of the copy tape, and the version 
prepared by the police. The Judge pointed out that the "Age" 
transcript was full of inaccuracies and gross distortions when 
compared with the comrni t tee ' s version of the tape. The Judge 
went on to say that in his view neither version were presented 
a genuine and accurate record of any conversation in which he 
had participated. He indicated that it represented the putting 
together of selected pieces of conversations to make an 
amalgam . He referred to an expert report which his solicitors 
had obtained on the tape. The expert had advised the Judge 
orally that it was possible to alter a tape so that the change 
could not be detected even with electronic equipment . He 
indicated that it was possible that what appeared to be his 
voice was not in fact his voice. 

12. The Judge went on to apply the same criticisms to the 
other purported transcripts . He indicated his belief that 
these were not authentic and genuine records of any 
conversation in which he had participated. He said that they 
were manufactured. He concedes that he did know of the Paris 
Theatre. He denied having heard of any company known as Ken 
Darley Holdings Pty Ltd. He pointed out that he could not have 
said at the time of the purported conversation on 31 March 1979 
which ref erred to the resignation of Mr Justice Jacobs "He's 
resigned". Mr Justice Jacobs did not resign until 6th April 
1979. He said that it was possible he had been asked to make 
an enquiry whether it had been decided to appoint a Mr Jegarow 
to some position, and that he had made such an enquiry. The 



  

          
            

         
      

     

          
        

            
         

          

         
           
          

           
           

        
          

       
          

       

        
        

         
      

        
          
        

       
         
        

          
         

         
          
          

         
      

            
           

          
          

         
        

           
         

         



racing. The Judge said that he was not personally interested 
in racing . He said "while I was on quite friendly terms with 
Morgan Ryan, he was not a close friend". 

(c) The Judge's Testimony at his first Trial. 

1 9 . The e v id enc e co mm en c e s at page 4 1 9 of t he t ran s c r i pt . 
At page 422, the Judge gives an account of the amount of 
contact that he had with Morgan Ryan during the middle 60 1 s and 
up until 1972. He said that he went out with him a few times, 
had some meals and so forth, and from then on saw very 1 it tle 
of him. 

20. At page 423, the Judge said that between 1972 and 1975 
(his appointment to the High Court) he had no further 
association with Morgan Ryan. 

21. At page 426 the Judge repeats that he did not see (to 
his recollection) Morgan Ryan between 1972 and 1975 . He is 
then asked about contacts with Ryan from 1975 until 1980 
approximately. He says that he did have contact with Ryan 
during that period. 

22. At page 427, the Judge describes the nature of that 
contact. The Judge indicated that he did attend the 10 days of 
hearing of evidence at the Queanbeyan Court concerning the 
Sankey matter in 1979. His recollection was that Ryan attended 
also on one or two days. He said that he had contact with Ryan 
during that period. He said that they had dis cussed the case. 
At page 428 the Judge said that Ryan never attended any 
celebrations marking any of the high points of his life. 

23. At page 429 the Judge indicated that he did not share 
any interests with Morgan Ryan. The Judge pointed out that 
Ryan's major interest appeared to have been racing - and he did 
not share that interest at all. The Judge described his social 
contact with Ryan as being "We went out for a few meals in the 
50' s and in the 60 1 s went out a few times 11

• The Judge said 
that he had been to Ryan's place for a Christmas party with his 
wife and on odd few occasions like that. The Judge said that 
he had never invited Morgan Ryan to come and inspect the High 
Court or to be shown around it. Nor had he inui ted Ryan to the 
opening of the High Court. 

24. At page 439 the Judge is asked when he first became 
aware that Morgan had been charged. He answered that he had 
only become aware of this fact when it was reported in the 
newspapers. Presumably, this would haue been shortly after the 
6th or 7th August 1981. The Judge said that upon finding out, 
he did not ring Morgan Ryan. He said that shortly before going 
to China in October 1981, Ryan rang him. Ryan had told him 
that he had been charged. Ryan had asserted his innocence . 
The Judge asked Ryan who was appearing for him, and was told 
Bruce Miles. The Judge told him that this was foolish. The 
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59 . At page 602, the Judge is cross-examined regarding the 
dinner party at Mr Briese's house . It is put to him that there 
were no other guests present . The Judge recalls that there 
were. The Judge says that there were a number of o t her 
guests . He says he thought there were two other couples 
there . The Judg e says he cannot recollect those other 
couples . One was a professional man who came a little later 
than his wi fe . The Judge has no recollection of who the other 
couple were. Neither couple participated in the conversation 
that had be en related by the Judge to the Court. The Judge did 
not mention any other couples present at the Briese house on 
the evening of the dinner in the course of his examination in 
chief. Further, it was never put to Mr Briese that other 
couples were present. 

60 . The Judges then questioned in detail about the two 
couples on page 603. He says that the discussion concerning 
Morgan Ryan took place before the other couples arrived . 

61. At page 612, the Judge is asked what was his practice 
with respect to the use of the telephone - did he prefer not to 
discuss sensitive matters on the telephone at that time . He 
answered that he was prepared to dis cuss matters freely on the 
telephone. 

62 . At page 622, the Judge is cross-examined about matters 
that he included in his statement of July 1984 to the Senate . 
It is plain that in that statemen t . when dealing wi. th the 
Briese dinner, the Judge had indicated that there had been 
other dinner guests who had arr i ved during the course of the 
conversation. 

63 . At page 624, the Judge concedes that there is a 
difference between hi s account of the meeting with Chief Judge 
Staunton and that given by the Chief Judge . The Chief Judge 
said that the entire conversation had occurred on the telephone . 

64 . At page 634 , the Judge is re- examined re the Sala 
matters . In particular at page 634 , the Judge said that it was 
his view at the time that he d i d not have any power as 
Attorney-General to prevent the exe cution of t he deportation 
order of the Min i ster for ' Immigration. 

65. If one goes to page 664 (the evidence in chief of Ingrid 
Murphy) she also recounts the presence of four additional 
guests at the Briese dinner . She is unable to remember their 
names . She gives some description of them towards the bottom 
of page 664. She is cross-examined about this at page 676. 
There is further examination at page 679. 

(d) The Unsworn Statement at his Second Trial 

66. The next matter to consider is the unsworn statement 
made by the Judge at his second trial. Towards the bottom of 



  

  
  

  
 

 
 

         
       

         
         
        

           
            
           
         

         
           
           

          
          
    

 

     
           

      

  



'IQ: Mr S Charles/ 

Mr M Weinberg ./ 

Mr A Robinson " 

Mr F '1hanson / 

~ p Sharp / 
ff\'- A · P~G"I...C..rl 

FRCJ.i: Mr D Durack 

St.ffV\RY OF DISCUSSIOOS HEID 00 16 JUNE 1986 

Doclinents Received 

1. 

2. canputer print re C Moll - including known associates 

3. Proof story re Moll - Murphy connection and cheque 
rutt ccpies 

4. Proof article by tavid Wilson re 'h:;Je Tapes 

5. Doa.ment re Saffron custans surveillance, etc. 

6. Doa.ment headed "'!he loans Affair 'lbe Public Reoord" 
and attacllnents 

7. SWiss banking dOC\inents re C M:>11 and others 

e. Docl.Jnent titled "Moll Profile" 

9. Docl.Jnents inclooing material on Mrs Murphy - diarrond 
valuation certificate and ccpy airline tickets 
involving Murphy's - also further docunents re C Moll 

10. 'lWO tapes re West (Western Australia.) - interview by 
Rodgers 

11. c.cpy Pol,ler of Attorney Murphy-wran 

12. Docllnent headed "Properties Owned By Lionel Murphy 
And Family" 

13. Record of interview with R Sala and other docunents 
re Sala 
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14. File Note re discussion with M Wilson re return of 
doc\inents 

15. Thirty-three files re A Saffroo 

16. Doctnlent headed "Preliminary Analysis of the New 
South Wales Police Tapes of 1'brgan John Ryan" am 
attaclrnents thereto 

Matters Discussed 

1. We are told that the Sala Jna.tter and the 1'brosi 
break-in should be closely looked at 

2. The Paris '.llleatre doainents will be provided 

3. We should look at the Hansard reports re Sala and 
do.mgrading of Saffron surveillance 

4. ~ CXll'\tact - best would be Phillip Bradley re 
Rosemary q:>itz 

s. A Wells fran AFP would also be very useful to us 

6. '.l1le 'lb::mas affair - z.brgan Ryan saying to Don I:avies 
(AFI') - "Have you got your cheque yet?" - 'lhls is 
payrrent of State superannuation enti tlenent - it is 
alleged Murphy arranged for this cheque to be sent 
to tavies 

7. It was said that Max Walsh could be "WOrth spea)dng 
to re the jooge's appoinbnent to the High Court 

8. Reference to Iewingt.oo matter 

9. Reference to pinball machines 

10. It my be worth speaking to Sir Collin Woods ex AFP 
camtissioner nc:M in IDndon 

ll. Reference to a Bansaro report of 6 March 1980 re 
allegation by Mr Bert of bribery atterpt by z.brgan 
Ryan 

12. Reference made to journalist warren Owens oo Sydney 
288 3000 - a political reporter with the Sunday 
Telegraph re Murray Farquhar - oonnectioos 

13. Reference to a Mr B BocJnan at solicitors tawson 
wal.dron re case of t-t:>rosi v. News Limited 



'.ro: 

FR(l,1: 

S Charles 
M Weinberg 
A Robertson 
p Sharp 
F '1banson 
~ .Phh.A,J 

D nirack 

Discussions with a Barrister - 17. 6. 86 

• assisting on a Counsel to Co\msel basis 
(not representing views of OPP) 

• in prosecution pre 1975 incidents focused on were those to 
show: 

(a} character of accused 
(lb} contact with l-t:>rgan Ryan 
(e) nature of contact with l-t:>rgan Ryan 

suggested we look at the Judge's statement to the 1st 
Senate Inquiry - sworn evidence in 1st trial and \lI'\s,,.,oID 

statarent of 2nd trial re truthfulness of the evidence as a 
whole. 

Period prior to 1975 

prosecutioo looked at SALA, SAFFRCN, HA'IOIER and t.wo 
other matters re showing that l-t:>rgan Ryan had direct line to 
Attorney--Oeneral. 

NJl'E - Decision made not to lead material oo Saffroo as it was 
ciii"sidered too "prejooicial • to the accused - there was no 
cx::.nnectioo ~t at first trial between Sala and Saffron -
not \D'ltil secxn:3 trial that oonnection became ~ent. 

• re SALA matter need to speak to A 'Watson and Mahaley re 
advioe given to the Attorney-General by N.'i's. (Police and 
Imnigration files helped to identify the SALA/Saffron 
oamection}. 

~I Em'AK-IN 

• helped show relatiooship between Murphy J and M Ryan 
also showed possible offence of perverting the course of 

justice. 

for X-exam.i.nation purposes in secx:>nd trial statEl!lents 
taken fran peq>le involved in break-in - possibly Feltoo and 
Wrigglesworth. 
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Wl'E: Units and showing centre acquired in 1979 - all 
prqie.rt.ies nortgaged 

matters to be put to Jooge post 1975: 

'lllanas lunch 

1£Wi.ngtoo 

Cesna/Milner 

Re 'lbanas lunch 

• barrister not convinoed that there enough to charge 
Murphy over 'lbanas affair (but did agree there was a prima 
facie case) 

OOI'E: concerned re charge being brought oo eve of seoood trial 

• also D 'lllanas had cane to prosecution after the first 
trial and told story then. 

Attorney-General's Dept file re 'lllanas - not charged 
over the Greek Coospiracy case - G Evans reocmnendation. 

Don Davies agrees lunch occurred but not substance of 
conversation etc. 

prosecution would have cross-examined re Groux if 
qp:>rtunity had arisen 

Growc' s story - walking in Woden ~ing Plaza saw 
Murphy J who reoognised him and indicated that he was the man 
who criticized I.ewington in the Meat Inquiry - Mlllphy indicated 
that Growc may be able to help him - aooording to Groux he got 
clearance fran J Brown to assist Murphy and obtain C Briese's 
diaries and investigate than - instructed to get dirt on 
Briese and Callinan QC and report back to Murphy J. 

Groox then awroached the prosecutioo oounsel prior to 
secx:md trial and told his story. 

N:Y1'E: Groux obtained a oopy of Briese' s diaries - not sure how 

diaries were in Murphy J's possession for ooe week. 

• in Meat Inquiry Woodwam J found Groux to be a reliable 
witness. 

A Wells investigated Growc's story 
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c.essnaJMilner 

discussion re dinner attended by Briese, Murphy, Woods 
and Farquhar. 

D Durack 

June 1986 



MEMORAND UM 

TO: Mr Charles 

Mr Robertson 

Mr Durack 

Ms Sharp 

Volume TlA 

18.3.79 

Page 14 

20.3.79 

Page 22 

-

31. 3 . 79 -

Pages 47-49 

SUMMARY OF AGE TAPES - VOLUME Tl 

Prepared by M Weinberg 

Murphy rings Morgan Ryan's home. Asks Ryan 

to phone him when he returns. 

Murphy indicates he will be at Darling Point the 
next day. 

A call is made to (presumably Murphy ' s 
number). Morgan Ryan urges Murphy to get on 
with an approach to Wran on behalf of Jegarow. 
Murphy says he will see to it. Murphy draws 
Ryan's attention to something in the newspaper 

about the Paris theatre . Murphy tells Ryan that 

he should know what's bloody well on. Murphy 
refers to a company called Ken Darley Holdings 

Pty Ltd. The news paper is the Herald and the 
reference is to Page 2 of that date 

Mur phy rings Morgan Ryan. Ryan has j ust got off 
the plane . Murphy talks a bout having spoken to 

a solicito r named Bilinsky . Murphy refers to 



        

        

    

      

     

      

         

        

       

        

  

      

     

       

        

  

       

  

       

         

      

       

       

      

       

       

        

      

      

       

         

       



        

        

        

          

       

     

        

       

        

     

       

       

         

           

        

    

     

         

        

      

  

          

     

      

        

      

         

       

        



Page 128- 129 

4 

There is a reference to Murphy at Page 128 in a 
conversation between Ryan and some: officer of 

the Australian federal Police. At Page 129 Ryan 

says: "Good news first. .. . Lionel and I had 

lunch with Murray and he had lunch with Brieze. 

I only spoke to them and left. And Lionel 

said: 11 Tell that mate of yours that Don 

introduced us to, that he's got friends in the 
right places if necessary". 

Volume TlC - Sum~aries Prepared by Mcvicar 

See Page 156 for McVicar' s summary of the relations between 
Ryan and Lionel Murphy. 

7. 2. 80 -

Page 159 

22.2.80 -

Page 165 

10.3.80 -

Page 168 

11.3.80 -

Page 170 

The Mcvicar summaries corroborate in part the 

actual transcripts of the conversations between 

Morga n Ryan and Murphy on the 7.2 . 80. 

The summary records a call from Murphy to Ryan. 

They discus s Ellicot and some malicious 

prosecution. (This seems to be the summary of 

the one tape recording of Murphy's voice whi ch 
actually exists). 

Ryan rings Murphy but there is no answer. 

Ryan rings Murphy. Talk about an article in a 

newspaper. Murphy praises it. Ryan raises the 

Milton Morris matter and suggests that Morris 

can be compelled to pull Mason into line. 

Murphy warns Morgan about what he says over the 
telephone. 
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Volume TlD AFP Transcripts of Conversations 

In a conversation between Ryan and Farquhar Murphy I s name is 
mentioned at Page 205. 

Pages 299-304 set out the transcript of the one tape recording 
that we have of Murphy's voice in conversation with Morgan Ryan. 

June 1986 

Doc 2642A 



MEMO k_Af'.J D UM 

To: Mr S Charles 
Mr A Robertson 
Mr D Durack 
Mrs P Sharp 

SUMMARY OF ALLEGATIONS AND AREAS FOR INVESTIGATION 

1 It is likely to be useful if an attempt is made at this 
time to record in summary form a 
potential areas of investigation 

first few days of the Inquiry. 

number of the allegations and 
which have emerged during the! 

It is possible to identify· 
several matters which, even at this stage, may be stated as 

allegations with some degree of precision . There are other 
matters which have been put to us in a form which makes it very 

difficult to enable them to be stated as allega U.ons at this 

stage. Finally, there are a number of matters which may give 

rise to allegations at some future stage, though at this time, 

they can only be described as raising questions for 
consideration. 

2 It should be stressed that no at tempt whatever has been 
made to filter out any of the matters that are to be discussed 

in this memorandum. Rather, I have sought to set out every 

conceivable allegation or matter of complaint which has emerged 

over the past week with a view to enabling us to comme nee our 
consideration by having something in writing. 

Precise Allegations Which May Be Made At This Stage 

1. The Don Thomas Luncheon 

Donald William Thomas has provided a statement in which he 
alleges that in about December 1979 he was invited to have 

lunch with the Judge (whom he had not previously met). On the 
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Noth ing more happened in relation to this until Thomas was 

contacted 1n early February 1980 by Morgan Ryan. Ryan 

telephoned him a t the Redfern offices of the AFP a nd requested 

a meeting. Thoma s agreed to the meeU.ng, but before attending 

it, he arranged with Peter Lamb to equip him with a bugging 

device whi ch would broadcast the conversation which he had with 

Ryan to a nearby surveillance team. This meeting occurred at 

the same Korean re s taurant as had been used for the prev ious 

luncheon. The conversation was recorded . 

It may be said that some part s of this recorded conversation 

tend to corroborate Thomas's story that there had been an 

approach made t o him in the terms des cribed by him. There is 

no doubt, however, that whet her this allegation against the 

Judge has any force at all will depend in toto upon whether 

Thomas is a credible witness. If he is believed, it would seem 

that the Judge may hav e committed any on e of a number of 

criminal offences. The s e would include an attempt to pervert 

the course of justice, an att e mpted bribe and a conspiracy to 

pervert the course of justice. 

2. The Lewi ngton Allegation 

Detective S tation Sergeant Dav i d Jame s Lewington ha s alleged 

that early in 1981 he made contact with Detective Inspective 

Lamb of the then B Divi sion i n Sydney. Lewington made contact 

with Lamb because of inquiries he wa s conducting with Detective 

Senior Constable Jones into alleged illegal activities of 

Koreans wh o were obtaining permanent residen ce in Aus tralia. 

It appear s that L.ewington was wt th Jones when the two of them 

were taken to a room whe re a tapere corder was set up and a 

portion of a tape was played to them. The tape contained 

conversations between Morgan Ryan and other persons. This 

happened on more than one occasion. Lewington estimates that 

it occurred approximately three times. He describes three 

separate conversations. The first was between Morgan Ryan and 

a Jame s Mason . Mason wa s eventually charged as a 

co-conspirator with Ryan . Secondly, there was a conversation 
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they did not produce them and claimed they could not be found. 

Lewington had, however, taken the precaution of photocopying 

each diary. The photocopies are still available . These 

photocopies should be obta i ned and examined . 

If what Lewington says is believed, and in particular, if it is 

corroborated by Lamb, it wouJ.d seem that the Judge has 

participated in a conversation whi eh can be described at the 

very least as being injudicious. It is obviously unseemly for 

a High Court Judge to be involved in discussions with a 

solicitor relating to the possibility of bribing or corrupting 

police officers investigating the affairs of that solicitor. 

Whether this conversation would amount to evidence of a 

criminal offence is, however, more doubtful. It is likely 

that it would not go far enough to amount to a conspiracy of 

any sort. It certainly does not amount to an attempt to bribe 

or corrupt any person. On a broad view of the words II proved 

misbehaviour" in section 72 of the Constitution, such conduct 

could fit this description . 

Potential Allegations 

3. Association with Abe Saffron 

We have been told that there is evidence available that the 

Judge ha s had a 1 on g a s s o c i at ion wi t h A be Saffron . I t i s c 1 ear 

that Saffron has been a person of dubious repute for many 

years. Saffron himself has denied any association with the 

Judge. We do not know whether the Judge has issued any similar 

denial. We are told that there are a number of persons who may 

give evidence of such long standing association. These 

include -
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made by James West, the Judge is described as "Abe I s man". 
West says that he used to meet the Judge at Lodge 44, a 

well-known Saffron establishment . West says that Saffron often 
talked of his association with Murphy. West says that he did 

not know Murphy II that well". He says that he met Murphy at 

Lodge 44 with Abe a few times. He thought that Abe paid 

Murphy. He said that "he" (not clear whether this is Saffron 
or Murphy) is involved in all this gambling around Kings Cross. 

We also know that James Anderson has made similar allegations 

to the New South Wales Committee investigating the legalisation 

of prostitution, and, we believe, has repeated those 
allegations during the course of certain bankruptcy 

proceedings. Anderson is presently thought to be out of 

Australia. The National Crime Authority is 1 i ke ly to be aware 

of his whereabouts. He must be spoken to. 

4. The Sala Affair 

The history of this matter is well known. What has not 
hitherto been considered, however, is whether the whole affair 

takes on a completely different perspective if it can be shown 
that there is a long standing association between the Judge and 

Abe Saffron. It is clear that Sala was staying at Lodge 44 

when he came to Australia. The likelihood is that he was 

closely involved with Saffron in some criminal venture. We 

need to speak to former Inspector Dixon, a man who was very 

upset about the manner in which the Judge acted at the relevant 
time. We should also speak to a Mr A Watson (a former First 

Ass is tant Sec re tar y who gave certain advice to the Attorney 
regarding this matter). Other persons to speak to are a 

R J Harkins (formerly Deputy Crown Solicitor in N. S.W . ) and the 

journalist Ann Summers. She is presently in New York City. 

She is known to haue told other people at around that time that 
she had knowledge that $30,000 had been paid to Morgan Ryan for 

his role in getting Sala out of the country before he could be 

broken down by the police. We must analyse the Menzies Report 
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carefully. We should compare the views of a Mr Mahoney (Deputy 
Secretary of the Department) who disagreed with Inspector Dixon 

in relation to what should be done with Sala. It is also worth 

investigating the Judge's conduct in relation to a matter 

involving a gentleman called Lasic. 

acted in that matter as well and 

Apparently Morgan Ryan 

the Attorney personally 
intervened to accommodate Ryan's wishes. 

5 . Saffron off Customs Alert 

Once again a great deal will depend on whether it can be shown 
that Murphy was a long-s tandtng associate of Saffrons. If he 

was, then the decision to accommodate Morgan Ryan ' s request 

that Saffron no longer be subjected to strict 100% customs 

searches tak es on a completely different appearance. It must 

be recalled that Saffron had been named adversely in the 

Moffitt Royal Commission, the year prior to his being taken off 
the 100% search list. There is a file note in our possession 

recording that the police had been told by Customs that the 
Attorney-General had directed an immediate downgrading of 

surveillance upon Saffron. We have been told that there was an 
investigation into this matter and that the investigation 

cleared the Attorney-General. It appears t hat the reference to 

the Attorney - General in th e document that we have is a mistaken 

one and what was really meant was the Comptroller of Customs. 

We should speak to two persons a Mr Delaney who has 

apparently written a book entitled "Nares", and a Mr Phillips 
who is said to be a lawyer in Victoria. 

If the Judge ordered a downgrading of surveillance upon Saffron 
in circumstances where he was a close friend and/or business 

associate of Saffrons, there would appear to be evidence of 

seriously improper conduct on his part. This might amount to 

some form of conspiracy. If the Judge received any 

remuneration, either directly, or indirectly (as for example by 

sexual favours), or even if the Judge was aware by assisting 

Saffron in this manner he would be helping his close friend 
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Morgan Ryan, it might be said that there is "proved 

misbehaviour". We should also determine whether the Judge 
whilst Attorney intervened in favour of Lenni e McPher son in a 

simi1ar manner. 

6. Safe Deposit Boxe s and Shares 

We have been handed certain documents which, i f genuine, 
suggest that a s afety deposit box and numbered Swiss bank 

account was opened in the name of the Judge on the 11th March 

1975 . On the 11th Mar ch 1975 , an East German national named 

Zunderman paid 50 Swiss francs at the Zurich branch of the 

Union Bank of Switzerland to open safety deposit box number 

8343 in the names of Lio nel Keith Murphy and Edward Gough 

Whitlam. Another document indicates that the Union Bank of 

Switzerland in its vault facilities holds the safe deposit box 
number 8597 on behalf of Mr Lionel Keith Murphy and Miss Junie 

Moro s i for twelve months from the 11th March 1975. This se co nd 

document was executed in duplicate on the 4th April 1975. The 

next document shows a receipt numbered 816 for 70 Swiss francs 

whi ch bears the date 4th April 1975. This document relates to 

safety deposit box 8343 and purports to show that Junie Morosi 

wa s assigned th e keys to the box designated for Murphy and 

Whit1am. 

A fourth document shown to us appears to disclose that Mr 

Lionel Keith Murphy had been allotted 400 shares in the Union 

Bank of Switzerland, shown to hav e been worth 500 Swiss fran cs 

each at the time . Th e document in questi on appears to be a 

notice of a forthcoming general meeting of the shareholders of 

the said company . This document bear s a particular security 

account number 3842. It refers to the following deposit as of 

the 27.2.1975. A very similar document is in existence (dated 

March Sth 1973) which suggests that Dr. James Ford Cairns has 
also been allotted 250 of the same shares. 
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heigh t of attempts to borrow large sums of money from overseas 
for II temporary purposes 11

• The suggestion can readily be made 

that the safety deposi t boxes were obtained in anticipation of 
receiving some secret commission from some person seeking to 

arrang e the loan of vast sums of money to the Australian 
Government. 

7 . The Free or Discounted Air Travel 

It is suggested that the Judge behaved improperly in receiving 

free or discounted flight s overseas care of Ethopian Airlines. 

It appears that both he and his wife travelled overseas in 

December 1973 and January 1974 on air tickets issued by Pan 

American at the request of Ethopian Airlines for one of their 

employees, Mrs Ingrid Murphy. It must be remembered that the 
local manager of Ethopian Airlines was David Ditchburn (husband 

of Juni Morosi) . It appears there was a lengthy Hansard debate 
on this matter . It is clear that the Judge sued Mirror 

Newspapers in 1976 for defamation. In that action he told the 
New South Wales Supreme Court that his wife had received a 

nominal fee as a Publi c Relations Consultant for Ethopian 

Airlines, and that she was therefore entitled to discount 

travel . He told the court that he took one discounted trip and 

one free trip pursuant to this arrangement. The question will 

be whether the Attorney-General conducted 
dishonest manner in accepting this travel. 

secret commission? 

8. The Diamond Purchases 

himself in a 
Did he receiv e a 

Questions have been raised in Parliament regarding certain 

diamond purchases worth A$7,800 allegedly made on Ingrid 

Murphy's behalf by a company associated with Perth tax fugitive 

Christo Moll. In 1984 the "Age" reported that notes on a 

cheque butt drawn on a company owned by Christo Moll indicated 
that money had been used for diamond purchases worth $7 ,800 for 

Ingrid Murphy . A statement was read in the Senate on behalf of 
the Judge denying this. 
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9. Soviet Espionage 

It has been suggested to us that there is evidence that the 

Judge was in fact born in Russia and that he has been engaged 

in espionage on behalf of the Soviet government for many 

years. 

10. The Steven Bazley Approach 

It has been suggested to us that a gentleman named Steven 

Bazley will say that he was approached by Mr Justice Murphy in 

June 1983 with a view to determining whether he would be 

prepared to do a 11 hit 11 for him . It is said that Steven Bazley 

was mistaken by the Judge for James Frederick Bazley who has 

been convicted of conspiracy to murder Donald McKay in 

Griffith. The details of this .,episode are obscure. Steven 

Bazley should be approached and spoken to. It is said that 

Bazley attended upon the Judge at his flat in Darling Point 

when the offer was made. 

11. The Sankey Prosecution 

It has been suggested that the Judge approached Abe Saffron 

(either directly or indirectly) to 11 lean 11 on Sankey to drop the 

private prosecution which he had brought against the Judge and 

others . James Anderson should be spoken to regarding this 

matter. He will say that he was asked by Saffron to approach 

Sankey to see if a settlement was possible. Sankey will say. 

that he was approached by Ander son in 1976, and later spoke 

with Saffron who suggested a meeting. It shou l d be noted that 

some very strange events occurred in relation to this private 

prosecution before it was eventually dismissed by Mr Leo S.M. 

in February 1979. It will be recalled that Mr Leo tried to 

take himself off the case at Murray Farquhar's suggestion. 

Murray Farquhar sought to take over the case himself. However, 

the New South Wales Court of Appeal forced Leo to continue 

hearing it. Mr Leo may be able to assist in determining what 
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pressure was placed upon him to withdraw from the hearing by 
Farquhar. Rofe Q.C. should also be spoken to. It may also be 

necessary to speak to Mr Justice McHugh . 

12. Illegal Immigration Rackets 

It has been said that the Judge was involved in an illegal 
immigration racket re Phillipino girls . It is said that whilst 

he was Attorney he interceded with the Ministry of Immigration 
in two cases. It appears that the Judge engaged a Phillipi no 

nanny: this led to questions being asked in Parliament as to 

whether he had used his influence to allow her immigration to 

occur. Was 

to know a 

Hills. It 

the nanny recruited by 

good deal about this 

appears that he once 

Morosi? A person who seems 

is a journalist named Ben 

appeared before the Joint 
Commit tee on Pecuniary Interests of M. P. 's to d i scuss the 

the 

1985. 

matter. One should read 

dated July 12 to 18th. 
is sue of the "National Times 11 

The connection with Ysmael is 

significant in relation to this matter as well. It is thought 
that Garry Boyd may have been involved. 

13. The Morosi Break-in 

We should speak to regarding this matter. It is 

suggested that the Judge had advance knowledge that a break-in 

would occur at the Sydney home of Juni Morosi. The Judge 

arranged for Commonwealth Police to be present when the 

break-in occurred. One of the burglars named Wrigglesworth 
(represented by Morgan Ryan) was apprehended but never formally 

charged . No publicity was given to the matter despite the fact 

that this would have severely embarrassed the Liberal Party 

through the involvement of Ivor Greenwood in organising the 

break - in . - will have a good deal of information 

regarding the knowledge that the Attorney had of this matter, 
including a conversation which ostensibly occurred between Bill 

Waterhouse (the bookmaker) and the Attorney. It is also 

interesting to note that Foord Q. C. prosecuted Felton before 
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Murray Farquhar. Felton received a bond in relation to this 

matter. We are t;old that Don Marshall at ASIO knows a good 

deal about the case. We must also scrutinise the role of Doni 

Dauies in this affair. If Murphy's involuement can be proved, 

it would appear that he was a party to a conspiracy to pervert 

the course of justice. 

14. The Unsworn Statement 

It has been suggested by some that the Judge's conduct in 

making an unsworn statement at his second trial was so 

"unseemly" as to be capable of amounting to proved 
misbehaviour. This seems highly improbable. Nonetheless, it 

is a matter which should be drawn to the attention of the 

Commissioners as being one of the allegations which have been 

made against the Judge. 

IS. The Diary Incident 

It has been suggested that there has been misconduct by the 

Judge regarding the use which was made of a diary which was 

given to the defence for limited purposes d uring the course of 

the Judge's first trial. There is also a suggestion of 

misconduct through the assistance which was supplied to the 

Murphy defence team of an employee of the Commonwealth Public 

Service. 

16. Perjury 

It is suggested that the Judge has either committed perjury, or 

has told untruths du ring the course of the accounts that he has 

given of his involvement with Mr Briese S. M. (which gave rise 

to the charges brought against him). It must be remembered 

that the Judge has made a statement to the first Senate 

hearing. He gave sworn testimony at his first trial. He then 

made an unsworn statement at his second trial . It is suggested 

that the Judge committed perjury by understating the number of 
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contacts he had had with Morgan Ryan during the relevant 

period. It is further suggested that he had lied by indicating 
that the only contacts he had had with Ryan during the relevant 

period were connected with the Sankey case. . It is plain that 
if the Age Tapes are genuine, the Judge has spoken to Ryan 

during this period about a great many matters other than the 

Sankey prosecution. It will be necessary to examine with care 

whether the Judge has been definite about his recollection, or 
whether it can simply be said that he was mistaken about these 
matters. It will also be necessary to determine whether the 
Judge has ever denied associating with Saffron. If an 
association with Saffron could be proved contrary to any such 
denial, the Judge would be in difficulty. It has also been 
suggested that at his first trial the Judge had said that 
another guest or guests had attended 

home. His wife Ingrid supported this 

that the Judge originally said this 

the dinner at Briese I s 

account. It is thought 
in his statement of the 

first senate inquiry. 

present on the night 

support such denial. 
December 1985. 

Briese denies that any other guests were 
in question. His wife and daughter 

See the National Times dated the 6 

It is said that Murphy I s testimony at his first trial 
conflicted with the statement he made to the first senate 

inquiry see the National Times dated the 12th July 198S 

article per Wendy Bacon. 

17. Association with Farquhar 

It is said that the Judge associated with Mr Farquhar SM after 

it emerged that Farquhar was in all likelihood a crook. It is 
claimed that the Judge acted improperly in not coming forward 

to tell the authorities about the dinner he had attended at 
Morgan Ryan's house at which Farquhar had been present together 

with Commissioner Wood. It is said that the Judge's continuing 

association with Farquhar in 1980 amounted to improper conduct 

for a High Court Judge. 
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It seems very doubtful that these matters could amount to 

proved misbehaviour within the meaning of section 72 of the 

Constitution . 

18. The Jegorow Approach 

It is asserted that the Judge improperly approached Neville 

Wran on behalf of Mr Bill Jegorow who sought appointment as a 

Deputy Chairman of the Ethnic Affairs Commission of New South 

Wales. It is plain from the Age Tapes that the Judge did this 

at the behest of Morgan Ryan. It will be necessary to learn 

more of Mr Jegorow' s background, and to ascertain whether the 

duties of that position would provide some advantage to someone 

such as Morgan Ryan involved in immigration rackets. It may be 

regarded as unseemly for a Judge to intercede with a Premier on 

behalf of a person who is seeking a Public Service 

appointment. It is doubtful, however, that any such 

intercession would of itself amount to proved misbehaviour. 

19. The Paris Theatre 

It is said that the Judge exhibited a surprising degree of 

interest in an application by the Paris Theatre to the Sydney 

City Council. This matter is discussed by Brian Toohey in the 

National Times issue 20th September 1985. As matters stand, 

even if this conversation occurred, it is difficult to see how 

it could amount to proved misbehaviour. We need to know more 

about any Saffron connection here. 

20 . The Rofe Matter 

The Age Tape transcrips purport to record a conversation or 

conversations between the Judge and Morgan Ryan in the course 

of which the Judge indicates extreme hostility to Rofe QC. The 

conversations are vague. It may be that they can be construed 

as an attempt by the Judge to instigate Ryan to bring about 

some misadventure to Rofe QC . The conversations can certainly 
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be seen as "unseemly". As they stand, however, it does not 

seem that they are capable of amounting to misbehaviour in and 
of themselves. 

21. The Lusher-Briese Conversation 

There is a passage in the tapes where the Judge is recorded as 

having had a conversation with Ryan which can be described as 

very criptic. It may pertain to the legalisation of casinos. 

While one might be curious as to why the Judge was speaking in 

these terms (if the conversation occurred) it seems impossible 

to spell any allegation out of this conversation. 

22. Pinball Machines 

There is 

pinball 

formulate 

a conversation 
machines. 

from 

Once 

this 

where the 
again, it 

conversation 

Judge speaks to Ryan about 
seems very difficult to 

(if it occurred) any 

the Judge. Again the allegation which can be made against 

Saffron connection may be critical here. 

23. The Milton Morris Blackmail 

There is a conversation between the Judge and Morgan Ryan 
during which Ryan tells the Judge that he proposes to engage in 

a form of blackmail of Milton Morris. The J udge does not 

counsel against this course, and continues to associate with 

Ryan thereafter. It is said that this could amount to proved 

Misbehaviour. Once again, taken in isolation, it may be 

regarded as unseemly behaviour on the part of the Judge but it 

probably is not capable of amounting to proved misbehaviour. 

24 . "Smelling Like a Rose" 

There is a summary of a conversation between the Judge and 
Morgan Ryan's wife in which he advises her to assist her 

husband by getting a parliamentarian to say that enquiries have 
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been made into Morgan Ryan's affairs and that he has come up 
"smelling like a rose". This conversation, if it occurred, 

would demonstrate that the Judge was prepared to allow untruth s 

to be put forward in the Parliament in order to support his 

friend Morgan Ryan. It would consti tute extremely injudicious 
behaviour. It would only amount to proved misbehaviour if a 
broad view of that concept were taken. 

25. Central Railway Complex 

There is a discussion between the Judge and Morgan Ryan 
regarding the new Central Railway Complex. The Judge chastises 

Morgan Ryan for not being sufficiently alert to what is going 

on. It seems that a company with Saffron links was involved in 

seeking this development. It is said that it is surprising 

that the Judge would take such an interest in this particular 

complex. It is said that the whole of the matter is worthy of 

investigation. Did the Judge attempt to assist Saffron in 

relation to this matter? One should turn to the notes of the 

conversation with Wendy Bacon which occurred on the morning of 

Friday the 13th June for further elaboration of this matter. 

It would seem that taken in isolation the statements attributed 

to the Judge could not amount to proved misbehaviour. The 
matter does merit further investigation, however. 

26. The Illegal Casinos in Dixon Street 

In the course of the Age Tapes there are transcripts of 
conversations between Morgan Ryan and Abe Saffron . These 

conversations suggest that the Judge has involved himself on 
behalf of one Robert 

casinos operating in 

carefully the passages 

matters. 

Yuen in relation to certain illegal 
Dixon Street, One should examine 

in the transcript pertaining to these 
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It will be extremely difficult to prove any such involvement on 

the part of the Judge . People who would know, Morgan Ryan and 

Abe Saffron, are most unlikely to be helpful as witnesses. 

Robert Yuen, one would think, would be a s unh elpful . If the 

Judge was interceding on the part of Yuen, there is no doubt he 

would be guilty of a criminal offence of one sort or another. 

This would clearly amount to proved misbehaviour . 

27. Luna Park - Lease for Saffron 

This matter appears in the letter written by Mr. Justice 

Stewart to the Judge as Item 2. I have seen no reference to 

the matter in any of the Age Tapes that I have thus far 

perused . Mr. Justice Stewart should be spoken to regarding the 
matter . 

28. The Murphy Allegations Re Political Nature of His Trial 

It has been suggested that the outburst of the Judge after he 

had been acquited at his second trial that the proceedings 

against him were politically motivated could amount to proved 

mi sbehaviour. See Hansard, Hou se of Representatives, per 
Mr Spender at Page 344-7 8th May 1986 . Whilst the outburst 

might be reg arded as unseemly conduct, it is di f fi cult to see 
how it could amount to proved misbehaviour . 

29. Failure to respond to Mr Justice Stewart's Letter 

It has been suggested that the Judge's failure to respond to 

Mr Justice Stewart's inquirie s during Stewart's investigations 

could amount to proved misbehaviour. See Hansard page 34-48 

dated 8 May 1986 . It is difficult to see how this could be 

sustained bearing in mind the Judge's legal rights arising out 

of Hammond 's case. 
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30. The Wilson- Tuckey allegations 

It was alleged in Parliament and reported on 12 October 1985 in 

the Sydney Morning Herald that the Judge was involved in a tax 

scanda1, see a1so The Ag e, 24 September 1985. Wilson Tuckey 

alleged that a Dr Tiller ( surgeon) and a Murray Quartermaine 

had sought support from the Judge t o avoid a public scandal. 

The allegation apparently emanated from a letter which was said 

to be written by Tiller and appears to have come into the Age's 

possession via Christo Moll. Tiller has denounced the letter 

as a forgery. This allegation may be worth following up . At 

present its status seems very doubtful. 

31. The Judge's conduct in relation to J uni Moresi . 

It is a sserted that the Judge wrote to Gordon Bryant , then 

A.C.T. Minister, on December 4, 1974, asking him to "provide 

shelter for a most engaging employee of the Commonwealth". The 

Judge meant Morosi . She was then a friend of Ingrid' s. He 

arranged housing priority for her . At the same time he 

appointed her husband , David Ditchburn, to the Film Board of 

Review, and appointed Morosi to be an authorised Marriage 

Celebrant. 

It do es not appear that any of these matters, taken in 

isolation, is capable of amounting to proved misbehaviour . 

32 . The Connor view of Murphy ' s cond u c t 

It will be re called that Mr Connor, in his report for the 

Second Senate Inqu1.ry indicated that he took the view that an 

inquiry by the Judge as to what was likely to happen to 

Morgan Ryan wa s itself possibly mi sbehaviou r (in the Pincus 

sense) even if it amounted to no more than "a significant 

impropriety". Thus, Connor was saying, it wa s wrong of the 

Judge to engage Mr Brieze in any conversation regarding the 



Morgan Ryan matter with a view to finding out what the state of 

play was even if the Judge did not i ntend to pervert the course 
of ju&t,:i.ce by doing so. 

This seems pretty farfetched. It is most unlikely that it 
could amount to proved misbehaviour. 

33. The_approach to Judge Staunton 

It appear~ that the Judge approached Judge Staunton of the New 

South Wales District Court in an attempt to get an early trial 

for Morgan Ryan. This does not appear to be in dispute. It 

would be regarded by many as a most injudicious piece of 

conduct on the part of the Judge. A very broad view of 

mis be haviour might encompass this action. It is unlikely, 
however, that the Commissioners wou ld accept this as a form of 
proved misbehav iour. 

34. The Wood shares 

It has been suggested to us that the Judge received a large 

parcel of shares from former Senator Wood in the late 1960s , 

and that there was somethtng 1.mproper about that receipt. It 

is said that this is worthy of investigation. It may be, 

howev e r, that without further pa r ti culars this matter cannot be 
investigated at this stage. 

35 . The Wi lliams' bribery allegations 

We have been told that a gentleman by the name of Trevor 

Williams might be prepared to come forward and say that whilst 

the Judge was the Minister of Customs, he asked for a bribe of 

$1,000 from him in relation to some difficulties that Williams 

was having with customs matters. When Wi 11 iams indicated that 

he did not propose to give any such sum to the Minister, the 
Judge just backed off. It is sai d that Wi 1 liams is a reputable 

person and might be prepared to substantiate this allegation . 
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36. The Dams Case Allegations 

It i s sugge s ted that during the course of the Dams case the 

J udge intervened by communicating to the Premier of New South 

Wales his disquiet at the ma nner in whi c h the cas e was being 

argued by the Solicitor- General for N. S.W . Thi s appa rently led 

to a change of t ack. 

M Weinberg 

1 S June 1986 

2660A 



TO: Mr Charles 
Mr Robertson 
Mr Weinberg 
Mr Durack 

FROM: Mrs Sharp 

MEMORANDUM 

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS HELD ON 13 JUNE 1986 

The Central Railway Project - 1980 

It was suggested that a company having distant Saffron 
connections was involved in the proposed development at Central 

Railway. The connection appears to be Warwick Colbrin, a 
solicitor and former clerk of Morgan Ryan who knew and had done 

his association with Morgan Ryan. 

known as Commuter Terminals with an 

and developer John Andrews. The company 

planned a ri s e development at Central Railway and was 

apparently chosen in such a way that tenders were avoided. It 

was suggested that Fred Clut~on, the former property manager in 

the Railways Department, now dead, was involved with Colbrin 

and that David Hill the present manager of the SRA was aware of 

this and resisted the development. John Johnston, a State MLA 

also lobbied for the construction. When David Hill moved to 

the SRA he sacked Clut ton . It was alleged that that Clut ton 
and Colbrin were also involved in some dealings with land owned 

by the SRA at Luna Park and that Colbrin had fronted for the 

alleged Saffron Company which tendered for the license to run 

Luna Park . It was suggested that Murphy made representations 

on behalf of tha t compa~----wa·s·~. stated that the fi.!_es ., 

~H·)ing to both the development and /Luna ) 
~were given to the \.___...-/' 

Allegations Concerning Trevor Williams 
There was an allegation made that whilst Murphy was Minister 

for Customs, a customs consultant called Trevor Williams 

approached Murphy over a problem he had with Customs. It was 
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alleged that Murphy hast asked him how much cash he had on him 

and upon being told by Williams that he had $200 which he w;as 

not prepared to give him, it was alleged that Murphy had asked 

Williams what he was doing speaking to him and had left tlhe 
room. 

Shares given by Senator Ian Wood 

It was alleged that Murphy was given a parcel of shares by a 
Liberal Senator, Ian Wood, in a company that Wood had floated. 

Shares were also given to members of Murphy's staff by Senator 

Wood. It was suggested that Murphy had somehow prevented 

Senator Wood being asked embarrassing questions in the Senate 

although this allegation was not further expanded . It was also 

alleged that during the mining boom Murphy got into some 

financial difficulties . 

Appointment of Bill Jegorow 

The telephone conversation in 1979 between Morgan Ryan in which 
Murphy agreed to approach Neville Wran to appoint Bill Jeger,ow 

to the Ethnic Affairs Commission, was discussed. It was 

suggested that Neville Wran was pleased to move Jegerow, who 

was a difficult person to get on with, from the Premiers 

Department. It was implied that the appointment would in some 

way be of advantage to Ryan in his dealings with the 

Immigration authorities because he had someone of importance 

' ..Jho owed him a favour. The connection between the Ethn:ic 
Affairs Commission and the Immigration Department is uncleiar 

although it seems probable that there is some interaction 
between the two bodies and with Jegerow it would be at a fairly 

high level. In the context of the suggestion that Murphy stood 

to gain some financial or other advantage in his dealings with 

Ryan the matter acquires some significance. 

Paris Theatre Redevelopment 

During the same telephone conversation it was alleged that 
Murphy had repr'lfflanded Ryan for not keeping an eye on the 

application for• redevelopment of the Paris Theatre site. 
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Murphy is said to haue mentioned a company called Gand~li 

Holdings, a company which owned Studio 4-4-, the Barrel Theatre 

and various sex shops, run by Dau id Gandali. Murphy's conCE!rn 

was said to be that Jim Cairns and Juni Morosi also wished to 

acquire the site for their company , Research for Survival, ctnd 

turn it into some sort of community awareness centre. It is 

unclear whether there is any relationship between Gandali and 

Saffron although given the nature of their interests it seBms 

likely. The article on Gandal i in the "National Times II June, 6 

- 12 1986 by Christine Rau is informative. 

The Lewington Allegations - 1981 

The alleged discussion involving the proposed bribing of 

Lewington and Jones was raised. Lewington had been spoken to 

by one of the persons present at the meeting who was 1not 

prepared to reveal the content of those discussions. It tAJas 

said that Lewington had complained to Sir Colin Woods and that 

an internal affairs investigation had resulted in the officers 

concerned having been found guilty and fined a small amount. 

It will be necessary to obtain a copy of the internal affairs 

report. 

Illegal Casinos - April 1979 

There was some discussion about a casino which it was said was 

run in a block of flats in Thornton Street, Darling Point by a 

person named Robert Yuen . It was suggested that the casino was 

located in the block of flats in which Murphy lived . (At page 

98 of the 2nd volume of the Stewart Commission mention is made 

of a gaming house at Darling 

Point, run by Ronald Lopes Diaz during the period of 

interception of that person - 21.6.79). 

It was alleged that Murphy in a discussion with Ryan had s.aid 

that Watson, the Police Commissioner at the time, should be 

stopped from hindering the Yuens, that is Robert and John 

Yuen. It was suggested that Watson was on the take from other 
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illegal casino operators and that Murphy was outraged not by 

the fact that Watson was said to be taking money from others 

but that he was raiding the Yuen I s casinos. Ryan it was said 

claimed that Murphy . would knife Morgan to stop him from 

hindering the Yuens. 

It was stated that there was an article in the "National T:i.mes 11 

of about August 1985 which may be of some background use 

regarding illegal casinos in New South Wales . It was also 
suggested that the Committee speak to a person named Garry Boyd. 

In addition, the following matters were touched upon : -

It was suggested that the commission speak to Jim 

Anderson's wife Nethea who is still in Australia, or his 

son , regarding the alleged relationship between Saffron 

and Murphy . 

The fact that Saffron, and Morgan Ryan all 

share the same doctor, Dr . Danny Hamari was mentioned. 

The present whereabouts of the tapes - if they were not 
all destroyed . It was suggested that the Commission 

speak to Andrew Keenan. a journalist with the "Sydney 
Morning Herald" who may have some idea what happened to 

them. 

It was suggested that in addition to his known assets, 
Murphy al so bought land on Frazer Is land. at about the 

same time as a visiting English actress. It was not 
suggested that there was any connection between the two 

other than the setting of an approximate date for the 

acquisition. It was suggested that Richard Ackland 

might have some further information. 

It was suggested that Neill Mercer, a journalist with 

, 



          

     

         

          

          

        

         

      

          

         

       

  

        

        

         

        

         

          

        

       

       



TO: Mr Charles 
Mr Robertson 
Mr Ourack 
Ms Sharp 

FROM : Mr Weinberg 

MEMORANDUM 

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS HELO ON 11 JUNE 1986 

The morning discussions 

Abe Saffron 

1. The first matter raised for consideration was wheth1~r 

material would be available to support a finding that the Judge 

had a long standing association with Saffron. It was not1~d 

that Saffron had recently denied ever having met Murphy. Tlhe 

Judge is not known to have made any similar denial. 

2 If an association of th-is nature can be established, it 

would be of considerable significance to the course of o u r 

inquiry. Certain actions taken by the Judge while 

Attorney-General would take on a nelAI, and potentially sinisber 

connotation. Two examples spring prominently to mind. The 

SALA affair would be seen in a different light given that it 

may be possible to establish a link between SALA and Saffron 

uia SALA' s residence at Lodge 44. Furthermore the instruction 

apparently given by Murphy that Saffron no longer be subjected 

to lOO'X. Customs searches upon departing from and re-entering 

Australia would have to be re-assessed. At present, Murphy's 

actions as Attorney-General can be regarded as little more than 

"favours" done for a solicitor Lllho happened to be a friend of 

the Attorney's, and who sought assistance on behalf of clients 

whose ciuil liberties could be said to have been infringed. If 

it could be shown that the Judge had an .association not just 

with the solicitor, but with the client as well (using client 

in a uery broad sense in the case of SALA) Murphy I s actions 

take on a completely different aspect . . 

, · 



           

        

         

           

        

         

          

         

          

          

          

         

          

          

         

          

       

         

          

          

          

          

       

         

          

      

      
 

    

             

          

          

           

      

        

         

         

    



"M::~and ~., .Mr ,B,,:·-~~~l:·nd- ;>e later shown to haue had 

on nee ti~s with Morgan ,,..R'yan. finally. it was not•ed , t __ ,.,-,-
that it is common~J . .d- -persons who are suspected of being 
illegal immigrants under section 38 of the Migration Act 

indeed it was said that this happens "all the time" - why then 
were extraordinary steps taken in the case of SALA? 

5 . If one examines the decision that was taken to lift the 

J.> y search requirement pertaining to Saffron. it was sa:id 
t use ul information would come from a gentleman named 

Delaney head of the southern division of the Narc~-~~u 
at the relevant time) and also from a lawyer nam,., a Phillip:s. 
There was some speculation as to who Phillips might . It wa 

suggested that the 100% search requirement had also been liftted 
in relation to a Lennie McPherson and that the Attorney-General 

might have intervened in relation to this matter as well. 

6. In order to substantiate the allegations that there had 
been a long-standing association between Murphy and Saffron, 
our attention was directed to the evidence that had been given 
by Mr James McCartney Anderson before the New South Wales 
Parliamentary Committee into Prostitution. That evidence had 

been given on 
evidence should 

November lS, 

be obtained. 
1983. 

This 
The transcript of 

matter was raised 
that 

by 

Mr Ken Aldred in Parliament. and is the subject of a formal 
letter ·written to Sir George Lush by Mr Aldred. It appears 

that the NCA wish to protect Anderson who is regarded as a main 
witness in proceedings which are contemplated against Saffron . 
It is noted that Anderson alto gave evidence at a recent 
coronial inquest into a series of fires which Saffron is 
suspected of having been responsible for. Anderson is said to 
be no longer in Australia. It was rumoured that he had been 

paid a sum of $300,000 (by Saffron) to make himself scarce. It 

was also noted that Anderson had made similar allegations about 

an association between Murphy and Saffron during the course of 
certain bankruptcy proceedings . The transcript of those 

proceedings should be obtained. 

,· 
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7. It was suggested that the relationship between Murphy 
and Saffron went back to the 19SOs. It was said that Murphy 

was part of a social set together with Morgan Ryan which 

frequented nightclubs such as Chequers. It was suggested thatt 

~~~~~~~~of the association could be obtained from one 
elephone no. Ms Opitz had been a 

~~~~~~~~mgs Cross and · d about 49. She is 

said to be a friend .9f o was Saffron I s 

mistress for 2S years. Ms Hagen e ds lived in a house a1t 

Centennial Park, and entertained business associates and 

clients of Saffron. It was said that Murphy had attende•d 
dinner parties at that house in the company of Saffron. Thj.s 

was said to have occurred during the early 1960s. - ~~~~-
.:,, · ..... 

Murphy was going out with a lady by the name 06 na 

McMahon). It was suggested that this lady a written a 
strange autobiography. She had been introduced t:o 

Lionel Murphy by Morgan Ryan who had put her on his staff. 
There was some embarrassment associated with this appointmentt 

as she was not capable of typing or carrying out secretaria1l 

functions. We were told that Serita Hagenfelds has an alcoho,1 

problem, and suffers severe memory loss. She is currently 

suing Saffron. It was suggested that some confirmation of the 

material in Anna Paul's autobiography could be obtained fro,m 

Les Johnson currently High Commissioner to New Zealand. It was 

suggested that Murphy constantly sought and received sexual 
favours~ presumably from the set surrounding Saffron . 

The Ysmael Connection 

8. It was noted that Morgan Ryan had been involved in a 

major immigration racket involving Korean immigrants. It wa1s 

pointed out that there were suggestions that Murphy had himself 

been involved in assisting Phillipino immigrants to acquir·e 

residency status in Australia. It was noted that he had 

engaged two housemaids, both of whom were Phillipino. It wa1s 

suggested that the association between Murphy and Felipe Ysmael 

,. 
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should be investigated. Ysmael 1&1as said to be a crony of 

Marcos at the relevant time . There 1&1as later a falling out 

between the t1&10 men . Ysmael 1&1as kno1&1n as a heavy gambler and 

he was forced to leave Australia in the late 1960s. He was a 

man who had amassed huge 1&1ealth . It was said that he had 

connections with the same Lennie McPherson discussed earlier in 

this memorandum . It is thought that the Immigration Department 

1&1ill have files relating to Ysmael. On any uiew this man was 

described as not being a savoury character. We were told that 
Ysmael had in 1971 entertained Murphy in the Phi 11 ipines. The 

occasion was Murphy• s honeymoon. There was publicity giuen to 

a statement that Murphy had made when he arrived in Manilla 

together with his new wife . He was said to have had indicated 

that he would "go with the Babe" when offered alternative red 

carpet treatment. 

9 . The connection with Ysmael may lead into a range of 

matters involving firstly Phillipino servants - here the role 

of Grassby and Morosi would be significant . It then leads 

naturally into the activities with Morgan Ryan who was involved 

in a Korean immigration racket from 1973 onwards . We were told 

that Ben Hills, a journalist, would supply useful information 

regarding these matters. It was said the Morosi and 

Jim Cairns, in 1974, were heavily involved in the Phillipino 

immigration racket . The question is how much did Murphy know 

about what was going on . It appears that the relevant Minister 

at the time , Mr Mcclelland, took steps to stop Morosi and 

Cairns from carrying out their plans . We were told that it 

would be worth speaking to one a "private inquiry 
agent" who is said to be a "heavy" , and who has worked for a 

number of criminals in Sydney , and who would be able to supply 

information relating to Phillipino prostitutes . - know 

Ysmael and also knows Murphy (to some extent} . It appears that 

Andrew Wells of the Af P has questioned - regarding these 
matters in preparation for the second Murphy trial. 
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The Morosi Break-in 

10 . - would be of great assistance regarding this 

matter as well. It appears that on January 17, 197S, a 

break-in occurred at the Sydney house of Morosi in 

Cladesville. This was said to be about a month prior to 

Murphy I s appointment to th~ High Court . - had been hir,ed 

by a Commit tee to carry out the break-in . Alan fel ton was a 

member of that Commit tee, as was the late Ivor Greenwood . It 
was said Mr Wentworth had also been involved. We were told 

that we should speak to Kate Wentworth regarding this matte1r . 

One of the purposes of the break-in was to discredit 

Andrew Peacock. It was thought that Peacock had a relationship 
with Juni Morosi . 

11 . - hired a gentleman named Wrigglesworth , who was a 
locksmith. The first at tempt at a break-in failed . It w,as 

decided to go back. - - informed Bill Waterhouse (tlhe 
bookmaker) of the plan to attempt a second break - in . He also 

told Waterhouse that Greenwood had hired him to carry out this 

task . Waterhouse was a close associate of both Murphy and 

Neville Wran . It seems likely that Waterhouse betraye~ 

and that there was a tip-off to the Commonwealth Police wlho 

were present at the Morosi house when the second break - in 

attempt occurred . - can give evidence of a telepho1ne 

conuers~tion which he was present at. It was said that 

Lionel Murphy was the other person on the line . There is said 

to be a confidential report prepared by a Commonwealth Poli•ce 

Officer, one Don Davies, who reported directly to tlhe 

Attorney-General regarding the Morosi break-in . The AfP should 

have a copy of this report. 

12 . It subsequently emerged that Wrigglesworth, who had been 

apprehended by the Commonwealth Police, was released. He WiiS 

never charged with any offence relating to the break-in. JCt 

appears that Davies had suggested in his report to the Attorney 
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The Sankey Prosecution 

1 S. James McCartney Anderson wi 11 say that 

Saffron talking to Murphy. It is not clear 

he overheard 

whether t.his 

conversation occurred in person or over the telephone . Murphy 

wished to see whether the prosecution launched against both 

himself and others by Sankey could be settled . Anderson was 

directed to meet Sankey at a cafe in Double Bay . Sankey 
subsequently spoke to Saffron . Sankey then spoke to Rofe . The 

prosecution was eventually dropped. but it appears that Rof e 

was not initially receptive to the suggestion that it be 

withdrawn. This may explain a good deal of the bitterness 

exhibited by Murphy towards to Rofe . 

16 . The proposition that Murphy used Saffron to "lean o n" 

Sankey (who was an acquaintance of Saffron's) must be 

investigated . It will be necessary to speak to Rofe rega r ding 

this matter . The conversatio~s between Murphy and Morgan Ryan 

regard i ng the institution of proceedings against Sank,e.y, 

Ellicott, and Rofe for mali c ious pro s ecution are odd be cause of 

the fact that Morgan Ryan was acting for Jim Cairns, and inot 

for Murphy . Why was Murphy dis cussing the Sankey case with 

Morgan Ryan? Did Cairns authorise this? It was said that 

there was a curious absence of any reference to Cairns on 1t he 

tape . 

·: . 
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The afternoon discussions 

17 . It was suggested to us that a number of allegations 
against Murphy had been made by one Christo Moll who is a 

criminal who has fled the country and is wanted for questioning 
regarding matters of tax evasion, currency smuggling and 

diamond smuggling. It appears that the AFP have a substani:ial 
file on this man. Among the material produced by Moll "i.s a 

series of photocopies of certain documents which appear on 
their face to emanate from a Swiss Bank. These documents 

suggest 

accounts 

that an East German 
with this Swiss Bank 

gentleman 
(which may 

has opened certain 
involve the use: of 

safe deposit boxes). One of the accounts is in the name of 
Lionel Keith Murphy. The accounts were opened in March 11975. 
There was also said to be an issue of shares in the names. of 
Juni Morosi, Jim Cairns, and Gough Whitlam, as well as 

Lionel Keith Murphy . The value of the shares alloted to Murphy 
would seem to be something. in of the order of $80,000. The 

photocopy documents have not been authenticated save to the 
extent that it is known that the Bank Officers whose signatures 

apparently appear on those documents were actually working for 

the Bank at the relevant time. 

18. It was noted that the documents are not necessarily 
incriminating since it was perfectly possible that someone else 
would have opened an account in the name of Lionel Keith Murphy 
without his knowledge. This could have been done by some 
person anticipating that it would expedite the payment of 
commissions or fees to the person named in the event that any 

monies ~ere loaned to the Australian Government for "temporary 
purposes". Alternatively, it could have been part of some plot 

by political opponents of the gentlemen named to discredit them 
by opening an account in their names. 

19. We do not know whether these documents are forgeries, or 
whether they are genuine. Was there an allocation of shares 

actually made? Is there any money on deposit in these 



      

          

         

        

         

       

        

         

          

           

         

        

           

          

    

        

       

          

           

          

        

         

    

           

        

        

         

        

            

      

        

           

       

       



 

      

      

        

           

         

         

        

         

           

        

        

          

       

          

         

        

         

        

          

           

        

           

         

         

          

        

         

        

        

      

         

             

          

           



        
         

         

       
          

          

          

             

        

       

         

       
  

           

          

         

       

        

    

          

           

           
 

          

            

      

        

          

          

         
      



         

          

           

        

           

          

          

 

  



MR JUSTICE MURPHY: QUESTIONS RAISED IN ARTICLE IN •NATIONAL 
TIMES•, MAY 9 TO 15, 1986 

I n all, some 20 questions are raised in the article (copy 
attached). It is stated that they have been submitted to the 
Judge and that he has not responded. 

2. The questions are itemised below in 2 categories - the 
first category being questions that imply a more or less 
specific allegation, and the second being .questions that refer 
to an alleged relationship that is implied to be improper. The 
categories tend to blur in relation to particular items and 
should not be taken as being completely mutually exclusive. 

QQestions Implying Specific Allegations 

3. The items placed in this category are: 

( i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

( i V) 

The Thomas lunch attended by the Judge (in late 
1979): some details were given in the "National 
Times• of last week1 the DPP has details of the 
evidence that is available and has decided not to 
prosecute: the specific allegation made by Thomas 
was one of the 7 matters put to the Judge by 
Judge Stewart during the tapes inquiry1 

The Sala affair (when the Judge was 
Attorney-General): the Judge'~ action to deport 
Sala and the indications of Sala's connection with 
Saffron are referred to; this matter was the 
subject of an investigation and report by 
Mr Andrew Menzies; 

The dinner at Morgan Ryan's for Farquhar, attended 
by Wood: th~ implied allegation is that the Judge 
should have informed NSW authorities of the dinner 
in view of public allegations~ few days later that 
Morgan Ryan, Farquhar and Wood had conspired to 
pervert the course of just ice in the Cessna-Milner 
case, and in view of denials subsequently made of 
contacts between the three; 

The Morosi Break-in (when the Judge was 
Attorney-General): the implied allegations relate 
to, inter alia the use of the Commonwealth police 
to protect property occupied by Junie Morosi in 
NSW, to the Judge being involved in a conversation 
with Morgan Ryan who represented one of the persons 
alerted, and to possible political use o f 
infor~ation obtained by the Judge as 
Attorney-General in request of the involvement of 
leading Liberal politicians ; the OPP has a report 
and a signed statement on the incid e nt; 

IN CONFIDENCE 
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(v) Giving inaccurate evidence at first trial re 
conversations with Morgan Ryan: the OPP has 
considered this matter and is not disposed to bring 
Criminal proceedings (perjury); 

(v i) 

(Vii) 

(viii) 

(ix) 

(x) 

( X i) 

(Xii) 

(xiii) 

( X i V) 

Paris Theatre application to Sydney City Council: 
referred to in alleged conversation with 
Morgan Ryan; 

The allegation by Detective Lewington that the 
Judge discussed with Morgan Ryan whether Lewington 
and Jones could be bribed: included in the 7 
matters put to the Judge by Judge Stewart; Stewart 
concluded that the conversation in itself did not 
constitute an offence by either party (Vol. 2). 

Arranging for "something" to happen to 
David Rofe, QC: referred to in 2 alleged 
conversations with Morgan Ryan; dismissed by the 
DPP and Judge Stewart as not being of any 
significance; 

Legalisation of casinos, and pinball machines: two 
alleged conversations with Morgan Ryan referred to, 
one possibly relating to the Lusher inquiry into 
legalisation of casinos and the other into who was 
bringing in pinball machines; 

"Blackmail• of Morris MLA: the allegations appear 
to be that the Judge should not have continued to 
associate with Ryan after learning of this, and 
that something sinister was hinted at by the 
Judge's warning to Ryan about us ing the phone; 
Judge Stewart found (Vol. 2) that most of what Ryan 
relied upon to blackmail Morris was fantasy; 

Offering Morgan Ryan (i n alleged conversation with 
his wife) public relations advice ("smelling like a 
rose": alleged to be made a f ter Ryan was in 
trouble on these counts immigration rackets, 
Cessna-Milner case, and named as "go- between" of 
organised crime figures; 

Development over Central Station Railway Complex: 
alleged that the Judge mentioned a company proven 
to have "distant Saffron connections"; 

Disc ussion s with Ryan or any of his associates 
about a casino?: possibly a reference to the Yuan 
matter referred to in Judge Stewart's re port , 
Volume 2; 

Representations to Immigration authorities on 
behal f of Morgan Ryan, F i lipino clients of Ryan or 
Fil.!._Eino associates of Morosi: t he nature of the 
allegations and the business of the clien t s or 
associates are not detailed. 
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Questions Referring to Implied Improper Relationships 

4. The items placed in this category are: 

(xv) 

(xvi) 

(xvii) 

(xvi ii) 

(xix) 

Relationship with Saffron: reference is made to 
discussions about the Sankey prosecution; 

Relationship with Berita Hegenfelds: described as 
Saffron's de facto wife for many years; 

Relationship with Filipe Ysmael: reference is made 
to staying with Ysmael and making represenations to 
Immigration for him; 

Relationship with Saffron and Morgan Ryan: refers 
to an alleged 1979 discussion between Morgan Ryan 
and Saffron that in the next 12 months they should 
put work in on •L K"; 

Re lat ionship with Wran and Farquhar, April 1980: 
question is based on a cryptic conversation which 
referred to Wran as N, and Farquhar as Mand 
another per son as S; 

(xx) Relation s ip wi th Farquhar in 1980: reference i s 
made to the question of conversations about the 
Sankey case . 
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.. :Mr:Justice:LiQn~I Mur.phy_-will_now have an ·opj>ort_unity_to testify before 

.:a judicial -inq~iry-into.his<fitness to serve ,a_s·,,a~-High.-Court judge. BRtlAN 
·:: .:TOOHEY··alid:.WENDY;:BACON have looked at·some of the issues that ::· . 
. ·Murphy faces,· and~p-re'pa'red .the followin · _questions~ which have t~en 

· · ·submitted to::M·ur'· h : :. He has not res on · · · .· 
. . . •,...:: : ... 

. .. .. . ··-::. 
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. V. . , ;.l ________ _ 

-;'",~--::-·-~· 
- -"'1.,.r,.•Ha•ISSY&of•<bio-

ii · _ .. net.. . Murphy~s 
. :: :. · t1'eh·~1~_ur ~,- . 
· •t ~ .. High~Court Judge 

gqa well ~d the points 
raised in Uie -confidential 
v~•yme . . ~f ·tlJc ~ S.te-wrar:t. 
re6c,n oh "the' NSW police 
ta~. · . . ::' •, .; ,· ,. ; ·.-. 
v &me key ,questions mate 
IA> King . .c._ ldentl_ty', -,\_be . 

_ :Saffron, : ,.9.!h~-'. -hH. ·b,ee.n, -~ 
business partner :of' Murphy's 

:· (ii~ Sydney solicitor, ·Mor-· 
i -pn Ryan. .l,..··::· ~ t · • • 

... .. 

i . It is understpod .that much 
; ' ~r thi_s inronnalio1c w11 giv~ .. ·-·-.-.- .... . . . . -.-.. ,,. ·-·- .. 
r to the .Oir~tor .of. :P.ubhc • . . - . . . . . . . . . - - . ·-. :I Prosecutip.n-._•~u(: it -·w•s · . . ess,~~pa!1fterforthe : 
I lffl!l_~1e;,,._io. f)t; ·:J'ais.ed-.:w~th ~:·;poipose_:0!'.entcrta!i:su,~·~~i-. 

Mu'rphy . in his .recent . trial ness assoaates .and .par:tic;a~I:- -
because of- his deeiaioit. ,aot to , · ·ing i.n entertainmcnL ") - · 
ao-ioto tbe.witnesi bolund be · · ·· · . . · :. 
~Jiam"'cd. -: : ;.:. L :: -~- ~HE THOl\1AS· · 
: ~l.l'imesput_ the~· ~ LUNCH·:,. -. . 

f9'~'1i!.IClaestions:lo ,Mur· · · Wh~id .you .ask· to 10 to. 
1 phy on)~ an~ oth~~~~ lunmfat:eg§l ijohceman _ 
. ''!-' ttme1~ ~ _lved. _, · · . Pon a( a time whe1!, 

..• bE :·sAFFR()N . he was uitc$ lieavy cnucism 
; AD , - · · f'fom Labor members about 
1 :..HaveJQu:met ... be Saff',:on. 't!le conduct :91. the Qiffic 
~ anc11 11 so1•• 1n· »at ·an:uiri- oonSl)friC)' case? · . _ · .. 
. minces? - ,: • · . >-. · · . · ··· 'Wlty cfi4 Morga_n . _Ryan 

-.ra've you :had .any' discu~ -··' .attend the lunch? - - - . 
s~ns ·with Saffr~n ~~t t~eN'&rHE SALA AFFAIR 
case brought by t;>an.ny ~-~ ..... ~-------"!"--

- lc~y'. againSt · ,-~. ' and :bther ~Y did you, as Auomey-
1..abor 1J1inisters : involved in General, order ~he. release or 
tl,c·t.oans-Mtail'7' Did 'these .:' ~mon Sala. following repre
in.clude ·aoy !conve_rsatio·ns sentations from Morgan 
with Saffron about bow the Ryan, when the Migration Act * •might be settle<!? If $0, makes dea_r provision to 

• why.: would Saffron · be · detain pcrsohs ·such as Sali 
regarded as -a .suitable go-be- who arc suspected ·or iaaving' a 

· twcen? false passport? 
: Do 2:ou know Jktita Haggt· Why were the normal provi-

JIIIIIII rdds,: and, it ii; in what sions for .detention not fol
p afflamatanoc;;s~ (In • · recent lowed for someone au.spected 

C<1Urt a&,on in Sydney, · Hag- of being a drug dealer? 
cnreld described herself as Why did you disregard 
Sa1fron'1 <le facto wife for police advice that the passport 
many yean,- actin~ as "host- was obviously raise? 

. ..... ... . •' 

,.-:-:-:.··· ·: · · .· .. ·:;: . 
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: -'.' Whjlc. you· were f.ttomcy-: : .. ; Justic~ Stewan has . fOlind 
:::{ . \ GcnciaJ~ .• . brea.l -in jocc:u~ that transcripts "of ~v~

·, at the sxctney home·ofJ•m•r . r tions between you and Rya 
'. ; Moros,. Before the :1>r:cak-io · were probably a •fair record , 

d id YO\! . receive information ! He · has funher fo_und that 
that1i'was ·10 be 01"14nised by, summaries oC othe(\:onversa
lvor Grcenwo~d, ;shadow : tions may not be wholly 

, · Attorney-Gcne:_ral, · and by ~rate. . :. ; 
I ·anothcrmemhttnCrtle Libcgal~t your first trial,.y~u ~i~ 
, . . Pan;u . ~id !ou ~ on . to the only conv~li~n~ 

your m1mstcnal collcpiues the , had with R n du t i nformati!)D abou.t ~he role . ~ pen were about the Sankey 
. played by lv'or Grccllwood in · cue. 06 yoy grill sa1 tbis7. 

' 'the break-in? \ "lfyou now accept that these 
What wai your understand- · . conversations did take place. 

ing of the ".'fnforma(ion that could you answer lhe follow
Greenwood wu secklni to in&, questions? . ·. , . . •. 
obtain by bruting into Moro- : fo 1979 during a. converu
si 's house? Were you the tion · in which you agreed at 

.. · ... 

.. ·, •,, , .. 
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.. . •:·.·:·.•.· •.•.. ···: ,•,•,·.·. ,;)'OU, •()orft forget lhose pin.: . :.:.::.::· ·.· ';': · · }. · baJlfrn•chi~ ~nd tell hirri I 
. -\~an~--'11" those'fefloj.,s 

· who are bringing them in .. / ' :' 
r t•YOII.~ 7~~p~; terrifi~ .. . • 
. . Who /#ere~~· loingito 1· ·· ,, ··, .. 1.··1 If' • ·"~· • • • ~? 1_, • ' . , . 1 .. •r.T: n~~":"1'°".: on .. , .. .. 
, f •. , :11-.1Marda.' 
. 1:·,001te·...-·iJlaA111ngto-blac:l

,· · i(.a. ·. :My... he did . J~ • ~ .,.~Jf' . ;.s~ Ck~~ .. Oppoelti~ . 
, · . ·~n MuoeJnto liile 

l.:Jff?-..:3. i Ryan about \l&iig 
. ' . . . . - --'"""""""-'-'----... ' the ~ . Why ·'dlch•c . you 
' ·..., M!,?r.an .Ryao_. .. ,e-e9u~·.~ p•i,'ant · him ·.fo·_~ait-< i;t, t6e 
· ;&Pp.ro•ch ~SW :~rem1~.r:-.:.~1 Why did yoii cbiffinae 

Neville Wran ,;about :.the:··- to-...,ciate--with Ryait"llf\er,it 
:1ppointment,~ Bill_Jeg~w. became ,.dear: he' :ifoul.d 

.· :as · ~~ty Cha, ~-=~f/ .. ~l&tla '!!eh . .,._, · ~hn.,c . . li!fa.ra.,·. . . 1n·:1~; ·you pve-~ya,(, 
· )Qu: raised Jhe ~ -:or. .a . • --~ about ·llo;r -
. 'ippl~"by' lJlo ~ ~ tRyan 'oowd teriJe his State and 

. . •~ .19'.the Sydoey "~ qow..i .~ ~d'lll'by'~ng 'a . 
etl .ancf·u~ed ,:R)'.~·· D.o. you -:. State·MlA to say he had made 

, know anything _about itr .:.:·· ~(t&incl'hc had~ up , 
· . Y~ r~r1~._011ed"."itia !·: .. imenh,g ft~~•~ ... ·At this 
.. t~~p~n't" -.nd lh,at Ry~n .tiine.Ryan ••• bnde,investi

. ·.-~ld .. tnow~~~lood~·· ·_ a,; ·~I ~ r~r 
. .~~ on. ,What did Y91UP "'alleged lavofvement' in an ~·:.~):.~tommcuts? (At ,: bl&inijadoo-ni.dcet;'had beeii 
. ta~'f thert ~~.to ·. -~~·tfeit!d to t,e'iiil'Q)vea 
~ .. ~ev~~op.,, tbe:t.,he·,·.wh1c:lt " ~ -!fixiftj'~-~-:M"llo~ 
-~ .~d.·~~rug cue;· an·d had '6ech 

. · Do y~'know:why M~ ,;amed . ·hi ·'Patfiamenf: 'is ·._ 
Ryan,~<>11.'ld ~er:flJ·~ *'~•~: peno,t who. police bdieved 
tromp~ ~t.do.·}Oll-.Pdet~~ ; iian •g()'between'" or organ-

by that- terur?:,.:..- · '--.~: uune figures. ·, · ' . 
_!ciive ~a,te11.-has · "l ctid y01a ;a'ot .-·oply 

. . , evkknc:c1Lit ~ _Ilea~ .. .ntfnue to assocaate witllbi~ 
:· ~ ~ yo~ anaJRy~ : ' bat (6 oiler him public rcl .. -
4;i~iscusscd ~~ LeWI!'~ !•tions idVICC about · how ,o 

and ~~n~ the .~~~ves_ .,wfvc 611 problemtr.:, ... -
. who were oooductUJJ an ·· ·- 11 ~ :': . 
_lnv_es)isa.tion:_J nto ~y~n·_, .: :.Jn , .l~JQ. ~y.ou ~sed • 

· · alleg~d .. iavolvement , ~~ · ap , -~posc:d, ~~~lopment ~ver 
• .. i~ipti<>n .. ~et...99!1!d .k~-'!i,e ~~ R~lway_~mplex 
. bn'bed. Did this.conversation. wnfi Ryan. You mention~ a 

or something similar take company kno wn by the pollCC 
1 ' , to have distant Saffron con-

two occasions during ~ections. The. su~mary r;ads, 
979 c:onvtnations between ~rth reading tn full. 

I y~ -~~ _Ryan_wge J"CCl!)rdc:4 . _!'lid you supply details of 
I in which YOU sugges&ed that ' 1rCoflvCti8UOft and )'OUr 
; ,Ryair:shpL\Jd· arrnie . for .. ~..i~ltSt ,tu .tNI aevdopment? 
! somcthin8 to happen' to pavid ' In April 1980, you bad ·a 
'I . Rofe, QC.- on .bi.a way ,home rurther cryptic conYCCi,&ltion in 
,;one night7 What .were you . .. w~idi Rya.n u:(ca:rd ro )ISW 

f.
.. · 11ning? ,, . ~.. _.: .... Premier Neville Wra.n N 

, n' 1979, Ryan iupested to an you re erred to rray 
affron that over the next 12 Fi5unar !!.. and agQShcr 

.months they should put ~ort _pcnon u:f.Whv didmo rer~ 
in oh MLK.-. who from the to 'these peopl~~ rash· 
context of the conversation io l1'7 What was this conversa~ 
a ppeared 10 be a High Court tionabou.Jl._ . 
judge. What do you chink IC, In 1980, you conlinued to 
R meant? · 4ssociate with the ex.Chief 

1980, you had a cryptic Magistrate Munay Farquhar. 
n crsa1ion with Ryan about What was the nature. o f your 

~Every Uulc Breeze- and The relationship with him <luring 
Lush and the Board of Three. this period? Did you ever have 
Is this a reference to the any conversation, about the 
Lusher inquiry into the lcplis- Sankey caK .with Farqu.har1 • 
ation, of casi~? Wby wa-c ~awe you -ever 'd i5alssed a 
you disc'!_uing this matter_ ~no witta.Ryan ~ r his 
with Ryan? as~tesZ,. 

. ...... . 
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CHAP'l'm 1 POOSIBLE CRIM!NAL OFFJ:N:ES 

Introduction 

1.1 The terms of r eference from the governments of the Commonwealth 

and New South Wales require an inquiry to be conducted by the Coomissi.on 

into the existence of information or material arising out of or relating 

to the unlawful interception of telephone conversations in New south 

Wal~s, being information or material that discloses the ccmnission of 

criminal offences or the possible ccmnission of criminal offences which 

warrant further investigation. The Victorian terms of reference require 

a similar inq.iiry into unlawful interceptions conducted in Victoria or 

New South waJ.es by rrent>ers of the Victoria Police acting in collaboration 

with the NSW Police or the AFP. 

l. 2 Substantially all of the material discussed in Volwne ()le of 

this report purports to disclose criminal activities. Apart frcm the 

r,ecordi.ngs of conversations conducted on car telephones ( see Volwne One 

paragraphs 10.83-10.92], the material was conpiled by police who were 

investigating crirre. Although ultimately, for the reasons to be given, 

sare of the conduct disclosed by the material may not actually amount to 

a criminal offence, in the main the material disclosed activities \t.hi,ch 

were potentially associated with criminal offences. Even the tapes a,nd 

notebooks· produced by Rex John Beaver, 1 a private inqJiry agent , 

relating to his recordings of conversations on car telephones were said 

by him to have been maintained because of the references to criminal 

activities
2 (see Volume ()le paragraphs 10.88-10.90]. 'ljle Canmission 

was also req.iired by the terms of reference to in.quire into the nature ,of 

the offences or possible offences disclosed by the extant information ,or 

material arising fran telephone interceptions. 

l. 3 In this Volume the Camaj.ssion will report upon the outcome 1of 

its inq.iiry into the nature of the criminal offences or possibl-e criminal. -

offences disclosed in the material._.:,.Por the reasons stated in Volume Q1e 
/- .. '.. .~ 
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[paragraph 3.3-3.5), the Conunission did not consider that 

appropriate to rrake specific findings as to actual criminal off enc:es 

disclosed by the material. Furthermore, the terms of · reference did not .:: 

require nor did time permit a full investigation into ·the · camussion of · 

offences or the possible ccmnission of offences. Accordingly, the 

comnission has not proceeded in its inquiry beyond preliminairy 

investigations for the purpose of acquiring additional information to 

enabl~ the better identification of the matters to which reference is 

made in the material. The Coounission will therefore only expre,ss 

findings as to the nature of possible criminal offences disclosed by 

the material. The circumstances of the Canmission' s inquiry have not 

permitted it to give every person who may be affected by the findings of 

the canmission in this area the opportunity of being heara. Fairness 

dictates that where this is the case the Corrmission' s conclusions shoul d 

be expressed in tentative and confidential terms and this the Ccmmission 

has attempted to do. 

l. 4 In addition, the Corrunissi on has observed in Volume O'le that the 

surrmary and transcript material ··in the possession of the Carmission nust 

be treated with reservat ion as accurately recording the terms of actual 

telephone conversatioos ['see paragraphs 14.69-14. 72). The Comnission 
• has decided, however, that the material should be referred to, where 

appropriate, in discussing the possible comnission of criminal offences. 

This course was taken because the matters dealt with are essentially put 

forward as intelligence material for transmission to appropriate l aw 

enforcement agencies for . further investigation. To exclude such material 

would unnecessaril y hamper further investigations. 

1. 5 The Cc:rnmission sees this as another reason for presenting on a 

confidential basis its analysis of the material to discover wheth•er 

offences may have been cormnitted. 

1. 6 Where the Coounission has already exercised its powers under 

section 6P of the Royal conmissions Act 1902 and section 7BA( 4) of the 

Telecamuru.catioo.s ( Interception) Act 1979 to ref er matters to other 

agencies, that fact has been mentioned. 
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1. 7_ The comnission has recomnended in Chapter 16 of Volwre one tlhat 

· · · ail the material . held by it be given to Mr Justice D G stewart in bis 

capacity .-·as cha1rneri·!~f -- the National crime Authority. This will alJLow 

the . NatiCl'lal. Crin;;r Au~ority to be put in possession of material which on 

further analysis may merit investigation. That investigation may be 

undertaken by the Authority or by another agency to which the Authorl ty 

refers the matter pursuant to the provisions of the National cri.me 

Authority Act 1984. 

Possible Criminal Offences 

1.8 As menticned in Volwne cne, almost all of the written material 

was originally recorded because of police suspicions that conversations 

related to criminal activity [see paragraphs 8.2-8.8]. As the material 

in the possession of the Conmission consists of approximately 685 pages, 

it is apparent that the possibilities for criminal offences to be 

disclosed are many. Much of the material is now somewhat old ; 

1. 9 In addition, sane of the material appears to disclose minior 

offences in relation to which the tire for the institution of proceedinqs 

expired long ago. As might be expected With telephone transcripts of 

conversaticns, sooe references are cryptic and req..iire inferences Ito 

be drawn in order to identify the situation to which the conversati1:x1 

relates. Many of the transcripts of conversations are long and confus•:Kl 

and the camnission has not endeavoured to set them oot in full in tl:1e 

text of the report, but where appropriate has provided extracts or 

summaries of the relevant parts. With sane of the entries in the 

material the cbscurity of the subject matter is such that the corrmissi<>n 

was- not prepared to engage in extravagant conjecture in order to attempt 

identify the activity which may.have been under discussion. 
"'""""'·""""=="-'=-'~'· ·. . . ·. ;:,_. ..; .. , .. . ; .. ;.;;<.~;.;~,;_it:'.J:.a&~·;:~t:W;t.~~~}~ii -~ . 

,, 
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reasoos the Comnission has not been exhaustive in i ts description of 

possible cr~ >6ff:~ces .disclosed, and for the rost i part will report 
.:,,· .·;.~- ~ 

upon '·· those matt~rs't~ch·-.,are properly . identifiable . and the 
.. .~,,-... /".;,;. ""rwi~· -'.° • 

of which has not _~ 'extinguished by the passage of tine. 

Endnotes 

l TI280, TI281, TI282 
2 £2704-06, Beaver 
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CHAPl'ER 2 ~ JOON RYAN 

2.1 The circumstances in which the telephone conversations of 

Morgan John Ryan were intercepted during three separate periods are 

described in Volume One paragraphs 8 . 46-8. 56. Clearly the police 

regarded the interception of Ryan's telephone conversations as a valuable 

means Of collecting information on suspected criminal activity and from 

what appears below, it will be apparent that Ryan's participation in 

matters which involve possible criminal offences was quite extensive. 

Starting Price Betting 

2. 2 There i s a nurrber of conversations set out in the Morgan Ryan 

material which indicate participation by Ryan and others in possible 

offences relating to illegal Starting Pr ice ( SP) betting. The roost 
-~· 

explicit indication of such invol vemant is in the conversation as 

tcanscribed on pages 37-39 of VolLUne TlA which ccmmences with, 'OUT 

-· •• - Morgan to Jim ••• (could be mason or Jason)' .
1 

2.3 The heading on this page states that the conversation was 

r ecorded on a tape cleared at 2.00 p.m. on 31 March 1979 . Telecan records 

s~ that the :9®scriber of telephone service - at the relevant 

time was c B Mason of St Ives. James Allan Francis Mason of the same 

address was named as a co-conspirator in a conspiracy charge brought 

against Ryan. 2 

2.4 Further confirmation 6f the ident i ty of MasOn as the person tc, 

whan Ryan spoke is found in a reference on page 39 of the t ranscript. 

The persori alleged to be Mason told Ryan that he coold be contacted on 

telephone nl.Dl'ber ~ 3 
Ryan 's diary records this number as a 

contact for 'Jim MasOn' • 

to have taken place m the rorning 

tements attributed to MasOn_ nake it '\ 
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quite clear that he and Ryan were concerned with an SP operation 

conducted in a hotel at wentworthville and in another hotel 

is later revealed to be at Regents Park. Reference is made in the 

statements nade by MasOn that difficulty had been encountered at the 

Wentworthville hotel because an SP operator who had previously operated 

at the hotel continued to operate from a rrotor vehicle parked in front 

of it, ,thereby affecting- ·the business of the SP operation in the hotel. 

2.6 T',«) earlier conversations recorded as being between Ryan and 

Mason5 and which appear to have occurred on 19 March 1979 also contain 

references to the Wentworthville and Regents Park operations. 

2. 7 The transcript for 19 March 1979 records a further conversation 

apparently in relation to the sarre subject under the heading 
6 - . The telephone number - at that time was connected to 

the Vaucluse premises of Abraham Gilbert Saffron.
7 

2.8 The naterial contained in an entry under a heading 'oor ror 
11111 OORGAN TO PASSPORI' MAN' was transcribed from a tape said on the face 

oi the transcript to have been cleared at 6.15 a.m. on 20 March 1979, 

thereby indicating that the conversation probably took place during 

the evening of 19 March 1979, the same day as the previous three 

conversations. 8 The telephone number- was that of G J Boyd of 

• 9 The OCI dossier on Ryan contains photographs 

and Information/Surveillance Reports recording meetings between Ryan ang 

Gary Boyd, who was then an officer of the Department of Irrrnigration and 

Ethnic Affairs. lO · The conversation related to a number of natters and 

included references to the wentworthville operation.
11 

J. . 9 The entries noted on the transcript as being for 31 March 1~79 

s hC1w that Ryan had a conversation with a person who is not identified, 

but appears from the text of the conversation to have been Gary Boyd. 

References are made in the conversation to the Regents Park and 

_ ·Wentworthville businesses.i
2 

2.10 
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2.11 Subsequently in . an entry noted on the transcript · as being for 

10 April 1979 uooer the heading .•oor TO~ MCR,;AN TO ~ (BRIAN' 

BOYD)', Ryan discussed the matter again. The telephone number 

- was connected to the Regents Park Hotel, 2 Anrj Street, Regents 

Park, of which Brian Michael Boyd was the licensee from 12 February 1979 
· 17 to 26 May 1980. Brian Boyd is the brother of Gary Boyd. The OCI 

dossier contains photographs . and Information/Surveillance Reports: 

recording meetings between Ryan · and Brian Boyd.
18 

The conversation 

included discussion of problems being encountered with the operation of 

the wentworthville business.
19 

2 .12 In the transcript for the same day, 10 April 1979, Ryan hadi 

further conversations with persons thought by the conpilers of the: 

transcript to be Saffron and Gary Boyd wherein the Wentworthville and 

k. b . d' d 20 
Regents Par usinesses were 1scusse. 

2 .13 In an entry from a ta~ said on the transcript to have been 

cleared on 11 April 1979 reference is made to a further conversation. 

between Ryan and a male thought by the canpilers of the transcript to, 

hqve been Saffron, relating to the SP businesses. 
21 

This entry is, 

towards the end of the material available as a result of the interception. 

of the telephone conversations of Ryan during operation 'Mad 009
1 

in 

1979 [see Volume One paragraphS 6.3, 8.46-8.56]. The material ootained 
22 

during operation 'Rabid' [see Volume one paragraphs 6.3, 8.46-8.56] , 

t he next . phase of the surveillance upon Ryan involving a telephone 

interception, does not appear to contain telephone conversations relating 

to SP betting activity. 

2.14 In the view of the Commission, the material sets out 

conversations between Ryan and other persons which are clearly consistent 

with their participation in the conduct of SP betting activities at the 

Regents Park Hotel and a hotel at wentworthville. Unlike sorre other 

material available to the Commission, ll'OSt of the above references _appear 

to have been transcribed an:3 recorded by police fairly accurately and the 

considers that 

1 
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Mason, Ga.ry Boyd and Brian Boyd. In additioo there is a nmrber of 

unidentified pers<XlS who were obviously concerned in the operation. 

Reference is made from time to time to 'Frank', but it is not possible 

to do other than speculate as to the identity of that person. 23 

2. 15 It is also clear fran a number of conversations24 that the 

conduct of the SP businesses involved the concurrence of police 

officers . H<Y,,1ever, the references are not sufficiently precise to enable 

inferences to be drawn as to the identity of any particular police 

officers who may have been involved in providing the 'cover' r eferred to 

in relation to that activi ty. It t,,0uld seem from the conversations as 

r ecorded that Ryan was the conduit to a person who appeared to have the 

ability to grant permission for the operation of the SP businesses, but 

no indication is given as to t he identity of that pe.rson. 25 

2 . 16 The Corranission is satisfied that possible criminal offences 

being breaches of the Gaming an:i Betting Act, 1912 {NSW), a re disclosed 

by the rrater ial cbtained by the Commission, and would, but f or the fact 

that prosecutions for such offences are n<Y,,1 statute barred, warrant 

ft1rther investigation. 

Illegal casinos 

2 .17 In the material in Volwne TlA there are clear indications that 

Ryan was actively involved in activities connected with illegal casinos. 

Al though the conversations recorded do not provide precise information on 

the location of the premises used for such purposes, the i nferences are: 

that Ryan was concerned with premises used f or illegal gani:>ling in Albury 

arrl in Dixon Street, sydney. Abraham Gilbert saffron, Gary Boyd, Brian 

Boyd, John Yuen and other unidentified persons t,,QU].d seem to have been 

involved with Ryan i n these activities. 

2.18 The first cxmversation which relates to the Albury activity is 
26 recorded - as having taken place on 31 March_ 1979. Ryan telephoned 

-, the telephone service of Brian Boyd's hotel 

to •Brian' [ see paragraph 2. ll J • 
the : 
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the Al.bury premises and said 'your' ve got a game around if you dont clo:se 

it we'll have to raid it and charge you'. 
27 

According to BOyd, Goodwin 

had been • instructed by M::Ki.nnon to raid the club' • An inferen,ce 

available f ran the remainder of the conversation is that 'McKinnon' w.as 

acting on behalf of the proprietor of another i llegal gairbling club in 

Albury~ the Silver Cue. 
28 

It seems from the conversation that both 

Goodwin and McKinnon were, at the time , police officers. 

2.19 The Albury premises seem to be the subject of a further 

reference in a conversation indicated by the transcript as having been 

taken from a tape of l April 1979 where Ryan is recorded as telephoning 

llj 

the number - ( which is probably a mistaken reference to -

the telephone service of saffron) and speaking t o ' Doreen' and then to a 

'male ' . 
29 

As Saffron's wife is named ooreen, the Commission is 

satisfied that the male person was Saffron.
30 

2.20 Ryan is recorded as discussing with saffron the difficulties 

being experienced at the Albury ,premises with the police officers Goodwin 

and 1-tKinnon. Ryan repeats to Saffron the allegation that M::Kinnon is 

taking action against the premises on behalf of another illegal gambling 
• 31 

establishment. 

2. 21 In the remaunng material noted on the transcript as being for 

31 March 1979 and for l April 1979, Ryan is recorded as speaking again to 

,Saffron and . to John Yuen concerning the opening of a casino operated by 

Yuen in Sydney { see paragraph 2. 31] . It is r ecor ded that saffron was 

apparently to attend a meeting with an W1Specified but influential person 

to negotiate conditions upon which Yuen would be permitted to operate. 

It was also apparent that Saffron was to raise the question of the Albury 

business at the same meeting. At the conclusion of a conversation said 

on the transcript to have been between Ryan and Saffron and taken from a 

tape of l April 1979, Ryan is recorded as having said t o saffron ' don't 

forget you \r,lOn't forget Albury will you•. 32 

2. 22 There appears to be a further reference to the 

I 1 
J 
! 

I 
-
J 
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5Ydney activities of John Yuen, but in the course of the cooversation 

Boyd is recorded as informing Ryan that he was not enthusiastic about 

continuing his involvement in the Albury premises, but that his brother, 
34 Gary Boyd, was. 

2.23 · The next reference to the Albury business appears in a record of 

a conversation, noted on the transcript to have occurred bet11i1een Ryan and 

Saffron oo 11 April 1979 . 
35 ouring the conversation a reference is 

made to 'The Q' in the context of a proposal by Ryan that the Albuqr 

business be amalgamated apparently with the Silver cue operated by a 

person identified in the conversation as 'Costa•. 36 

2. 24 The matter seems to receive a further mention in a record of ,a 
conversation of 12 April 1979 when Ryan is recorded as dialling 

t he telephone service of Gary Boyd, and speaking to 'Gar y ' [see paragraplh 

2.8]. Boyd is recorded as informing Ryan that they should withdraw fro1m 

t he operation of the garrbling activity on the premises after obtaining 

h . h' ak . 37 t e previous rront s t 1ngs . 

2..25 The material resulting from operation I Mad nog' a:mcludes at 

that point and there is no further reference to the Albury business in 

any of the other material resulting from the int erception of RYan' s 

telephone conversaticns. 

2 . 26 The Corranission made sane preliminary inquiries in order to 

understand better the rratters r eferred to in the various conversations in 

the material. The material a:>ntains references to persons named Goodwin 

and McKinnon who, it would appear fran the context in which the namas are 

mentioned, were police officers with sane authority over the operations 

of gambling businesses in Albury in 1979. 

2. 27 In 1979 Ross Stafford Goodwin was a sergeant of police at Albuz:y 

where he is still stationed, and it would appear that the references i n 

the material may relate to him. The · Canmission-was oot able to identi1:y 

art/ officer named Md<inoon woo my have been the person ref erred to iln 

the con~ersation pf 31 March 1979.38 ~ 
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2.28 At the relevant time a gani:>ling establishroont operating under 

the . name 'Silver cue' at -- - Albury, was \¥ell known to the 
NSW Police. Police Information Reports of September 1981 record that 

tskander Costa Mansour had a casino in Albury in 1980. It is likely that 

he is the person referred to as 'Costa' in the conversations contained in 

the relevant material. The records also indicate that in May 1980 

Mansour. was operating . the 'silver cue' at premises at 479B oean street, 

Albury, where he was giving his nane as Costa Mansour.
39 

2 .29 ASSisted by this information, it is not difficult to draw the 

conclusion that the matters referred to in the conversations recorded in 

the transcript, between Ryan, Saffron and the Boyd brothers related to 

the conduct of an illegal casino in Albury. That casino ;as being 

conducted in q:,position to the 'Silver cue' and was the subject of 

pressure fran police who were alleged to be acting on behalf of the 

interests behind the 'Silver cue' . 

2. 30 The coomission f irids that the material discloses p:>ssible 

criminal offences, being breaches of the provisions of t he Gaming and 

Betting Act, 1912 (N&"W) • The titre for the institution of proceedings 

has expired. Although there are inferences of police involveirent and 1 · 

corruption, the matters referred to took place some seven years ago and 

it is unlikely that further investigation would produce evidence capable 

of sustaining a prosecution. 

2.31 As mentioned earlier [paragraph 2.21), Ryan also appears to have 

had an interest in illegal ganbling premises operated by John Yuen in 

sydney. In a telephone conversation said in the transcript to have been 

between Ryan and Gary Boyd on 31 March 1979, Boyd is recorded as having 

informed Ryan that a man named Edwards had told Yuen that he wQUld not be 

permitted to open his premises on the following night, but that Yuen 

intended to cpen nevertheless. Ryan indicated that he had already 

received a telephone call from Yuen but had intended ringing him on the 

following m:>rning. Ryan is recorded as saying 'But naturally I'm gunna 

have to check it out•.
40 
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• • • Phil Kaye oo the phone wants to see me urgently I said jesus 
whats it aboUt. Tell ne sorrething and be said No this is 
i.Irp:>rtant. yoo wooldnt credit its all about that dixon st. 
again. But in a totally different way. Anybody would think I 
had spoken to him. 49 · 

2.40 From the entries which follow it is clear that the reference ito 

'Phil Kaye' is an erroneous translation of the initials 'LI<' by whi1ch 

Ryan sometimes referred to Mr Justice Lionel Keith Murphy. There is a 

subsequent reference to the caller on the relevant occasion living at 

premises in Darling Point and to Robert Yuen (John Yuen's brother) living 

in the same building. 
50 

Robert Yuen and Mr Justice Murphy at the time 

both resided at apartments situated at 
51 

2 • 41 In the conversation recorded in the transcript Ryan went on to 

say that i t was ironic that aft er all the work that he had put into the 

organisation of the Dixon Street venture for John Yuen, Rd::>ert Yuen, from 

whom they were taking over, had. complained to Mr Justice Murphy that he 

was ' having this bit of a game', was paying rrxmey ' to sane other fellow 

down there thats trying to destr oy him I and that a man narred Watson was 

ifwol ved. watson was described as I head of this squad and rx:M he• s mov·ed 

a bit higher ' .52 This again seems to be a reference to superintendent 

P J Watson, who was then Chief of Staff of the CIB, but previously had 

been Officer in Charge of No 21 Special SqUad [see paragraph 2.35). 

2 . 42 Ryan said that Mr Justice Murphy had . inquired about Watson a.nd 

had spoken disapprovingly of him. Ryan also referred to the possibility 

of Mr Justice Murphy putting 'his knife in to this fell ow' (Watson) in 

which case Ryan said that there t,,,10uld be a power struggle. saffron 

replied ' Oh well the sculler will stick up for him solidly' and Ryan 

responded that he ~d not succeed because Mr Justice z.tJrphy ' is 
absolutely strength'. Ryan r epeated his surprise at the tum of events 

and said 'all this has errupted in the last two or three days, now is.nt 

that unbelievable1
•
53 

2.43 nateri al 
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·.... i:, ... 
• . ·'£.'( \•f.!>·~ •• , .. 

sent to him by .~the "Caimi.ssion on 25 Marcil 1986. In the ordinary cx:>urse ' 
?::~:;~>:}W/f)>'!/iti..4; -. .- ., 

of events the ~:'Ccilini.ssion ~d have srught to hear evidence fran 
. .,..'1. ,r~.-_.,, ::;;.:-: ...... . 

Mr JUstice MUtphf '· regarding sucll matters. _Mr Justice Murphy was, 

throughout the life · of the Comnission, the subject of prosecuti•on 

proceedings which may have involved questions of his association with 

Ryan. · The Ccmnission decided, having regard to section 6A( 3) of the 

Royal Corrmissions Act 1902 and the decision of the High court in 

HalllOOnd v Camronwealth of Australia and ors ( 1982) 42 ALR 327, to invite 

Mr JUstice MUrphy to make sucll response as he saw fit in relation to the 

matters raised in the Camti.ssion's letter. 

2.44 on 4 April 1986 the corrmission received a letter from the 

solicitors acting for Mr Justice Murphy which stated that, as the then 

inminent trial of their client may raise questions of his associati,on 

with Ryan, they had advised Mr Justice Murphy · that it was inappropriate 

to respond to the matters referred to. The letter added that 'no ~ 

inference should be drawn that our client accepts the accuracy of the .. .-
material or concedes that the alleged statements were made by him or to 

him. we should also tell you that our client canpletely denies any 

i~legality or inpropriety on his part•.
54 

2 .45 Officers of the OCI and TSJ gave evidence that watson w.as 

associated with the conduct of illegal gaming and betting and that he 

was, in their view, corrupted by his association with George oavid 

Freerran [see Volume ' T,,,Q paragraphs 8. i6-8.25]. An inference that can lbe 

drawn f rorn the telephone conversations reprod.lced above is that watsion 

was receiving bribes to allow unlawful gaming to operate. 'sculler' w;as 

a name by which the then Police ccmnissioner, Mr M T W'.:>Od, was known to 
55 Ryan [see Volume TWO paragraph 2.211]. 

2.46 In the conversation of 10 April 1979 set out above [paragraphs 

2.35-2.36] Boyd suggested to Ryan that watson was behind the uncertainty 

concerning Yuen's ability to open the premises in Dixon street _ but Ry,an 

replied that the -information seemed to o::xne from EdWardS \t/'hose complaint 

was that Gary Boyd was _involved.
56 
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2.47 The name Edwards was mentioned in the conversation between Ryan 

and Gary Boyd on 31 March 1979 [see paragraph 2.31 J as the person 'I.ho 

had told Yuen that he would not be permitted to q,er1 the premises on 

l April. At the time, Inspector R C Edwards was stationed at No 21 

Special SqUad. 
57 

The Corranission i s satisfied that the references in 

the conversations to the person Edwards r efer to Inspector Edwards. 

2.48 Later that day Ryan is recorded as speaking to Gary Boyd58 and 

informing Boyd of the inquiry by Mr Justice Murphy concerning Watson. 

2.49 Ryan said that he had told 'the judge ' not to take any action 

until they had a lengthy discussion about the matter. He also told Boyd 

that if anything did happen Watson would not survive because 'the trump' 

(another apparent reference to the Corranissioner of Police, Mr M T vb,d) 

would receive orders to dea:i with Watson. Ryan also said that he was 

puzzled that Rooert Yuen had taken this action because he had ' always 

found him so close mouthed at the races•.
59 

... 
2.50 The entry concludes with the following summary: 

Morgan says that theyv'e got to be careful of the judge taking 
any action because althoug watson will roll they' 11 probably 
alll roll down the hill together ..• 60 

2.51 While the material indicates that RYan, saffron, John Yuen, 

Robert Yuen, Gary Boyd and Brian Boyd were involved in the conduct of 

· premises in Dixon · Street used for illegal gambling, the time for 

institution of proceedings for possible breaches of the Gaming and 

Betting Act has long since expired. Although there are inferences of 

police involvement and corruption it is unlikely that further 

investigation "'°4.!ld prod.lee evidence capable of sustaining a prosecution. 

Payment of $50,000 fQr casino Licence 

2 .52 en 9 February 1980 the New south Wales Goverrunent amounoed 

that cabinet had decided on 5 February 1980 . ·not to legalise casinos. 

Newspaper reports record that until then all indicatioos had been that 
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the Government ~d legalise casinos60a The Premier was reported as 

having given ·:~ f~clicatioos and in late ·1979 the State Conference of 

the Australian Labot : Party had reportedly passed a resolution in favour 

of privately run casinos supervised by an independent board.Gob. 

2.53 . Volume TlC, which comprises sturanaries of transcripts of 

eel by 
, 61 

intercepted telephone conversations prepar . sergeant B R Mcvicar 

[ see Volume Cl'le paragraph 14. 41) , contains the following entry for 

Thursday 7 February 1980: 

Morgan contacts John YUEN at his Church Point home. Yuen tells 
Morgan that he has paid $50,000 to John DUCKER for consideration 
over licensing of gant>ling casino. Morgan tells him he paid it 
t(X) early and he should have waited until he was told by Morgan 
to pay the roney. Morgan. said they \c.Ould have to have a meeting 
with the boys to discuss the matter. Morgan tells Yuen that the 
legalisation is not this stage. Makes arrangemets to see Yuen 
at his horre later that night. Morgan very concerned about 
telling Yuen who is involved in organising the legalisation 
because he is afraid Yuen may tell his fellow Directors. Morgan 
contacts Brian Boyd at his Stathfield home and tells him that 
the $50,000 has been paid and that he has done it cold. Boyd 
says that Yuen wanted to pay it anyway. Morgan said that what 
happened was that the seven fellows rret very secretly in a 
Cabinet Roan and there was a di vision amongst them over the 
legalisation issue. Ducker was never in a position to guarantee 
anything and so the $50,000 is now really there on account.62 

2.54 Entries for 15 and 21 February 1980, as recorded in the sturanary 

material, also refer to 'John Ducker' and 'the $50,000 1
•

63 

2. 55 The allegation that John Yuen paid $50, OOO to a rrerroer of the 

Public Service Board, said to be John oucker, with a view to gaining 

support for the issue of a casino licence toas specifically investigated 

by the NSW Police Special Task Force at the suggestion of the 

NSW Under-Secretary of Justice [see Volume Crle paragraph 13 .6]. Menber.s 

of the Task Force attempted to interview Yuen but were unsuccessful. 

They did, however, intervie,,1 Mr Ducker en 30 April 1984. The Task Force 

then submitted an interim report to the effect that no further police 

action was necessary. suosequently, an unsuccessful attempt was made bo 

interview Ryan over ,the mtter. 
,. ' _,, 11;: 
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you know ~d be the next qiestioo. God, if he \ents to 
take that course, I can have J .D. run back With it next 
Friday. I can tell you that now ••• 65 

2. 59 Adjacent to the initials 'J .D. ' in the above passage the ~rds 

'John DUcker' appeac in handwriting. The author of that handwriting bas: 

not been identified and the basis for the entry is unknown. 

2.60 The COITl!lission has previously drawn attention t o the caution 

that nust be aoopted when perusing the sunmary material prepared b~, 

Mcvicar [see Volume ()'le paragraphs 14. 721. If the transcript material im 

Volume TlB i:s viewed in isolatioo, the varirus telephone conversations 

are insufficiently precise to enable clear inferen~ to be drawn 
concerning the ratters then under discussion. While there are! 

indicatioos that the sum of SS0 , 000 was paid by Yuen in circumst~ces 

of suspicion, the transcript 'material provides no indication, with the 

exception of the handwritten entry 'John Ducker' on page 121, of thE! 

recipi ent of the payment or the purpose. The author of that entry ~s 

not been identified and the basis for its inserti on has not been 
.. ,:, 

established. It may well be that from that entry alone, McVicar madE~ 

precise refer ences to Ducker i n the Sllll1llaries prepared by him. 

2.61 The Commissi on is rot satisfied that the material provides a 

proper basis for any inference that the payment, if indeed there was a 

payment, as discussed by Ryan and others, was made to oucker and was 

connected with obtaining an adVantage f or the issue of a casino licence .. 

There is ' no other ·evidence of any such involvement by Mr Ducker .. 

Accordingly, the Commission does not make any finding that the entries 

referred to disclose possible criminal offences. I t is unlikely that any 

further incpiry will shed any more light on this matter. 

Attempt to Bribe a CararorMealth Officer 

2. 62 A nunber of telephone conversations are contained in transcript 

Volume TlB from \llhich an inference can be drawn that Morgan John Ryan 

atteupted to "bribe a camonwealth officer and that other persons., 

including a senior Federal ~lice 
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is not part of the transcripts and sumnaries of telephone conversations. 

The . telephone conversations serve to ronfirm .Ryan's part in the acti vH:y 

and to identify the other parties to the possible conspiracy. The ooJLy 

evidence of activities by other possible co-conspirators is found in the 

transcripts and surrmaries. 

2. 63 · oaniel Hameiri who was a iredi.cal practitioner with a general 

practice at 75 Fitzroy Street, surry Hills, had by late 1979 been undE?r 

investigation by the Department of Health in relation to alleged breachE?S 

of the Health Insurance Act 1973. 01 19 December 1979 a seardl warrant 

was executed at Harneiri 's surgery by nent>ers of the AFP. Hameiri was 

arrested aoo subsequently released on bail. 01 the following day he 

appeared before a magistrate at St James Court of Petty SesSions and 

was charged with thirteen offences under section 129(1) of the Health 

Insurance Act. 01 11 February 1980 he was charged With another thirteE!n 

offences. The hearing of the twenty six charges conunenced on 11 August 

1980 and after sane days of hearing on 18 August 1980 Hameiri entered a 

plea of guilty to sone of t he charges. No evidence was offered on ten e>f 
. • r.-

the charges. 01 22 August 1980 he was convicted of sixteen charges and 

finea. 66 

2. 64 01 7 February 1980 Ryan met with Chief Inspector D W Thomas of 

the AFP at the Arirang House Restaurant at 22 Rockwall Crescent, Pott:s 

Point. From the conversaticn which occurred at the restaurant it can be 

inferred that Ryan offered Thorras a sum of money in exchange for son-e 

uh.specified acts on the part Ot Thomas in relation to the prosecution e>f 

Haneiri. The conversation was recorded by other AFP officers using a 

listening device concealed in Thomas's clothing.
67 

2.65 01 the same day the traracript of telephone conversations 

records a conversation noted as being between Ryan and Abraham Gilbert 

Saffron, wherein Ryan is recorded as informing the persoo thought to te 

Saffron that he, Ryan, was to attend certain meetings relating to the 

HaIIJ:!iri matter. 68 

of the telephone ,conyersatioos O noted 
:;~~~ C":~·"'.; / :;~ 
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a male, identified in .. the transcript as being 'probably associated 

Australian Federal '"Poflce•. 69 ruring the course of this"· conversation . . 

there was interference on the line which caused Ryan to redial the: 

telephone number several times. The m.mbers are recorded in the· 

transcript as 
70 

It is noted. 

in Volume One (paragraph 11.5] that there were occasionally e.rrors made 

in the. process of recording telephone nurrbers dialled. on 8 February 

1980 Deputy Canmi.ssioner J D Davies was on sick leave from the Australian 

Federal Police. His home telephone mmber wa~. 
71 

2.67 In the a>Urse of that conversation, the transcript records that 

Ryan and the ma.le, probably Davies, discussed Ryan's approach to Thomas. 

An inference that can be drawn from that conversation is that Davies 

would assist Ryan in his attenpts· to obtain assistance from various 

police officers, including Thorras, relating to the Hareiri matter. 72 

The transcript from the following days records telephone conversations 

noted as being between Ryan and Hareiri and Ryan and saffron wherein the 

eh . . . d' :'l..d 73 arges against Hareiri are iscusst::: . 

2. 68 It appears from these and other conversations as recorded in the 
• 

transcript that Ryan was involved in the matter on behalf of Hareiri at 

the request of the person thought to be saffron. 
74 

Hareiri said in 

evidence to the Camnission that he had been introdlced to Ryan by saffron 

who had said that Ryan was a solicitor who could provide Hareiri with 

'a second opinion' • 75 Hameiri, however, . said he could : not recall . 

telephone conversaticns with Ryan where they discussed the charges 

against Hameiri. 
76 

In evidence to the Commission saffron denied that 

he had telephoned Ryan regarding Haneiri.
77 

2 • 69 The Ccmmission finds that saffroo sa.ight the assistance of Ryan 

in relation to a prosecution which had commenced against Haneiri. It 

also finds that Ryan attempted to bribe Thomas so that Thomas "'°uld 

interfere in the investigatioos of the matter. That saffron, Haneiri 

and Davies knew that Ryaft' s actions \¥ere to include illegal acts is 

not clear. 

1-, 
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2. 70 . Ryan in his evidence to the Corrmission said he could not recall 

the . telephone ccnversatioos relating to this matter nor could he recall 

the meeting with Thomas. 
79 

The Camri.ssioo did oot hear evidence fran 

oavies. 

2. 71 ·The material concerning Thomas' s conversation With Ryan has be€n 

in the ' possession of the AFP since it occurred on 7 February 1980 and was 

inspected by AFP investigators making inquiries on behalf of the Special 

Prosecutor in 1984. 80 It would seem that no prosecution was ent>arkedl 

on in relation to the matter. The Comnission has brought the matter to, 

the attention of the Canm:>nwealth Director of PUblic Prosecutions 

pursuant to section 6P of the Royal Corrmissions Act 1902. 

Appointment of W Jegerow 

2. 72 Mr wadim (Bill) Jegerow caranenced duty as full time Deputy• 

Chairman of the Ethnic Affairs Conmission on 27 OCtober 1980. Entries in 
.,. 

Volume TlA, the transcript material resulting from the interception of: 

Ryan's telephone conversations [ see Volume One paragraph 6. 3 J, indicate 

that in 1979 Ryan had involved hlm;elf in efforts to secure Jegerow' s 

appointment. 

2. 73 An entry for 20 March 1979 records an outgoing call by Ryan to 

telephone nUTit>er - the nurrt>er Ryan used to t elephone a person 

said in 'the transcript to be Mr JUstice Liooel Keith Murphy. The entry 

comnences with a stateirent fran Ryan 'Morning, did you ring Nift? '. 
81 

When called to give evidence before the Canmissioo Ryan said that 'a 1009 

time ago' he had referred to the Hon. Mr N K wran, <:.,::., MP, the Premier of 
New South Wales, as 'Nifty'. 82 The entry then indicates that Ryan 

requested the person said to be Mr Justice Murphy to comnunicate with th•e 

Premier for the purpose of securing Jegerow's appointment. The perscn is 

h . 83 d . th recorded as av1ng agreed to Ryan's request. Accor 1ng to e entry 

Ryan was abou~ to go to the airport prior to his departure from Australia. 

2.74 
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prosecution proceedings against Cessna and Milner (see Volume TWo 

paragraphs 2.213-2.251). In particular, the then Leader of the 

Opposition, Mr John Mason, MP, attempted to have the NE!W sooth Wales 

Goverranent institute an inquiry into the matter and also called upon the 

Premier to terminate Mr Murray Farquhar' s appointnent as Chairnan of the 

Drug and Alcdlol Authority. 89 

2.79 . Newspaper publicity concerning Mr Mason's attack was intense. 

Articles .in the Australian and the Sydney Morning Herald on 5 March 1980 

referred to Mr Mason's canrnents about Ryan's participation in the 

matter. In addition, the Sydney Morning Herald contained an article 

titled 'Koreans Allege $3. SM Racket' which referred to allegations that 

prominent rnenbers of Sydney's Korean comrrunity had complained of an 

inmigration racket involving a Sydney solicitor. 

2. 80 en 9 March 1980 the Daily Telegraph contained an article by 

Mr Kevin Perkins which quoted vehement denials by Ryan of the allegations 

relating to Cessna/Milner and the inmigration matters. The article 

quoted Ryan as inviting Mr Mas6h to r epeat his statements outside 
90 Parliament so that they could be put to the test. 

2.81 In the Ryan swrmaries prepared by sergeant B R Mcvicar several 

entries appear dated 9, 11, 12 and 19 March 1980 which refer to 

conversaticns recording Ryan discussing the newspaper article and a 

certain 'Miltoo Morris'. 
91 

Mr Milton MOrris at that time was a senior 

ment>er of. the ~ition in . the New south Wales Parliament and had been a 

Minister for a nurrber of years when the Opposition was in goverrurent. 92 

2 .82 According to the simrnaries, Ryan stated that Morris had borrCl'oTt'led 

rooney frcm him to set up a dairy. 93 He further said that because of 

the way Morris was repaying the loan, Morris was defrauding the Taxation 

Office. 94 According to the sl.UTlll\ary of a conversation on ll March 1980 

Ryan told a person identified in the sunmary material as Mr JUstice 

MUrphy that he was 'going to ring ~rris and pull him into gear and tell 

him that be will reveal all if Morris does not pull- Mason into gear'. 
95 

Two entries later a sunmary records a cxnversatioo said to be between 
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of the matters raised with Mr Justice MUrpby in the Camnission' s lett:er 

of 25 March 1986, upon which Mr Justice MUqily declined to carment. 

Anglers Club Fire 

2.95 As outl ined previously in Volume O'le of this report [paragraph 

13. 6], one of the areas nominated by the Under Secretary of Justice in 

April 1984 for investigation by the Special Task Force headed by Chief 

Superintendent J M Pry was the fire at the Anglers Club, 43 Falcon 

Street , crows Nest, en 2 August 1979, the subsequent conduct of Morigan 

John Ryan, Abraham Gilbert Saffron, Eric Jury and others in relation to 

that fire, and the CXX1duct of the coronial Inquiry concerning that fire. 

Certain areas were suggested for investigation by the Special Task 

Force. These inquiries were nade by sergeant A G Ward who prepared a 

report whi ch was adopted by Pry and became Annexure 45 to his rep:>rt of 

28 June 1984 . 109 

2 . 96 The investigation into the f i re at the Anglers Club was 

or iginally conducted by sergeant 8 J Lowe who prepared a rep:>rt dctted 

2.2 Oct ober 1979. llO In his rep:>rt, Lo,,ie concluded that the fire had 

been deliberat ely lit am recorded that the Club had recently r~?wed 

and increased its insurance. Although Lowe did not ocminate a definite 

suspect for the arson, it appeared to him that the only persons who 

stood to gain from the fire were 'perscns connected with the Club', who 

inc luded thr ee di rectors, Steven Romano, Ter ence John Williams and 

Pet er Dunkerley. Lowe intervi erwed the Club' s eight directors arid 

recorded various links · betw'leell five of them and Jury. 111 Williams told 

Lowe that he believed that Jury was a rrerrber of the Club while Romano 

stated that he did not know Jury. Dunkerley was apparently not 

t · ed b T --· to h · kn,.._.loA,,,,o. of Jury •112 H Lo ques ion y L.,VWe as lS "'" ~ <:Never, we 

did not r ecord any connection between the directors and Ryan. 

2.97 on 6 March 1981, Mr walsh SM, who had conducted the corc,nial 

Inquiry into the fire, found . that the _premises were destroyed by the 

deliberate act of some person or persons unknown. 113 
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that both these matters are ·under investigation by the National crime 
Authority. The camlission recamnends that any material held by the 

Camti.ssioo in respect of these natters should be made available to the 

National crime Authority. 

Discotheque Fires 

2.107 Sergeant P L Egge in his supplementary · state!tl:!nt125 alleqed 

that he had read transcript of telephone conversations betwee1 Ryan ,md 

Saffroo concerning fires which had occurred in 1980 in diS<:Otheques in 

which Saffroo had an · interest and which were the subject of a coromLal 

Inq.iiry. Egge said that 'the fires were investigated' by sergeant H J 

'Garry' r.c,..,e and that, although he coold not rement,er the details, it 

appeared from the transcript vbich he had read that the in~estigation 1i,,as 

not ccnducted in a satisfactory manner. 

2 108 Th l ·t·ed b · ·d 126 and h · d • e matter was amp l. l. y Egge m evi ence e sa.i 

that he had seen LOwe' s name ~f i cally men timed in a cecord of a 
.. r 

conversation between Ryan and saffron. Egge was not able to be precis e 

as to the terms of the conversatioo and said: 

• . . specifically all I know is that Garry r.c:,..,e rec:eived a 
payment of iooney to investigate the fires so that oobody could 
be found guilty of the camti.tting of arson.127 

2.109 The 
... . den . 128 

evl ce. 
matter was caised with Inspector R P Morrison in 

M:>rrisai said that he was a ftiend of r..c:,we and had 

endeavoured to have him transferred to the BCI when there was an increase 

in staff in 1980. ae said that he had seen transcript of conversaticns 
involving Ryan or saffron which indicated that towe was acting improperly 

in relatioo to the investigaticn into the fires in bars in which Saffrcn 

had an interest. As sooo as the matter i,,,,as draW'l to the attention of 

SUperintendent a Blissett and himself, Blissett said that, , ..mether the 

allegatioos were right or wrong, Lowe would not be permitted ·to join the 

BCI and the question of his transfer proceeded no further.
129 
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said that he baa ,:toid Morrison that he would make inquiries into tow•a's 

suitability and was :later informed that LoWe's name had appeared in ithe 

Ryan .transcript as :a d,ntact with Ryan. lie said that en that basis he 
•• ''°''$ 131 

.told tt>rrison that~e ·was not .acceptable. 

2.111 The material available to the Canmissicn as a result of 1the 

interception of Ryc1n • s telephooe cawersations contains no reference to 

any cawersatioo between Ryan and saffron relating to any such fires, or 

to r.o,,e. The Coomission therefore makes no finding in relation to this 

matter. 

2.112 As previously mentiooed [ see paragraph 2 .106], the allegaticns 

surrounding the Discotheque Fires have certain matters in ccmnon with t:he 

allegations concerning the Anglers Club fire. As stated earlier, t:he 

Commission is aware that both these matters are under investigation by 

the National Cri.Jre Authority. The Ccmrnission recommends that any 

material before the Ccmnission relating to these matters be forwarded t o 

the Natiooal Crine Authority. 

··"'· ·cessna/Milner Matter 

2'.113 Ccnsiderable p.lblic canment and controv.ersy has surrounded the 

court proceedings presided over by the former NeW south Wales Chief 

Stipendiary Magistrate, Mr Murray Frederi ck Farquhar, involving TiJrothy 

Lycett Milner arrl Roy Boilers Cessna. 

History 

2 . 114 en 14 March 1979 Cessna and Milner were arrested by NSW Drug 
$:}\lad and BCI officers in coMection with their alleged possession ,of 

approximately 137.5 kilograms of Indi an hemp in the form of BUdiha 

sticks. Both were sut:sequently taken to central Police Staticn whe:re 

they were charged with several offences including a dlarge under tlhe 

provisicns of sectioos 2l(l)(a) and 45A( 4) of the Poisons Act, 19166 

(NSW). The charge preferred pirsuant to those secticns was couched in 

the following ·terms: 
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'l'hat (both Cessna and Milner) on the 14th day of March in the 
year, 1979, at Lane cove in the State of NeW south wales, did 
supply a drug of addiction, to wit, indian hemp in that he did 
have in his possessicn a quantity of such drug of addi'i_~'f in 
excess of the quantity prescribed in respect of that drug. 

.. ... ,, .. 
,·,,· ,,..i 

2.115 This W3S an indictable charge which in the nornal coorse pf . 

events a~er preliminary proceedings before a magistrate would have been 

dealt with by a judge and jury. The maximum penalty which could be 

imposed by a judge at the relevant time was a fine not exceeding $25,000 

or inprisonment for a term not exceeding ten years, or both such fine and. 

imprisonment. 

2.116 Under the provisions of the Poisons Act, if a persoo has in his 

or her possession a quantity of Indian heirp {which is defined under the 

Act as a drug of addiction) in excess of a certain amount, that person ~; 

deemed to have the drug for the purpose of supplying it, and accordingly 

may be charged With supplying the drug. 

2.117 en 15 March 1979 lx>th men appeared befor e Farquhar, who was· 

still at that tine Chief Stipendiary Magistrate, at the Central Court .~ 
of Petty Sessions and were charged with the above mentioned charge and 

other less serioos charges which for present I;Urposes are not relevant. 
I 

Counsel instructed by Messrs Morgan Ryan and Brock, solicitors, appeared 

for both defendants who were remanded to appear at central coort an 

26 Marcil 1979, Cessna being allowed bail and Milner being renanded in 

custody. 133 The police prosecutor, sergeant sr ady, informed Farquha.r 

that the street value of the drug seized was in the vicinity o,f 

$2.5 million and the total weight of the dr ugs was 137 .5 kilo.grams. 134 

2 .118 Cessna and Milner again aweared before Farquhar at Centrcu. 

court on 26 March. Milner was granted bail and both men were furthE~r 

remanded to appear at that Court on 23 April 1979. They again aweare~ 

on 23 April 1979 before Farquhar at the Central Court. on 26 March and 

23 April they were r epresented by Mr Bruce Miles , a solicitor from the 
135 

firm of Messrs Morgan Ryan and Brock. 

2.119 The defendants appeared again be'"fore Farquhar at ce1tral Co.u:t 

1 
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on 15 May 1979 and were again represented by Mr Miles. en that occasioo 
each defendant \o8S recharged under section 21(1) (a) of the POisoos ACt 

with no reference to sectioo 45A(4). The '· circumstanoes giving rise to 
this event will be discussed in more detail later in this sectioo. The 

practical result was that the magistrate dealt with the mtter himself 

surrmarily. Both Cessna and Milner pleaded guilty to this new charge. 

2.120 ,After pleading guilty Milner was convicted that day and 

sentenced to 18 months imprisonment with hard labour. Farquhar directed 

that in relatioo to that sentence there be a oon-parole period of eight 

roonths. He further remanded Cessna to appear at the Central Court on 

24 May 1979 for sentence and indicated that he required a pre-sentence 
·1 . ed 136 report. B,u was cont1nu • 

2.121 Cessna dlly appeared l;)efore Farquhar at the Central Coort on 

24 May 1979 and . in relation to the charge to which he had pleaded guilty 

on the previous occasion was convicted and fined $1000 in default forty 

days imprisonment with hard lalx>ur. In addition he was required to enter 

into a recognisance under section 558 of the Crimes Act, 1900 (NSW) which 

meant in ef feet that · Farquhar deferred passing sentence upon Cessna• s 

entering into a bood to be of good behavioor for a period of eighteen 
• 

months, and to cane up for sentence if called upon during that 
' od 137 pen. 

2.122 It is not considered necessary to enter into a detailed 

discussion of the law involved in this matter. For present purposes 

it is sufficient to say that serious charges carrying heavy maxirnum1 

penalties and whidl would normally have been dealt with by a judge and 

jury were dealt with suimarily by Farquhar, as a magistrate sitting· 

alcne. Accordingly, the penalties were much less severe than would 

otherwise have been the case. serioos charges had been changed into much 

less serious charges. 

2.123 The ci raunstances giving rise to and surrounding this CX>Urse 

followed by Farquhar and the repercussioos which followed are set out. 

hereunder [see paragraphs 2.126-2.162]. 
,s:.-
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2.124 Farquhar retired as chief stipendiary Magistrate the day after 

he had dealt with Cessna on the lesser charge. There ensued ccnsiderable 

p.lblic caranent about the fact that the hitherto indictable charges which 

had ·originally been ·preferred against both men were dealt with surrmarily 

by Farquhar. 

2.125 An investigation into the matter by Assistant Canmissia"ler 

C R Abbott was ccmnenced at the direction of the then Carmissioner, 

Mr J T Lees on 11 June 1979 •138 
According to a reJ;X>rt dated 25 March 

1980 made by Lees to the Under secretary of the Department of Services, 

Lees ordered this investigation after receiving information on the 

matter, the nature of which he did not specify in his report. Be also 

noted in his reJ;X>rt that in the oourse of A.tix>tt 's inquiries, a request 

directed to him.self as Conrnissioner was received from the Under Secretary 

of Justice oo 21 June 1979 f~~ an inquiry to be oonducted in relaticr-1 

to the proceedings instituted against Milner and Cessna and that the 

request was accordingly referred to Al:t>ott for necessary attention. Lees 

further indicated that he had received a reJ;X)r t dated 10 August 1979 

from Abbott, together with other _papers, setting out the result of his 
. . . 139 i.nvest1gat1rns. 

The Abbott Report 

2.126 Attx>tt, assisted by sergeant V F Shaw, interviewed eighteen NSW 

Police officers who had had sane involvement in the surveillance, arrest 

and prosecution of Cessna and Milner. Atoott and Shaw also interviewe'<l 

Ms D Delliou, the government analyst · who analysed the' BUddha sticks , a 

depositions clerk attached to the court who had typed certain deJ;X>sitions 

and submissirns, and Miles. F.adl of the J;X>lice officers made written 

reports as to their knowledge of the incidents under o::>nsideratioo and i n 

addition, were questioned by Abbott and $1aw. The ret:erts and records of 

interview were incort:erated in Abbott's report. 140 

2.127 TWo such reports were made by superintendent P J watscn 

and Inspector P A..G Lawrence dated 15 JUne 1979 and 13 June 1979 

respectively.141 watson mentiaied in his report that while attendi.Jng 
the synopsis meeting at the .~IB,,c,abalt tw'O months earlier he bad reoeiv·ed 

'··{ ;:. ,:;:. ,, .. ~. .. ~ . ·t~;. ,,;;1 .. ·~~xlf,f-_Jt, ,t . 
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Mr Miles, representing both the defendants, indicated to the 
Court that he wished to have the natters dealt with stmmarily 
and that he would plead guilty, on their behalf. I then 
indicated to Mr Farquhar that I wished him to proceed with the 
natters involving Secti<n 45 and I addressed him. I continued 
to speak with him and be asked me to elect as to whether they 
shcw.d be dealt With sumna.rily. 

:aiar:We=:a s!°t:L:a121ntarr6r1tters en an assUDptioo 

2.148 . The dep:,sitions record states: 

PROSEOJ'IDR. seeking to proceed with the Possess 45A marking. 

MR. MILES; I appear for both clefts. I make an applicati<n Y.W. 
deal with this matter surrmar ily. I might tell the court first 
and my fr iE!ld the basis I ask this. I have sp:>ken to the 
prooecutor. These def ts. I might say, providing a certain 
course is taken, wish to plead guilty. They appear to be the 
victims of their cwn addiction. They bought material which 
turned out to be very under the airount suggested. The goods 
they bought £ran the instructions I have drug wise are just 
about totally valueless, the supply them \loUUld be 
mini.Irunal ... the drug content in the material is just aboot 
mini.nurral . I submit this is a reasooable applicatioo to have 
the matters dealt the summarily and are aware of the provisions 
and i;:enalties in that case. The practical amount is a 
relatively very srral amount . .. floth are first offenders. 

BEN<li: No suggestioo for any dispersion into the corranunity, is 
that right. 

A. Yes. 

PR~ECUroR <XNrINUES: 
Involving Section 45. 
I am directed in relation to this matter by my officer in charge 
that Y .W. may feel to dispose and deal with the matter here and 
that after hearing the facts and ·seeing the analyst's 
certificate here, the content is very minimunal. 

BENCI: I feel it isa matter for you Mr. Proseaitor. 

mo5ECU'roR: Then I ask Y.W. to take that rourse. 

BENOJ: 0'1 the assl.llll>tion it's 21 ( l )(a), then I will. 

PROSEaJ'roR: That will be seen from the facts. The drug content 
to this diarge is that the suggestioo of supply \tO.lld be useless 
in any event. 

amca: 
RE-<l{ARGES DEFENDANr ••.•. RlSSF.sSIOO IN EXC::F.$. 21 ( l) {a) • 

.. •. 
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MR. MILES: The defendants l:x>th plead guilty. 

PROSEO..tlXlR: 
In supp:,rt of that I have fact sheets in rwlatia'l to each which 
I tender and also a certificate for identification purposes 
register ru.mt>er D4270. The defendants I tmderstand are not 
previously kno,,m. 

ALL OOC'UMENI'S PRODUCED, TENDERED, and PEROSID BY BENCli. 

BEN<li: A s t reet value ...as given then in the facts, to the 
offi cers no,,., in light of the analyst's certificates, the 
officers say now that that value does not exist. 

PROSEClJrOR: That is so. In i ts state it had little or no value 
as 1 t was. • . • but I cannot speak for the mind of any person so 
buying it. 

BEN01 AMENDS VALUE 'IO READ ••• •sa,m VALUE•l69 

2.149 In his reEX)rt to AJ:x,ott, EVans stated that fresh charge sheets: 

had not been nade out and that Farquhar had erased from the bench sheet 

the refer ence to section 45A( 4) .170 In his report EVan.s said: 

I di d not indicate that it v.UUld be useless to charge with 
•supply• as I understand that 21{1) (a) is the offence creating 
Sectioo and Sectioo 45A is the machinery sectioo whereby natters 
can be dealt with on an indictable basis. 

• I tended fact sheets in relaticn to each of the natte rs for 
which pleas had . been entered, an analyst's certificate and a 
ropy of a record of interview, which Mr Farquhar received and 
ap~ared to read. 

Mr Farquhar addressed me as to the value en the street of the 
substance, the subject of the charges, and I see fran the 
photostat of the proceedings that it is suggested that I said 
• rt had little or no value as it was•. I can remerrber saying 
low value but this was in OJnsideration of the analyst's 
certificate . I did EX)int oot that I could l)Ot speak for what 
was in the mind of any perscn to whan it may have been offered 
for sale. 

Mr Farquhar then indicated that he would put •sane value• on the 
sheets. 

Mr Miles then addressed the Court and Mr Farquhar asked re to 
different iate as to the involvement and suggested by pointing to 
Cessna in Coo.rt that he was involved in a technical nature. I 
indicated to him fran what I had seen of the fact sheets that 
Milner was 100re to blame but we alleged that both had loaded the 
substance into the car. 
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the Policie. ;~t~ &ted 21 ~Y 1985, Mr Avety recomnended the ceSScttion 

of the inquiry, _:as f in his view it was possible that 'the stEMart 

·carmissicSnt'', ·cou.1dt ,;~aeh :1ith~ -source , of ·· this thotbgraph'. 186 This 
. "i ;, . ' . ·.t~-~> •,t ·: ,.,' I' ' 

Carttnissicn Slbsequently · received a ct)'f'I of the photograph fran ' Mr }.,very 

together with a submission and details of police inquiries which had been 

nade to date. 187 

2.162 Further reference to this Fhotograph is rrade later in this 

account, under the heading 'The Photograph' [paragraphs 2.188-2.201]. 
' . 

Intercepted Telephone Ccnversaticns 

2.163 Cessna 's telephone conversaticns were the stbject of ill•egal 

interception during February and March 1979. Sergeant G R ~ens 9ave 

evidence that the interception device renained in place an extra day or 
188 two after Cessna ' s arrest on .-14 March 1979. 

2.164 Ryan was identified by the NSW Police dlring the interception 

of Cessna 's telephooe conversations and became the target in subsequent 

operaticns •
189 

These operatioos were conducted dlr ing the per i.ods 

18 March to April 1979 and mid January to mid .June 1980. There was 

another operatioo _ in 1981' carried out at the request of the AFP [see 

Volume Qle paragrapis 8.46-8.56, 10.4-10.20. for details). 

2.165 The typed transcript rcaterial which has survived fran the 1979 

and 1980 operatioos includes transcripts of intercepted tele!X)one 

oonversaticns which suggest that Ryan had fornulated a plan to assist 

Cessna and Milner in obtaining summary disposal of the prosecution case. 

2.166 It is recorded in the 'Mad D:>g' transcript, Volume TlA that m 

18 March 1979, three days after the arrest of Cessna and Milner, R:yan 

telephoned the m.unber - and S{:X)ke to 'Lynne' • Canrniss:lcn 

inquiries indicate that this mmber related to the telep:icne service of 

Cessna at , Lane CCNe . The inquiries oonfirrn that Cessna 

and his wife Marylyn Mearon Cessna, were residing at these premises 
during 1979 and 19ao.i90 
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2.167 In the course of the conversation R.yan said: 

Ive ~ ' to <p MY ·, tomrrCM, I811 be intown 00 M;:rtday, then r•m 
_going a, tuesday, • • • for about, twelve or fourtenn days, now 
that's ·- the 26th, I want to talk to ahi I want to see you other .· 
half, before I go whatever happens, • • • 9 ·· 

2.168 T~e transcript records that tentative arrangements were made f(::>r 

a meeting between Ryan and Cessna on the MOnday. Ryan is then recordced 

as having said: 

Cause I've fornulated a very very, ther 's sanething thats very 
important, thatI've allready dooe, • . • Yes well I -want to 
because it's satlething very inportant and I think that it will 
make a lot of people happier, ••• 192 

2.169 The following day, 19 March 1979, the transcript records that 

Ryan teleIX)ooed the nwrber_ - and spoke to 'Ceto' • The 

conversatioo is oot reoorded in full and a sumnary of it in tlhe 

transcript records that I Morgan has to see a dentist at Lane cove. Tine 

dentist's name is A Ronfelt next door to the Baby health centre in the 

Lane cove shopping centre and wan~ to meet Ceto ootside at 9.30 as it's 

very important' .
193 

2!170 Ryan stated in evidence to the Caranissioo that he knew ooth 

Cessna and his wife, Lyn cesS'la. He further stated that Cessna 'always 

refers to himself as seto Cessna' although 'his correct name is Ray 

Cessna• •194 RYan confirrred in evidence that he had acted en behalf ,of 
195 

. cess~ and Milner when they were dlarged with a drug offence. 

2.171 The transcript record5 that later en 19 March 1979 Ry.an 

teleJ:booed the nurrber - and spoke to 'Kevin' • 
196 

Commissi,on 

inquiries indicate that this number was the telephone service of 

Mr K M ROdgers, solicitor, of 34 King street, Sjcney. This was the 

ad1ress at which the firm of t-brgan Rj'an and Brock, solicitors, practis1ed 

until 30 septeirber 1984.
197 

2.172 The transcript records .the following conversatioo: 

.. ... 
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M • • • but there are two things that are i.trp>rtant . unless you 
say othetwise, the first is I want Cessnas case to go over 
m .the 26th right ••• I'm seeing sessna, I da1 1 t ·know how I 
can get this message, I •ve g,t no time to ·g, ,·out there but 
.I , do not want that nan to apply for : bail :t.Dltil I come 
back ••• 

K well he wcn't get bail but it ooesn•t give ·him m.ich faith, 
has Cessna been out to see him 

M I don't want this matter I don't want this man to ai;ply for 
· bail until I return otherwise he' 11 never fucken get bail, 

I might p.1t myself out here dcay ••• 198 

2.173 There is a clear inference that the reference to 'that man' is a 

reference to Milner. It is further recorded that Ryan was leaving 

'tcmorrow' and v.as 'die back 2nd April' •199 

Ryan Meets the Magistrate and the Police Camnissioner 

2.174 The transcript of the intercepted conversations of 19 Marcil 1979 

further rerords 'rn FROM MURRAY FOR M:lRG?I.N. Not there will be back .at 

10. tells him to ring at 10 .15' 200 Later in a o::,nversatim headed 

'cm' 'IQ - (MAGIS~TES CHAMBERS) t-()RGAN TO MALE', the following 
conversatim is recorded: 

MALE when you said there was Satiething i.np?rtant I take it 
nothing unexpected though. 

OOR no ro no ooly good news 

MALE just that ~u 're going off tomorrow and we might just have 
a matter .•• 201 

2.175 It is further recorded that Ryan and ~e male arrang:d to Iree!t 

at 3.45 p.m. that day·. 202 

2.176 The transcript includes an 'index' page which lists telephon.e 

nunbers and subscribers. The description 'MAGISTRATES CHAMBEPS' appears 

beside the nurrber 235 8262. 203 

2.177 _ The records of the N.5W oepart:Irslt of Public w:>rks and of th•e 

Attorney-General's Department - Properties Di vision show that during thee 
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,:r 

periOd O:td:>er' 1978 to J~e· 1979 teleplooe services 235 8262 and 235 8182 

were allocated to the /Chairman of the Bench of Stipendiary Magistrateis, ,,.:r 
who ,was then :Farquhar,·' and to a receptionist, although it .is not -.certad.ri';t,, 

' , qV )• •i • :_:, • : ., • '~ .:fJfo:;; 
which number : ,was allocated to whan. ruring this · i;:eriod st1.pendiatry ./21~ 

. '•.,;:''_- ' 

nagistrates were temporarily accomrodated at 'Malta Bouse•, ,,630 ceoi::ge ;r1 
Street, &;/drey. 204 

2.178 ·On 20 March 1979 the transcript records 'OJT TO~ ceto to 

Lyn. Ceto says that he's with Morgan and will be hane soon•. 5 There 

is a clear inference that this telephone call was nade by Cessna fran 

Ryan's hane during a meeting between Cessna and Ryan. 

2.179 on 31 March 1979 the transcript records that Ryan telephooed tlhe 

nwrber 427 5309 and spoke to Cessna and said: 

nCM as soon as I got back of a:>urse I had to rrake a p,one 
call • . . because you a er on who's ronf idenc:e and trust I woold 
like to keep, I and not interes ted in any one else, because 
your my milestooe, Ihave g::>t to have a heavy c:onference 
tomorrCM ••• 206 . 

.,.. 
2.180 The transcript records that Cessna had a luncheoo engagement en 

the follCMing day. It further records that Ryan said the following: 

• • • BUt er the thing is this that tomorroof you go to lunch, 
there was sarething very importandt that was going to happen in 
th afternoon ••• when you say •go to lunch• that ooesnt haJ;Pen 
all day does it ... BUt I'm a great beleiver in before th ball 
and in saying this is wha is g::>ing to be oone, and here it is, 
and you can g::> and see it with your own two blooky eyes ... Now 
tha 's the choice I'm gon a give you, cnl y to you though . • • I 
mean when :rou see people you remerrber their faces. oont 
You? • • • I'm only going tp give you the owartunityy of either 
saying well what you say right or yes I' 11 go along and have 
alook rd'fh my c,..,n two eyes that's thechoice your g::mna 
get ••• 

2.181 Later in the same conversatioo Ryan is recorded as saying: 

Blt I'm oot going to show me hand to sanebody elseat all because 
I just could't cb that • • . Im talking about the other p:lrty ••. 
I'm gorma tell what can be dooe, and what has been d dooe and 

-
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what ' 11a·s (J)tta be daie, if he wants · to 'l~ ')it · ••• a.it this is 
just thebreif ;disc.ussioo that I want to :,have with you but I've 
just g:>t to talk to sanebody in the moming Jlnd - .nth n I •ve gt • .. <,;;. . 

. to tlk .. to ~ tomorrcw, buttheinp)r?Jlt t thing ,:is, .tcmorrcw 
atterncxn. ,20s · r , : Jj:'f '"f . , 

2.182 en that day 31 March 1979, . the transcript further , ... reo:>rd9 'In 

Murray to ~rgan I and the follCMing conver~tiJn:"'i . 

F Ch hello r.t>rgan . . . weloome back • • • Ah, all that business 
· is fixed up. 

MR Yes, htats what I was er • • • you know I • • • Still I can 
gather up the .•• but I just didnt think I would have to 
say the opp:>rtunity presented itself. 

F Well couldn't do • • • tell you why later, but it •s all 
O.K •••• 209 

2. 183 

M 

F 

M 

F 

Later in the ronversatioo it is further recorded: 

' 
I would like to urn, I would like to go for a walk tanorrow 
afternoon for about five to ten minutes . • • FOur O'clock' d 
be a good time. four o'clock there. 

OK I' 11 d::> that •.. 
.. .-,, 

I'm sorry to hear about Mrs Farquar •• • ~ I i,,.ont bother 
today, but I just want to be prepar~ for the 

Yup I know ••• 210 

2.184 

and was 

Farquhar gave evidence before the Camnissioo oo 4 December 19185 

asked whether he telephoned Ryan on 31 March 1979 and said lt:o 

him 'all that bJsiness is fixed up'. Farquhar stated that he had 'no 

recollection of any conversation .of that nature' cmd later stated 'it is 

not irrp:)ssible that I said to him, •that rosiness has been fixed" but 

referring to his business, nothing to do between him and I. I have never 

had any business undertakings with him'. 211 

2.185 01 1 April 1979 the transcript of intercepted telephone 

conversatiros records that Ryan telephoned the nwri:>er - arnd 
212 arranged to meet Cessna at 9.45 a.m. on that day. 
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,(· ... 

2.186 tater tnat :. day the / transcript recor~ 'Olt- Morgan 
MUrray'. 

213 
Ccmni.~iai ' inquiries indicate that this nwnber was 

to 

t:he 

·t:he telepbate ·> service 11{ connected .at 
residence of HUrray ,;Pred~'ick\ F~quhar • 

.I'. 

2.187 The foll<Mi.rtg caiversatim is recorded: 

MU whats happening? 

M:> nothing, nothing, I'll be there at 4pn b.lt I'm c;ping to but 
I ha have never spokeri to anyone, you Wlderstand 

Mu I'm With you 

Mo you know pnticularly the Barristers or any of those 

M..l yep yep 

M:> but um I've got to see my frimd this irorning but I want 
to be able to say that you know, only fran me acting 
( reference to Cessna ·d>taining bail etc) 

z.t1 thats right a corrbination of ci rcumstances 

M:> nmnm 
,,. 

MU will have to be bought together 

• M:> yes yes you know i was just trying to say that because eh 

MU I don t mind 

Mo it wasn't just ci:>ne in the ordinary course 

Ml No not at all 

Mo mn 

MU a remarkable break 

M) yeah 

Mo ok then I' 11 be there at 4i;:rn 

M.J ok irate 

-
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The Photograph 

2.188 Sergeants R C Andersa\ ~d AL Rudd ,.ol:~ ti,;; N.~'5i°tPolice · told the 
Corrmi.ssion that on SUnday l April 1979 they "&imien6ecf''vi~ual .. surveillance 
of Farquhar at his Pagewood hane. 216 .F~~ar ' travelled · by m,tor 

vehicle to Centennial Park where he was c:bserved to puk his vehicle and 

then meet with Ryan. Rudd and Andersoo were uncertain aba.it whether Ryan 

al so dr.ove to the park. Each of them thought that Ryan was already in 

atten(:iance when Farquhar arrived. 217 

2 .189 Andersoo and RUdd told the Caran:issia, that they d:>served Ryan 

and Farquhar walking along the 'walkway' at the Park. RUdd stated t:hat 

they walked 'near the railing of the Park in • • • a bicycle walkway or 

rideway'. 
218 

Andersen stated they they 'prooably {walked) a distance 

of 100 yards or so' in ooe direction along the pathway and a similar 

distance in the opposite direction. 219 

2.190 Rudd stated that the maeting lasted 'about twenty minutes to 

half an hour', although the officers engaged in surveillance left the 

park sane time prior to Ryan and·'Farquhar's departure. 220 

2!191 Andersoo stated that he 'took a number of i;xiotographs' of the 

meeting with the use of 'a Nikkon camera equipped with an autodriv1a'. 

He further stated that he could oot 'be sure at this stage' whether he 

used a full roll of film. He said he processed the film, developed 

the negatives and 'made the actual prints from that negative'. 221 

2.192 Rudd rea:>llected that a1e of the photograt*ls prodlced by 

Anderson may have depicted Farquhar' s vehicle. He stated that he filmed 

the meeting with the use of a a:>loor video camera and CXXlfir~ that 

the film 'was a good reproduction of the events that had occurred'. 222 

2 .193 Both officers stated that other BCI officers were shCf,olf} the 

photographs and the video film. They further stated that sane days aft:er 

the filming, the negatives, photographs and the video film \iilere request.eel 

by - Inspector R H stevenson {nCM deceased), , the Officer in Charge of the 

SCI, and handed to him. 2~ VThere :is IX> evidence as to what happened to 
: ··;:'j-,'.~, .J ,,,, 
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}" f/ ,. .,a,; 

the park oo several occasicns for sane three to four ~s prior to the 
meeting in questioo. He stated that he met Farquhar for constitutional 

walks as Farquhar had a bad heart and a weight prd>lem.229 

2.199 Farquhar agreed in evidence that he took walks with Ryan in 

Centennial Park. He said that his medical specialist suggested that 

he 'walk about three quarters of a mile' • He stated that they w::>Ul.d 

'gener~ly walk up and d~, perhaps 250, 300 yards, half a dozen times' 

and oo sane occasions there i,,,ould be rore than me walk dlrin,g a 
....1, . 230 

we'='• 

2.200 Farquhar also said that there were occasicns dlring the \\!leek 

when Ryan wool.d ring him and say ' I am going to meet you this afternoon ' , 

or 'I want to see you this afternoon'. Farquhar would meet Ryan en these 

occasims as he found i t easier to undertake his required walks w.ith 

co~ny. Be said he did .not walk fast. The walk i,,,ould last ab::>ut 

t . t 231 en JnlilU es • 

2. 201 The intercepted telephone conversation of l April 1979 (see 

paragra!Xls 2.186-2.187 J \raS red.ted to Farquhar in full when he gave 

evidence to the Caruni.ssi oo and it was suggested to him that the walk on 

the occasion in question was for a 'chat' rather t han for his !Xlysical 

well-being. He said that this W:is oot the case and that the walks with 

Ryan were 'certainly of great benefit and did assist in reducing 

(Farquhar's) weight by two stone'. He further stated that he did not 

knc:u Ryan very well until he (Farquhar) had suffered a 'corooary'. 

Farquhar stated that he had no, recollection of his calling Ryan 'mate' 

11
. . h • I t I . 232 . 

or Ryan ea mg un rra e • 

FUrther ccnversaticns 

2. 202 The transcript of the intercepted telephone conversatioos 

records that on 2 April 1979, ·the day after the meeting in centennial 

Park, Ryan telephoned the nu:rrber 427 5309 and said to Cessna: 

well lfflat I rang to to tell you wa,s i 'm very very haPPf at the 
IIl)Jllellt, very hag;:,y and I think everyme will be happy, everyone 
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2.206 Later that transcript records .•rut to 1'mGY TO 

GARY BOYDD' • 237 ~cmnissioo .{ inquiries indicate .. that · <·this nmi:>er was 
• " '·: :; .,, :.<·-:jtM{i,.-, ~·:,c:t:;;,,_ ,i:-: ._,._ - ... · :· _.-_ 

comected on, !(June -~198.( _to ,, the Department of Administrative Services, 

Level 11, C~eaith· c'1tre, · but Telecom advised that there was no 
. · ~ , · • 238 

history . available in relation to 'this nwrber . pcior to that date. ' 

Ryan is reoorded as saying 'I'm just going into town, in colle:ge 

st•.239 · Later the transcript records 'IN FROM JOHN YEUN 'ID M::>RGY'. 

Ryan is recorded as saying '... time is the essence, I'm just goingt to 

a top level conference right nc;,.,,r' •240 

2.207 The NSW Police Visitors' Book maintained at Police Headquarters, 

Colle~ street, Sjdney contains an entry indicating that at 10.00 a.rn. on 

5 April 1979 Ryan attended there for an appointment with Canmissioo-er 

MT WJod.241 

2.208 Ryan gave evidence ·to the Canmissicn al 19 December 1985 that he 

visited WOCd at Police Hea~arters during the time the Cessna/Milner 

proceedings \o(ere pending. He said that he rea:>llected that al o:1e 

occasion, after attending a conference with Miles, he 'went to Wood with __ ,,,,. 

a series of notes of an argurrent to I?J.t to him' in order to demonstrate 

that the w:c content of . the drugs was lc,.,.r and that the drugs were 

'worthless' and 'unsaleable'. 
242 

2.209 ~ gave evidence before the Camri.ssion al 15 October 1985. IHe 

agreed that he had a meeting with Ryan abcut the prosecution of Cessna. 

He stated that Ryan came to see him at Head:':lllarters. 243 WOOd said that 

Ryan told him eh this' occasion that: 

• . • he had a drug case involving sucxfua sticks where the quality 
of the exhibit was very poor. He rrade the suggestion that the 
subject natter was unsaleable, had oo value at all, and he said 
that the newspapers and others were writing it up as worth a 
millial oollars. He said the p:,int of the fact is that it 
is virtually valueless. He then requested an independent 
evaluatial of the exhibit, which I refused. I told· him it ..ould 
be looked at through norrral channels by the GoVernment analyst. 
That was it. He also told me he is quite happy for the 
instructioos fran his clients were that they would plead guilty 
at the magistrate's court to p:,ssessioo of the BUdiba -sticks if 
a realistic e-.taluation was given on them.244 

•. ., 
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2.210 en 7 April .1979 the transcript records 'In fran sm• and jiot;es 

that Ryan '. said to .the male caller: 

J.-.;· ............. , 

••• · No everything -is 100, tell · you what i wanted to ask ,}Ql 1~ -;!l 
are havirig definitely, I saw the ·. trump, I had a •• the sculler. t 
I had a · <JX>d talk with him the other m:>rning : and we .;fate " 
definitely have dinner straight after Ea.ster. 245 ·· 

2.211 Ryan stated in evidence in relation to vbod: 'after the war 'we 

ll$ed ,to call him - they used to refer to him in sporting circles as The 

Sculler because he was a chanpioo sruller'. He further stated · that he 

nay have occasionally referred to WOOd as 'The Sculler'. 
246 

The wo,rd 

'Sculler' together with the number - appear as written entries in 

Ryan's 1980 diary. 
247 Camnissioo inquiries indicate that the number is 

the teleFbooe service connected to • - the 

residence of Mervyn Thorras wooa. 248 

2.212 en 10 April 1979 the transcript reoords: 

cur 'ID MR BEECH • • • Then spaaks to Bruce MI:LES . • • Then discuss 
CITO, and make menticn of it. being the case of the 'Farewell to 
Arms' • 249 · · 

2,213 Later that day the transcript rerords, 'IN 'ID MJRGY FROM MURRA:i, 

THEY MAKE ARRANG™ENST 'ID MEE:!' AT 3.30 pm AT THE SAME PLACE' •
250 

Farquhar gave evidence that it was not unlikely that such a conversati,:n 

occurred because he 'frequently did meet Ryan' . 
251 

2.214 01 11 .April 1979 the transcript reoords 'IN TO !-ORGY FROM 

MURRAY' , and the following conversation: 

r-o • • • AEOJT THAT FELLOW, I am g:,ing to ring the skulls 
tcmnorr<M. 

MU Yeah. alr~~t well i 'll get him either this afternoon or the 
rnornIDg. 

2. 215 Farquhar told the Camri.ssioo that he did not 'at any time' havre 
. . th . . f n.-.1· 253 any conversation wi. the camu.ss1.ooer o rv 1.ce. He stated that he 

did not knoW any _persa1 called 'the skull or the skuller' except for II a 
',l&IICLl,i;(t,,.Proot' • He stated that this term Wets 

1 
··"-

~~ ]i 
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. .:-_,., ,;, . . 

meaningless to him Jmd -- that he had only ·heard of WOOd •referred . to as 

Merv' • 254 In his -sta~~~t 4to Al:t>ott, Fryer _said : ·that in directing him 
,.· ... · ~q, ~~-~!i;:;: ~t'l· -fl;t:~ .. i, ' ' ; 

. hCM to deal with the ";.Cessna/Milner charges ,wooa had 'fsaid that • Farquhar 
,._,;._ :• / ~ ,:i:i:::+,,./1:2.;~, "#.W.· .• _.,.,:,, ,-; . _;).., •. .;., •.. ~ . . 

· (had) indicated that i he\ 1ri0Uld be prepared to· .:deal, -with the : matter 
... 255 · ,:. · ,,- · .,·. . . . 
. swrmarily'. Wc>od 'denied to the Camni.ssion . that ,he . had .said · these 

word.9. 256 

2.216 . As explained earlier (see paragraphs 2.127-2.128] rep:>rts were 

rrade by superintendent watson . and others to Abbott that during the first 

or second week in April 1979, ~ contacted watson in resi;ect of the 

Cessna/Milner proceedings. WOOd gave evidence that he had telei;honed the 

Chief of the CIB, superintendent s R Goldsworthy to give him instructicns 

aboot the natter. watson had answered the teleP'}one and Wood had asked 

him 'to ensure that the analysis was duly carried oot'. ~ said he had 

done this because he thought Ryan 'had a p:>i nt •. 
257 

2.217 Wood agreed that he received details of the analysis and stated 

that these details were discussed with Fryer and not Ryan (see paragraFhs 

2.127-2.129 ] . w:>od further agreed that he was inforrred by watsoo 

that the quality of the naterial was quite p:>0r in that it • gave the 

suggesti on of decay, and the THC or drug content was a.t:norrrally lC1,t,'' • 
258 

2. 218 The last en try recorded in this transcript of the intercept of 

Ryan's telei;:hone conversations is dated 12 Apcil 1979. 
259 

In evidence 

before the Camti.ssion Sergeants G E Schuberg, M K Ogg and and 

Constable R A Johnson stated that a short time prior to the cessation of 

this operation, Ryan telephoned w:>od at Police Heaaiuarters and that WOOd 

imnedi ately 'hung up' on being told by Ryan that he was t elei;:honing from 

his home. 260 evidence tmder questiooing by coonsel 

Assisting the Corrmission concerning this matter is as follC1,t1s: 

You say the first interception in 1979 en Ryan's phone came to 
a halt when Ryan was intercepted speaking to Merv WOOd, the 
commissioner, and you say - I believe Ryan had telephoned ~ 
to check on a favour · - whereupon certain events followed. ooes 
the use of the word, believe, indicate you did oot actually hear 
that yourself?-! heard the conversation. 
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Mr Farquhar ·has ;; irididted that he would be. prepared to deal 
with the nett~ J;wrmarily if the prosecution consented.271 

- ..• • i'-'._·"' :\§r .. -·-::- ''. :..· . ~,,._ 

2.227 F~~ .:expli!ri~; ·ilf·· evi&ilce that ' al.though·· he <X>Uld not st:ate 
'-: , , · ,. -· :~; ·)•:Y. ,t,'="•::;':--:-::~')-~:·~~,:1:-J,-:- ':"<-:-,..,•!; .,~, _, ... .3:... :"'~· i. . ,• . ..._. . ;:,;,;·. ·'., .. _ 

that Wood and Parqtihar ·.had .. ~c:ated with each other: 
f.;,; . :,:·:'"+-. .. :·;~~--~ ~c.:,'.;~; •, • _-J,\ ,'. (,. ~ 

Mr WOod knew ,abolit "Farquhar' s · .iiltimatioo that he \Olld handle 
(the matter) it swrmarily if it was consented to ••• I cb not 
know, but sanebody I would say had told him of Farquhar' s 
intention • . . sit there was no doubt, and I feel that that is 

, the instructicns I gave to Smith, not in the terms that Mr ~ 
used there, that he was to be interviewed, but I feel ·r told 
Smith that Farquhar had to be seen· and his version 
ct>tained .•. 272 

2.228 Fryer's official diary contains an entry for 15 May 1979 which 

api;ears below: 

TUesday 15.5.79 01 duty at P.P. Branch at 7.30 am. 
corresIX)ndence and staff matters. Phone call from c.6.P. re 
two defts Milner & Cessna charged re drugs. He indicated that 
Mr Farquhar C:SM & chairman of Drug AUthority and was the expert 
re drugs should decide whether natters be dealt wit.11 summarily 
or on indictment. This was conveyed to Prosecutor • . . Sgt 
EVans.273 -.. ~·· 

2.229 Fryer rrade the following comments to the Canmission en t:ihat 

diary entry: 

I think that was through Sergeant Smith. (The message conveyed 
to EVans.) So that it is there, it is over to Mr Farquhar to 
make the decision and, if Farquhar was in agreenent with it to 
be dealt with smrmarily, well then Wood's direction of he,.., it 
should be handled was to be follcrwed. . That was my nemory. I 
think perhaE'.S ~ wording is not· as it should have been, more 
clearly, but it was ~ recollectioo that that is what ha~ned. 
This note was made, well ~d have been, not too long after the 
-- would have been on the same day and, you know, within an 
hour or two of Mr WOOd speaking to me. I would think that was 
nade contemporaneously, if I can use the word, frd still fresh 
in my memory; so it sort of supIX)rts what I say.2 

2.230 FUrther relevant parts of \md's evidence were then read out to 

Fryer and he was asked whether he disagreed with Wood's version of 1the 

conversatioo. Fryer said: 
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··'· .;!~· . 

_I certainly disagree· with the •confer•J{~ "t } ~·)i ioo ~t recall 
him using those -words; but he did, he did ~£, Farquhar0;seen and 
his . views ,.obtained. \' Ne,,,, he did say ·that }:ihe~jm ; the ; chief 
nagistrate and {; the chairnan of the drug ·~authority{ ·which was 

·. there •• ~- No, ,·,t .,. am ''.OOt entirely disagreeing :)nth t it because 
there ,aresane ·parts.'Of it that are ,,true::, •I mean,'°:he· did say 
that about Mr Farquhar. 275 . . · · . 

Fryer was asked whether it was the usual practice for the 

cornm.issicner of Police to telephooe on the morning that a case was being 

heard and disa.lSS with him the manner in which the prosecutioo was t.o be 

conducted. In reply, Fryer said: 

It is o:>t unusual for either the Camnissiooer or senior members 
of the force to ring at any time of the day or night to discuss 
natters that were to be heard at the cx:>Urt, and for nultiple 
reascns.276 

2.232 Fryer said that he recalled that wring that o:,nversatioo WOOd 

had further said 'I have 'had legal discussion about this natter'. Fryer 

then said 'I took it from that he (Wood) had a legal discussion as to 

whether it could in fact be dealt with surcunarily or not. That was the 

th • . d h ' t 277 way at I l.Oterprete is comnent • . ~ 

The Hearing 

2.233 In answer to questions regarding the chan~ of court roan prior 

to the sentencing of Milner , Farquhar stated in evidence that I Mr Berman 

(a rragistrate) • • . asked ire ooly a natter of a minute or two bef,ore, 

would I take the No. 1 list'. 
278 

It will be recalled that Mcrxmald 

in his report to Abbott said that on 14 May 1979, one day prior to the 

hearing, Miles had said to him [see paragraph 2.132]: 

If the prosecution agrees, my clients will plead guilty and 
i.,,uuld rrake the a~.1.,1gcatioo for it to be dealt with s1.mra.rily 
before Mr Farquhar. 

2.234 Farquhar gave evidence that administrative duties were part: of 

his role as Chief Magistrate and one of these duties was to make certain 

tl_lat all cases were properly heard. He rerollected that oo 15 May 1979 

there was one defended .case left in the list apart· fran the C-essna/Mi.1ner 
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the court lists on 15 M:ly 1979. He recalled, hQllever, that at that time 

the .so-called 'Greek Ccnspiracy' case was being heard at central Court 

and the case had been specifically allocated for hearing in the 

No. l coort. Accordingly, the No. l Court list of indictable matt:ers, 

which was in the normal rourse listed for hearing in that rourt, was 

listed for hearing in the No. 2 Coort, for the duration of the 'Greek 

Ccnspiracy' case. Mr Bermm further noted that he would have alloc:ated 

the No. l Coort list to Farquhar on that day in accordance with the 
. de ibed ab 285 

practice scr ove. 

Farquhar speaks to the Journalist 

2.239 Ms Anne ·BUrns provided a statement to the Canmission wherein she 

stated that at the time of th~· a,urt proceedings she was a court repo,rter 

with the SUn newspa~r in syooey and was working at ca1tral Coort. 01 

the day that the cases· were heard, she was informed by Evans 'to take a 

look at the Cessna and Milner case because the indictable charges had 

been dc.,..mgraded to sumnary offences and were going to be dealt with that 

day'. 286 She said that she went to the sumnons court and sat in the 

public gallery where she otserved the proceedings. To the best of her 

rea:>llection, ~quhar open~d the proceedings and said "'°rds to the 

effect • I understand the charges are to be amended because a chemical 

analysis has shcwn the rraterial to have a very lcw concentration•. 
287 

EVans said words to the effect 'the charges have been amended and cain be 

dealt with summarily'. 288 eurns remained in the court until Milner was 

sentenced. She then went to the depositioos clerks' office where she 

d::>tained the court papers relating to Cessna and Milner and took notes 

h . . t 289 f.11-. • 1 ak . uh for a story s e intended to wri e. nul e t mg notes, Farqi ar 

entered the office, greeted her and to the best of her rerollecticn the 

- follC7#ing conversation ensued: 
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:,;;,Jbat are you looking at? . 

(Burns) ··c'."•J"Jfti?1~1~,-Indian harp case. 
'.:fr-·~.· · ::.:::y.>c•:··}~•>;;: 

(Parquh~) ''f-~::i:Ch '.,that's ~t very interesting :· There was only a 
." j very small quantity of drug in it.· 

(BUrnS) 

(Farquhar) 

Ellt the police valued it at half a million 
dollars. 

Yes, but the analY§~8 
practically worthless.2 

showed that it was 

2. 240 Burns stated that she formed the opinion that 'Farquhar • . . was 

trying to influence me not to write the story' . She further stated that 

she 'found it astounding that he should discuss with me a part heard 
I 291 case • 

2.241 

manner 

be in 

When asked whe~.er he opened the proceedings in court in the 

stated by Burns, Farquhar said in evidence 'never ... no, it woold 

the rerord if I did' . 292 Farquhar further stated that E11..1rns 

• 

'approached me after the first hearing and asked me for advice on sane ~ 

matters • . . it was to d:> with. 'IHC content in varioos items; sanething to 

do with drug issues ••• '. 29'3 Later in evidence Farquhar said 'I 

ranerrber that I had to g;> to the main office to do sorrething or other and 

SP1e walked up to rre • • • and said "DO you mind if I ask you a coupl,e of 

questioos, Mr Fargmar?"'. 294 
He said that he did not try to 

. . 295 discourage Burns from writlllg a story. 

2. 242 The Milner case was dis'f()sed of in court No. 5, the sumnons 

court~ 296 As there was no sound recording equiµnent in that court, 

Mr P J Scanlon recorded the proceedings on a typewriter. 
297 

Scanlon 

provided a statement to the Cacmission wherein he oonfirmed that the 

depositioos of that day were a true and correct record. He confirmed 

that the answers nade by him dlring a record of interview conducted by 
298 

Abbott on 27 June 1979 were true and correct. 

2.243 Scanloo further confirrred that he had a conversaticn with Evans 

shortly prior to the taking of evidence wherein EVans said words to the 

effect of 'make sure yoll get:. _everything I say down' [ see paragicaph 

2.146). 299 
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• ,;; ;..;.. J.:·~. • .; l>c- • ,, 

.been : .the practice, aby ,any of .. the 
ai"?COurt to deal 1sswmnarily wi.th J,natters ·of 

·e l ean .be 00 a,ubt ithat :natters . of this t kind 
.,. .. t ,cwith: .. surrmarily .for, " even ;supposing ... the 
Ittie''i& .: ix>:+.vaiue ~;~:.and that ;is )~t -;-cl~Jffran 
·· ·• ficiate i~/ this \cas!-.,/~··<as ~ ,, pr~O;!tot i ~t , 

for ,;_the mind · ... of any perSCll · so. ruyi.rlg 
,: .:i· .. .. . ·;.;:<•· '}ft:~ ... ·\:'.· 

• : .:. _;J\:· ;:-: ·;,::~·~. -- 'j; :·· 

It .should· .be .noted ''.that Briese anitted frcm this letter, any 

mention of the dimer held at Ryan's home or Farquhar I s subsequent 

telephone call regarding it [see paragraph 2.222]. 

Conclusions 

2.250 The Camnissioo is disturbed by sane facets of the Cessna/Milner 

case as listed belc:,..1, 'Nhich the comnission finds to be factual according 

to the civil standard of proof: 

1 (a) Ryan acted for Cessna although he did not a~ar in Ccurt 

and his relationship with Cessna was not a proper 

relaticnship as between solicitor and client . 

. .r.· 

(b) For sane reason not disclosed by the evidence he was 

prepared to g:, , to inordinate lengths to ensure his client 

was dealt with on a less serious charge than that whidl was 

originally preferred, including approaching the Police 

corrmissiooer (WCOd) and the presiding magistrate 

(Farquhar), each of whcm he knew, to achieve his aim. 

(c) He met the ·magistrate alone :in centennial Park at a time 

when the magistrate was dealing with criminal charges 

against his client Cessna and also Milner, knOJing that the 

nagistrate was to be the ooe who would sentence them, and 

gave a specious explanation for the meeting. 

(d) He invited his client Cessna to witness this 1TEeting. 

There is a clear inference available (which is drawn) that 

Ryan did this in order to prO'le to Cessna that he indeed 
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Camnissicn is disclosE@ is cne of calspiracy :oo the ;,part bf Ryal\,, ~' 
. . : "'t ;: }: .. · '. ... :. .!'.('• ·~ }~.: ·/1tt ''.• .. ~:,;,: '· .: ·.~ 

Farquhar ·and possibly Miles, to ·pervert ./the .. course 'K<>fl justi.ce.t ' The 
·--~anmi.ssim recouunen&!J that this: report i:}z and ·;;all ~:~, r~l~t-~~;'do<:uftmts ' 

· · · :... . --_,.., · .· · - > --. :.. :.' /...-;( . ·r::::;: .:·~ ... :,...,.,.. ·,;;:i:-..:-:,;·. ;;;,~:~; ,! .. 'f.':t~•·- .,.: ... 

including the i;:hotograt:b .'. produced by Mr Greiner., in ' the :·Nfiw . ·saitb .Wales ' 

Parliament (which the . C~ssi<n finds is _.genuift;) .. be ,'forwarded to the 

NeW sooth wales solicitor-General and the NeW south Wales carmu~iaier 

of Pplice with a view to having then confer and consider whether such a 

charge ( or any other criminal charge) should be preferred against any 

person. 

Prosecutioo Proceedings Against Francis Jdm rugan. 

2.252 Francis Jdln NUgan achieved notoriety as a result of his 

activities in relatioo to the Nugan Hand group of companies ( see report 

of the Royal Corranission of Inquiry into the Activities of the NUgan Hand 

Group]. He was found dead in his rrotor vehicle near Lithgow oo 

28 January 1980 having taken his own life. Prior to his death, NUgan, 

with his brother Kenneth Lesley NUgan (nCM deceased) and other pe.rscns, 

had been the subject of prosecution proceedings brought by the corir;:orate 

Affairs Ccmmissioo for offences of ronspi racy to cheat and defraud in 

connection with the affairs of the NUgan Group Limited. 

2. 253 The transcript rraterial in the possessioo of the Canmissioo 

record, a tele~ooe conversation between Ryan and another person taken 

frooi a tape said to be for 19 March 1979 dlring which references ar,a made 

to 'FRANK . NUGAN' and oourt proceedings which were to conclu~ that 

da 
306 . 

y. 

2. 254 The depositicns for the abovanentiooed proceedings against rugan 

and others in the Central court of Petty sessions show that the evidence 

in the matter was expected to oonclude oo 19 March 1979 but that it ~uld 

be necessary to adjourn to take further evidence on 23 March 1979 before 

adjourning to 16 July 1979 for addresses of counsel cn the questioo of 

whether there was a prima facie case. 

.. 
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Y:· ;:Ji.v . 
• §~·· ;;,~t. 

· · ·: ;::· :: '7~' ':'i'r" ,\.;/t )'.( · · · · is:2}255 ;\A ·. fur er ,,reference .,_to ,:.rugan .is .:uade in the transcript of a . ·~ .,._ .. 
:c:onversaticn '_,~t,,,een Ryan ·and another persoo; 'described in .the transcript .. 

· ' ---' ).,.. -·~;· ·-- ;;1:i{ .-.,,.--h?~··, .~·.:?.. ··}.~.. :i :t ~;":_ · ~'.' _;... ,,.,, ,. -~! -:• ·. :·; 

t,as·;bein<f~t:aJ<mJ'.fran _a :•tape ,cl.eared at .8~00 _E>.m. on 1 ~il ·1979. ,;,;, Ftyan is . 
. ..~~ ·.).;:. t/ -~;i> :.~-;,t '>, •. ,: ;···"·. '• :,;.· - • -.,~_·'.. • _.::~ ' . ..;, .\· 

,.recorded ,,as \ sayirig ? well l've ·<just ;rspent§an.f;µiteresting ,;talk tand ,: I ·ah . 
. . , ·. L,, ,,~\ ,, . . . . , ,;. . . ' . !,Ii . \'t;, ;.,. ·307 -' . f. · · : 

; I've -g:>t ·· a ·lot '::of '·.news for . that ;,. fellow iMJGENT1
• Thete are .,no other 

references directly or indirectly' to the proceedings · ac;ia~t ~:~.~ at 

aboot that time. 

2.256 In Volwne TlB [see Volwne Ole paragraph 6.3) the transcript 

nater ial arising rut of the subsequent period of the interception of 

Ryan's telephone cawersations, reference is nade in a conversatioo 

between Ryan and another person, said to be taken from a tape cleared 

on 7 February 1980, to 'that fellow shooting hi.mself 1308 • . The: word 

'(tlJGENl'??)' has been typed next to this entry. As menticned earlier, 

~gan 's body had been found on 27 January 1980 and the reference appears 

to be to him. Ryan is re<prded as saying: 

Is' nt it a funny thing. I said to him, you know p.1 t 8 up front 
and I said there' 11 be no way you' 11 get romrni tted. And he 
said, you know the lawyers tell me there's no way I' 11 oe 
rommitted an':{Way. He .. just did'nt believe • • And I said, 
theold story, • • • the 8 does 'nt go anywhere untill your not 
( conuni tted), but he thought I was playing the ron trick •..• 
that he was'nt going to be because the barrister told him.309 

2.257 An inference which nay be drawn from the above entry and other 

entries not recorded in full here is that Ryan in 1979 had endeavowred to 

arrange the discharge of N.lgan fran the cnarges against him for the 

payment of mooey, but that eventually NUgan did not agree. The 

camnlssioo ooes riot rerommend any further investigation because even if a 

criminal offence was committed, whim is not at all certain, there woold 

be little chance of assembling any evidence which would be admissible in 

a prooea.itioo. 

Bruce Dnile Aitken 

2.258 As described in Volume Ole, a matter designated for 

investigation by the S[:ecial Task Force _ of the NSW Police head:d by 

SUperintendent . J M .rc'i ;cas · part . of the Special Prcsecutor 's i.rnquiry 

,;,This reference to ,:,,, 

-',!lf•. 
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2;214 . . , ~{ll~~~ti,S . reoorded on · the .ta!" · and transcribed · in 

Volume Tl.D ''indicate .c.th~- possibility of cri.m.inal offences. :,,;;~\otiether .'the·· 

nagistrate :was·'":correct ,-'in his observatiai' that ~Mtken was :&viously" iri . 

\f AUstralia' '''.~'.-"};l~'?~·u~f°t1s rot ftirth~:t_: r~o~yed , h,f >~Y'.i(~foicnaticn , 
cootaine(l in the . mter'ial. ·rt is ··prcbable, .ho-iever/ judging' fr·om the 
advice RYan gave Aitken about using a bank vault in the · future because it 

would_ be impossible to make a legitinate canplaint in the event 01: theft 

[see. paragraph 2.270], that the rroney in Aitken's p:,ssession was of 

unlawful origin or for an unlawful purpose. 

2. 275 The conversatioos indicate that Ryan had influenced Mr McGregor, 

through his solicitor, to rrake a false statement [ see paragrai:hs 

2.263-2.264, 2.269-2.271]. The statement provided by McGregor f,or the 

prosea.ition of Aitken is certainly implausible and wruld seem bo have 

been drafted with the intentioo of assisting Aitken in deceiving the 

court as to the purpose of Aitken' s possession of the money. Ryan also 

appears to have encouraged Aitken to give a false explanation f•::>r his 

possession of the Indian hemp, and accordingly it is possible that the 

material discloses criminal offences by Ryan and others of oonspir ing to 

pervert the course of justice·. It IlllSt be acknowledged, hONever ., that 

there is little likelihood of advancing the matter further dle ito the 

Absence of Aitken from AUstralia and the reluctance of Ryan to cooperate 

with authorities. The Canmissioo therefore reconmends that further 

investigation is not warranted. 

Breaches of Migration Act 1958 

2.276 The material available to the Caranissioo resulting from the 

interceptioo of Ryan's telephooe conversations discla;es a considerable 

m.uTt>er of conmmicatioos between Ryan and others relating to applicaticns 

by persons of Asian nationalities for residence in AU.stralia. 

2.2n Sectioo ? of the Migratioo Act 1958 provides for the issue of 

entry permits either before or after an inmi.grant enters AUstJrnlia. 

Officers of the Departrrent of Dmligratioo and Ethnic Affairs Wlder: that 

sectioo are able to grant to inmigrants permanent resident status by 

,, issuing indefinite entry permits. 



- ·a2 -

2.278 According to the · naterial, Ryan 

teler;bme with Jdm . Yuen in relatia, to 
Reference tx> YUen · has' been nade earlier in 

. offences ·· [see 'paragraplS 2.17 ," 2.31-2.42}. 

·-·1 

2.279 The £acts given to the oourt alleged that Chinese immigrants 

employed in a Parranatta restaurant were assisted by Yuen in applications 

for permanent resident status by rreans of supplying false Employment 

histories and bogus employment references to the Department. It was 

alleged that Yuen was paid $5000 for his services in each instance, $2000 

being payable upon the -application being lodged, $2000 being p3.yable 

UF,Qn a rredical ex.aminatioo and the ranaining $1000 being payable upJn the 

fu l l . f th 1· t' 323 
success comp et1on o e app ica icn. ~ 

2. 280 The entrie:; in the Tnaterial also reveal that in relatioo to 

i.rrunigration rratters Ryan regularly spoke by teleEil<ne with Mr William 

Jansing Lee, a Sychey barrister. 
324 

Lee was arrested oo 5 May 19BO and 

dlarged with a similar offence of conspiracy under section 86(1) (d) of 

the Crimes Act. He was dischar<J:!d by Mr Flynn, SM, on 30 NOvembei: 1980 

on the basis that the evidence did not warrant Lee and his a:>-defendant, 

Theo Chew, being committed for trial. The allegatioos against Le€! were 

similar to those against Yuen and related to applications lodged wil:h the 

Department of Irrmigration and Ethnic Affairs on behalf of Chinese 

i.Jrmigrants, employed in the same Parranatta restaurant, for whan false 

employment cbcurnents were prodlced to · the Department. The charge a~Jlinst 

Lee alleged that he had coospired with Robert Charles Slgland, who at the 

relevant time was an officer of the Department of IJTmigratioo and gthnic 

Affairs. England's name appaars from time to time in the entries i.n the 

t 'al 325 rra er1 • 

2. 281 RYan himself was arrested in 1981 and charged with an offen-ce of 

.coospiring to effect a lawflll purpose by means 
-:-: ;,p -, ''!f~·::;'.>~~':•f' 
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.• law· of'' thJ:t~~~oowe~t1-r contrary to the \i;pr~isi~ 'of section 86(l){d) 
(; ; . ..~ . :~ . 

of the .. crimes Act .ll914. ;,-,He was :eventually' coovicted ,in the Di::;trict 

·court· of'·New Saitn £1.eis\~ 2 AUglist 1983 and. was itii:sequently fined $400 

-~d relea"se;f _'µp:xt '"~1;~~ijriisanoe t:x>.'·be 'of?~ :behavi&r ·-for a feriiod of 
'>,, .. _:"- . ,:_;::.:-ti,,cffn)> '.~'.· • · • :· ·_ .• ,. .I 

five years:~: -Ah -~ppea1 ".~gairist· this convictioo was upheld in the court of 

Criminal · Appeal ln 1984 and a new trial ordered. A date is yet to be 

fixed for the retrial. °The CrMl case against Ryan wis that he conspired 

with . James Alan Francis t-aoon {referred to previa.isly in relati,cn to 

gant,ling offences [see paragrai;:hs 2.2-2.6]) and David Young Ch•oi to 

achieve pearanent resident status for Korean illlnigrants by prodJcing 

bogus letters of employment to the Department of Inmi.gratia, and E~ic 

Affairs. 326 

2. 282 In the proseC'l.ltion of R'.:{an evidence was adduced which t;,,taS 

cbtained as a result of inforrration passed to the AFP by the TSU. The 

relatiooship between ser.geant - of the TSO and InsJ;ector 

P J Lan:b of B Division of the AFP is referred to in Volume Ole [see 

paragraphs 10.4-10.20]. 

2.283 o, 5 March 1980 - urgently requested a meeting with 

Lan:b. The meeting t;,,taS held at the Corrurodore Hotel in Blues Point Road, 

~Mahoos Point and was· attended by Lanb and sergeant B J carter of 

B Division and - sergeants R Kilburn and GP smith of the 

TSU. 
327 

At that neeting it t,,,OUld appear that ~ <J:iVe Lamb a 

one page oocument headed 'From a reliable souroe•. 32 

2. 284 . The ~t ~tated that . Ryan t;,,taS ronoerned : about oocuments 

relating to imnigration rratters and r e ferred to a proposed ~~ting 

at 5. 30 p.m. that day between Ryan and Choi to g:, CNer 'working 

references'. 
329 

Lant> then rrade arrangements for physical surveillance 

of Ryan to conmenoe at 5.00 p.m. that evening. The surveillance team 

observed Ryan and Choi examining d:>cwrents in a penthouse of a wilding 

at The cbcuments were later 

recovered by p::>lice £ran a garbage bin at the premises and were found to 

include naterial relating to i.rrmigration rratters. EVidence of the 

meeting and the oocuments _ rea:>vered was adduced in the · prosea.ittioo 

, proceedings ,,g3inst Ryan. 
·.,. • •... ,., - ·,t., . .> ,\, . i•, 



2.286 The naterial providecf to the Coomission records a nunber'·. of 
telephon~ ·conversatims between Ryan and Choi and Ryan and Masa1 relating 

t ' . . 330 'al al eal .-i..... o llmll.graticn matters. The naten. so rev s a nuuu..,,::r of 

.c:ornrrunications between inmi.gration officers, notably Gary Boyd and Robert 

· England. 
331 

In a nwrber of ways the entries in the material recording 

Ryan's comnunications with these and other persons indicate participation 

· by Ryan in offences relating to applications by i.n'lnigrants to the 

Department of Inmigration and Ethnic Affairs. 

2.287 According to the entries in 

Boyd with regard telei;none with Gary 

the 

to 

material 

rrany of 

Ryan 

the 

sp:>ke by 

i.Jimi gra ti on 

matters in which Ryan was apparently roncerned. As mentiooed earlier 

[paragra i;ns 2.8-2.9, 2.12, 2.24), rrany of the telep,ooe cornm.lllications .... 

between Ryan and Boyd appeared to r elate to gambling activities. The 

entries also shc:M that on rrany occasions Ryan and Boyd telep,oned each 

other a t hone and sp:>ke in cirOJm.stanres of inforrrality which were 

inconsistent with Ryan acting professionally as a solicitor, or Boyd 

acting in his official capacity as an officer of the Department. An 

indication of impropriety is that the entries show that when Ryan 

telephoned Boyd in his office in the Department and had cause to identify 

him.self or to leave a message he called him.self 'Jim Brown' • 332 
The 

rraterial als o contains a reference to Boyd receiving rconey frcm _Ryan with 

respect t o the approval of applications for permanent resident 
status. 333 

2. 288 The lack of txna fides in Ryan's involvement in i.rrmigratim 

rratters is also illustrated by entries which attribute to Ryan statements 

which suggest that if an imnigrant had a genuine basis for an applicatioo 

to the Department, Ryan felt that his ability to denand excessive payment 

be ' led 334 for his services would curta1 • 
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2.293 ·Other :!references ·to telep)Ole conversatioos ·. involving :~an•s 

activities in / relatioo ,to .iJllnigraticn natters are to . be foUnd jlfl the 
notes \ana infcinati.ai:' reports caitained within the ·operatioo ,'Trident' 

1

~ ile held ~bf}l4:t"APP. 341 · ·· 

2. 294 The Canmissicn is of the view that there is a· basis for finding 

that _Ryan, William ~, Jdln YUen, Brian Boyd, Gary Boyd and JRObert 

England may have been involved in J;OOSible offences against the Migr:atioo 

Act 1958 by misleading officers of the Department of Irrmigration and 

Ethnic Affairs, and against the Crimes Act 1914 of forging and utitering 

cbcuments and of conspiring oontrary to section 86 of the crimes J\Ct to 

effect a lawful pirp;>se by means that are tmlawful tmder laws c,f the 

coomonweal th. 

2. 295 The Caranissioo reconunencs that it v,0ul d be appropriate i.f all 

the material relating to Ryan were to be examined for entries r:elat:i.ng to 

other ronversatioos which may be relevant to the Cro.,m case against Ryan. 

Attempt to Interfere in an AFP Investigation 

2. 296 Vol ume Ole of this rep,rt deals with the involvenent of the AFP 

in the illegal intercepti on of telephone conversations carried out by 

members of the TSO [see p:lragraphs 10. 4-10. 20 J. Those paraqraphs 

describe meetings between rns~or P J Lanb of B Division of the Af'P and 

Sergeants D L Lewington and RA Jooes of the AFP which oca.irred early in 

1981. 

2.297 Lewington stated in a rec::>rded interview with SUperintEindent 

A Bra.ffl of the AFP conducted on 22 February 1984 that during me o,f his 

attendances at B Division he was played a tape of what he believed to be 

a telephooe conversation between Ryan and Mr Justice L K Murphy alt:hough 

he could not J;OOitively identify the latter. ruring that c::>nversa1tioo, 

according to r..e,.,ington, Ryan inquired whether Mut!XlY had been able to 

find out whether Lewington and Jooes were ag;>roachable. tewington and 

Jooes were then oonducting an inquiry into an alleged il!lnigration 

oonspiracy involving R:yan. _Aca>rding to Lewington, MJrphy replied that 

.they were not approachable · ·,· ,. th · were _both very straight' • 342 

.. ,t·· .,,. ·. ,, ,: ·.,,,_--:'I-·· ,, -~ 
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The COl'rrl\iesion would, in the ordinary course of events have sought to 
hear evidence fran you in relation to sone conversations purporting to be 
between Ryan and yourself and Jtyan and others. However, as yoo are presentl:y 
awaiting trial in the supreme Court of Ne-w south Wales in a c:rimi.nal matter 
and as that matter may raise questions of your association with Ryan the 
canmission has decided, having regard to section 6A(3) of the Royndl 
C<Jm'n.issions Act 1902 and the decision of the High court in Hanno v 
Conm:>nwealth of Australia and Others (1982) 42ALR327, to inv1te yoo to make 
$UCh response as you eee fit In relation to the material set oot in the 
schedule acoonpanying this letter. 

It should be understood that as presently advised the C.omni.ssion does 
not propose to invoke any of its powers in order to obtain fran yoo a 
response. If you choose to respond you may do so by letter, written or verbal 
statement, sworn evidence or some other method elected by you. If a written 
document ia furnished by you the Ccmnission would wish to have some 
verification of the fact that the docuroont is genuine. If you choose to giv·e 
evidence that evidence would, consistently with the comnission's practice to, 
date, be given in camera. Yoo will be aware that there are certain 
protections afforded to witnesses under the legislation governing the conduct 
of this inquiry. 

As indi~ted above the items in relation to which your carrnents are 
invited are set forth in the schedule attached to this letter. Each item does 
not necessarily involve an allegation of possible criminal activity by you. 
It should not be assumed that the material set out in the schedule is evidenice 
'Which has been accept.a by the camu.ssion, nor should it be regarded as a 
verbatim account of the evidence Of any particular witness or a verbatim 
extract from any document. Each item represents an attenpt to set out the 
substance of the rore inp>rtant material which concerns you. 

Item 7 aoea not arise from a telephone conversation but was the subjE!Ct 
of direct evidence given by a witness who was called in respect. to a related 
matter. 

As the o:mm.ssion is required to refX)rt to the cxmnissioning 
Governments by 30 April 1986 l shOuld be grateful if yoo would let re have cl 
reply by 4 April 1986. 
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~om~iaeion to the Bon. Mr Justic• Li Murphy 25 March 1986 

SCHEDULE 

Jte111 ls 

In April 1979 you had a tel•phone conversation with Ryan. 
In the convera•tion reference was made to Robert Yuen who 
was then living near your residence at Darling Point. 

You said that Yuen had complained to you regarding an 
alleged casino that he, Yuen, had been conductinQ in Dixon 
street, Sydney. The eubstance of the complaint was that 
Yuen had been paying money to D•tective Chief 
Superintendent Patrick John Watson of the New South Wales 
Police but had been aubject to police action in reapect of 
the casino. During the course of the conversation you 
said: 'thie is a dtsgrac•ful turnout ••• who i• this 
fellow called Wateon ••• I want to talk to you about this 
I've a good mind to epeak to 'N' about it'. 

Item 2: 

Eerly tn 1980 Abraham Gilbert saffron in a telephone 
converaation told Ryan that he wished to obtain a lease of 

premiaes known as Luna Park. Ryan then tel•phoned you and 
you eaid tn relation to the ~atter 'leave it with ae•. A 
short time later you telephoned Ryan and aaid that you had 
spoken to 'Neville' and he is going to try to ~ake some 
arrangements for saffron to get the lease. 

/ 

000008 



Item 3: 

Early in 1980, in a telephone conversation Saffron told 

Ryan that he wanted the contract to remodel the Central 

Railway Station tn Sydney for which tenders had been 

called. Ryan then rang you about the matter and you said 
'leave it with me'. sometime later you rang Ryan and told 

him that the contract would go to Saffron. 

Item 4: 

In the context of questions being raised by the New South 
Wales Parliamentary Opposition regarding the prosecution of 
persons named Roy Bowers Cessna and Timothy Lycett Milner 

and Ryan's participation in the matter, on 11 March 1980 in 

a telephone conversation Ryan told you that Milton Morris 

put John Mason into power and that Morris borrowed some 

money from Ryan. Ryan further said that Morris was 

repaying him in a way which was defrauding the Taxation 

Department. Ryan said that he would ring Horris and 

threaten to reveal this. In a telephone conversation you 

told Ryan that you had made arrangements for Ryan to meet 

~orris on the steps of Parliament House. 

Item S: 

on 20 March 1979 in a telephone conversation Ryan requested 

you to ring Mr N K wren the Premier of New South Wales for 

the purpose of securing the appointment of Wadim Jegerow to 

the position of Deputy Chairman of the Ethnic Affairs 

Commission ana that you agreed to the request. On 31 March 

1979 you telephoned Ryan and told him 'I talked to him and 

he is appointing that fellow to be Deputy Chairman ••• 

Neville is ... appointing Jegerow .•. He'll give it to him 

but I think your fellow might have been wanting to make it 

eome long tenure or something, he said he wasn't doing 

that'. 

OOOOC7 



 

          

         
          

       

       

          

        

   

 

         

           

        
        

         
         

          
           

          
       

       




